AGENDA FOR THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Monday, August 19, 2019, 7:30 P.M.
Call to Order
Roll Call
Pledge of Allegiance – Destination Imagination
Departmental Objectives Report – Public Works and Engineering
Minutes of Previous Meeting
Bills and Payroll
Public Comment
REPORTS
19-77

19-78

Consideration and Action on the Report and Recommendation of the Plan Commission on the
Request for an Amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and an Amendment to the Deerfield
Square Commercial Planned Unit Development to Permit Changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in
Unit A of 711 Deerfield Road (Kirby Limited Partnership and Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group,
Inc.)
Consideration and Action on the Report and Recommendation of the Plan Commission on
McDonald’s Restaurant Request for an Amendment to Their Special Use for New Menu Boards,
and Approval of New Menu Boards at 50 N. Waukegan Road, Pursuant to Article 9.02-B, 14(a)
of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance

CONSENT AGENDA
19-74-1
Ordinance Amending Sections 23-15 re: Hydrant Water Meter Use and Fines – 1R
19-73-2

Ordinance Vacating a Portion of the West Half of a North-South Alley Lying Between Hazel
Avenue and Fair Oaks Avenue – 2R

OLD BUSINESS
19-75-1
Ordinance Amending Article 21 of Chapter 22 of the Municipal Code, as Amended, Regarding
Right-of-Way Regulations and Regulator Signage – 1R
19-68-2

Ordinance Adopting Residential Lighting Standards for Sport Courts and Rear Yards – 2R

NEW BUSINESS
19-79
Authorization to Amend Contract with Tyler-New World for Lincolnshire Dispatch
Consolidation Data Conversion
Items for discussion by Mayor and Board of Trustees
Reports of the Village Manager
Adjournment

Message from the Director of Public
Works and Engineering
August 19, 2019
Mayor Rosenthal & Trustees,
I present to the Village Board the August 2019
biannual objectives report. As expected, the first half
of 2019 was a busy season. Salt and plows have been
replaced with top soil and asphalt as the department
transitions to summer and fall maintenance. The
Water Division has been busy flushing and repairing
hydrants, and helping to oversee water infrastructure
projects. The Street Division has planted parkway
trees and has been busy patching streets. The Sewer
Division is busy cleaning, televising, and managing
sewer repairs and lining.
I am happy to report that road construction within
school zones has been brought to substantial
completion in advance of the start of the 2019 fall
school session. The remainder of the Street
Rehabilitation Project is well under-way with
resurfacing and reconstruction work taking place at
20 locations this year. The Greenwood Avenue and
Woodland Subdivision Infrastructure projects are in
progress and are scheduled for completion later this
fall. The first portion of the Sewer Lining Program is
complete, with a second round of lining to begin later
this summer. As always, the Public Works and
Engineering Department looks forward to
accomplishing the goals established for 2019.
Sincerely,
Robert Phillips, P.E.
Director of Public Works and Engineering
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Engineering Division
Define and supervise Village construction
projects – The Engineering Division
provides technical design services and
oversight for Village construction projects,
reviews development plans to assure
compliance with Village ordinances, and
advises the Mayor and Board, as well as other
departments, on engineering matters. The
division continues to maintain a conservative
fiscal approach to departmental expenditures
without
compromising
necessary
departmental operations.
Continue to upgrade and structure
engineering and public works data
keeping, data organization, and data
relationships – As part of the development
permit
application
procedure,
the
Engineering
Division
continues
its
interdepartmental coordination and record
keeping for each project. The division has
refined the tracking system for tree removal
permit applications as well as street and
parkway opening permits and deposits. The
Engineering Division continues to scan
historical
engineering
plans
and
specifications in order to store information in
a digital format. The digital data is now
stored on the Village server for all staff to
access.
Continue to manage and oversee
Geographic Information System (GIS) –
Engineering Division personnel work with
GIS staff on this ongoing program. The
division will continue to refine the mapping
system with the help of Public Works
personnel to ensure the accuracy of the GIS
maps. A staff member from Municipal GIS
Partners, Inc. (MGP) has been assigned to the
Village to continue our efforts. The Assistant
to the Director of Public Works and
Engineering serves on the Board of Directors
for Municipal GIS Partners (MGP).
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Continue to review commercial and
residential development plans with respect
to drainage and grading impacts
The Director of Public Works, the
Engineering Project Manager, and the Staff
Engineer continue to review all proposed
utility permits requested, and single-family
and commercial property projects with respect
to grading, drainage, and utilities as
appropriate; however, inspections during the
capital improvement construction season are
primarily conducted by the building
department as part of their primary
accountabilities. The approximate turnaround
time for residential reviews can vary but is
typically no more than three weeks for the first
review on a proposed single family home.
Timing for subsequent reviews relies upon the
responsiveness of the owner’s engineer and
architect. This year we have completed
reviews on several large projects including,
Deerfield Senior Residences (site inspection
included), REVA, Jewett Park redevelopment,
and the beginning of Small Wireless Facilities
installation.

Engineering Division
Village Commissions – The Assistant to the
Director serves as the staff liaison to the
Family Days and Cemetery Commission.
The Family Days staff liaison role includes
assisting with the preparation and execution
of the July 3rd and 4th Family Days festivities.

Tree Removal Permits
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Review,
evaluate,
and
approve
applications relative to the Village Tree
Ordinance – The division reviews all
proposed development plans that require
tree removals as well as all applications for
ad hoc tree removal. Urban Forest
Management reviews most of the tree
removal applications and performs site
investigations on a weekly basis. The Public
Works and Engineering staff has been
involved in tracking and removal of Emerald
Ash Borer (EAB) infested trees since 2012.
As the majority of ash trees infected with
EAB have been removed, the number of tree
permits has decreased. The number of issued
permits will most likely continue to drop.
Fats, Oils and Grease (FOG) Program –
In July, food service businesses began
receiving grease recovery system surveys.
Businesses were given 10 business days to
complete the survey. The goal of the
program is to ensure that every business has
adequate grease recovery systems to prevent
blockages and subsequent sewer backups.
The goal is to ensure that all grease recovery
systems are inspected and cleaned on a
regular basis.
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Continue to pursue IEPA and other
outside funding sources for projects – The
division continues to research and pursue
funding sources such as low interest loans
and grants from the IEPA, CMAP, ITEP,
DCEO, and Lake County Division of
Transportation, as well as other grant
opportunities. The Division has received
partial funding for several projects that are in
varying stages of progress this fiscal year,
including: 2019 Street Rehab Project,
Greenwood Ave Infrastructure Project, and
the Woodland Subdivision Water Main
Project.
Backflow Tracking Program - This
program tracks all backflow assemblies
within the Village of Deerfield water system.
Backflow prevention is important to ensure
that contaminants do not make their way into
the water system. Properties with backflow
devices
are
required
to
provide
documentation of backflow testing by a
certified plumber to our records contractor,
BSI. The backflow program continues to be
refined and we are now tracking over 1,400
homes and businesses that have irrigation
systems outfitted with backflow prevention
devices. The Residential due date for
backflow testing is June 30th.

Engineering Division
STATUS OF MAJOR PROJECTS:

2019 Street Rehabilitation Project

The scope of the Street Rehabilitation Project
is to reconstruct or rehabilitate portions of the
existing Village owned roadway network and
utilities. The following roads are associated
with this year’s project: Birchwood Ave.
from Central Ave. to Rosewood Ave. and
from Lake Cook Rd. to Laurel Ave;
Castlewood Ave. from Montgomery Rd to
Cranshire Ct; Chatham Circle; Cranshire Ct;
Peartree Rd; Montgomery Dr from the south
limits to the concrete pavement; Village
Green; Berkeley Ct; Wilmot Rd. from
Greenwood Ave. to North Ave; Hawthorne
Pl; Oakwood Pl; Woodbine Ct; Woodland Dr
from Stratford Rd. to Wilmot Rd; Meadow
Lane; Rosemary Terrace; Essex Ct west of
Warrington Rd; Warrington Rd from
Deerfield Rd. to Woodvale Ave; Warwick
Ave. near Blackthorn Ln. (drainage
improvements); and Margate Terrace from
Oxford Rd. to Kenton Rd. Work along
Castlewood Ln, Cranshire Ct, and
Montgomery Dr. began in April and has been
substantially completed. On Warrington Rd,
the contractor has completed the new storm
sewer from Warwick Rd. north to the creek,
which is designed to alleviate localized
flooding of homes in this area. Currently, the
contractor has completed all of the required
concrete work, pavement removal, and base

paving on Birchwood Ave. and
Warrington Rd. Regular traffic patterns were
reinstated at both locations in time for the
beginning of school. The remaining
locations are anticipated to start in early
September. All work associated with this
project is scheduled to be completed by
November.

Greenwood Ave Infrastructure Project
In early 2017, the Village secured Federal
funding through the Illinois Department of
Transportation for the reconstruction and
resurfacing of Greenwood Ave. After
navigating the Phase I and Phase II processes,
the project was able to begin in mid-June of
this year. The project scope, which is split in
two by the Metra tracks, is to install new
water main and fully reconstruct the roadway
east of the Metra tracks. On the west side of
the tracks, the project will repair underground
and concrete appurtenances as necessary and
will resurface the roadway from Chestnut St.
to Wilmot Rd. Due to the required work
between Chestnut St. and Waukegan Rd, this
project required the full closure of
Greenwood Ave between these streets. This
closure, as well as the corresponding detour
route via Hazel Ave, was implemented in the
middle of June. During the closure, the
contractor worked to complete the new water
main installation, underground utility
upgrades, pavement removal, curb and

Engineering Division
sidewalk replacement, and base paving. The
full closure was removed last week and the
regular traffic pattern was reinstated prior to
the start of school. Work on the west side of
the Metra tracks is anticipated to resume in
the next month. All work is scheduled to be
completed by October 31.
Woodland Subdivision Water Main
Project - In 2018, the Department completed
the design work for the Woodland
Subdivision water main replacement project.
This project will replace the aging water
mains within the subdivision, as they have
reached the end of their useful life cycle, and
to upgrade and improve the water distribution
in the area. The water main replacement
project began in early 2019 and is anticipated
to be completed by early fall.
Woodvale Avenue Reconstruction / Flood
Mitigation Study – In early 2017, the
Village contracted with Christopher B Burke
Engineering, Ltd. (CBBEL) to facilitate a
feasibility study of flood mitigation options
along Woodvale Avenue. This section of
roadway between Warrington Rd and the
south limits often floods making vehicular
traffic unable to pass. Any possible flood
mitigation options and techniques must first
be approved by outside agencies such as
FEMA, the Army Corps of Engineers,
Illinois Dept of Natural Resources, etc,. In
early 2019, the Village and their consultant
held a public meeting with the residents of
Woodvale Ave to discuss the project status
and to outline the two feasible options
available. One option was to shift the
roadway into the existing parkway and utilize
the higher elevations within the parkway to
minimize the frequency of roadway flooding.
The other, was to keep the roadway in its
existing location and provide no measureable
flood improvement. Unfortunately, as the
shift of the roadway would reduce the amount

of Village parkway in front of these homes,
the majority of residents preferred the second
option and to maintain the existing roadway
without improving the flooding. Once the
approach was determined, the Village
initiated the design contract with CBBEL to
provide the full design of the reconstruction
of Woodvale Avenue. The design is currently
in progress and is anticipated to be completed
in time for construction in 2020.
Warrington Road Drainage Study - In
2017 the Department kicked off a drainage
study to investigate flood prone areas on
Warrington
Road,
specifically
the
intersection of Warrington Road and Essex
Road. The study, design, and required
permits were all completed at the end of 2018
and construction began in early 2019. The
contractor worked throughout the spring and
in late June, was able to complete the
installation of a new large diameter storm
sewer to alleviate the localized flooding in
this area.

Engineering Division
opportunity to construct the first emergency
water connection between the two
Municipalities.
Design
and
system
engineering was completed in 2018 and in
conjunction with the Pfingsten Rd. Bridge
reconstruction, the new water main
connection is set to begin in 2020.

Public Works Open House – On May 18th,
the Public Works Department and the
Deerfield Park District held a joint open
house. The event was well attended and
included a variety of displays from each
division. The displays included mock main
break and sewer jetting demonstrations and a
tree trimming show. ComEd, North Shore
Gas and the Southlake Mosquito Abatement
District were also participants.

Emergency Water Connection – In late
2017, staff learned of rehabilitation/
reconstruction projects that are scheduled for
the Edens Spur, between the I-94 interchange
in Deerfield and the US 41 interchange in
Northbrook, over the next several years.
These Tollway funded projects afford the
Villages of Northbrook and Deerfield the

2019 Sidewalk Program - Due to the amount
of deteriorating sidewalk that exists
Villagewide, this project will make use of
capital funds to remove, replace and/or
rehabilitate sidewalks to alleviate trip hazards,
and to bring pedestrian crosswalks in
compliance with ADA requirements (ADA
detectable warnings). In late 2018 / early
2019, PW and Department staff conducted a
sidewalk inventory to determine locations in
need of repair. The work was awarded this
spring using the competitively awarded unit
prices from the street rehab project and was
started soon thereafter. A portion of the
budgeted amount was used toward grinding
tripping hazards while the remainder of the
funding was used to remove and replace
damaged or unsafe sidewalk. Between the two
methods, more than 300 sidewalk locations
will be repaired this year. To date, many of
these locations have been completed with the
remaining locations to be completed prior to
the end of the construction season.

Street Division
Keep the streets cleared of snow and ice –
The Street Division has installed computer
controlled salting systems on all four of the
main salt trucks. This new setup allows the
Street Division to operate the equipment as
efficiently as possible, and reduce the amount
of chemicals being released into the
environment. All snow equipment has been
inspected and is ready for the upcoming
2019-2020 snow season. Last season, PW
employees cleared 52” of snow and ice
utilizing 2,300 tons of salt and 21,200 gallons
of liquid deicer.

Keep the streets in good condition by
repairing cracks and potholes – The
department has used 50 Tons of Universal
Pavement Material (UPM) to fill potholes
around the Village. The division is currently
planning to make asphalt repairs to Chestnut
St, Hazel Ave east of the railroad tracks,
Knollwood Rd, Osterman Ave, and Deerfield
Rd. The division will also complete concrete
repairs on Laurel Ave, Rosewood Ave,
Warwick Rd, Heather Rd, and We-Go Trail
this summer and fall.
Install and maintain street signs so they are
legible under all weather conditions – The
division continues to replace older road signs
with the new high visibility signs per Federal
Highway Administration retro-reflectivity
guidelines. 10 street name signs, 112 break
away posts and 125 roadway signs have been
replaced. The division has also adjusted 36
signs and posts due to construction damage.
All posts and signs will be upgraded
throughout construction zones once work has
been completed.

Keep the streets clean – The Village owns
and maintains 67 miles of streets. All streets
are swept at least once each month during the
sweeping season (spring, summer, and fall).
The Village Center is swept two to three
times a week. 475 miles of streets have been
swept and 350 cubic yards of debris has been
removed this year.
Salt Purchasing Update – There is currently
1,500 tons of salt in storage. The division has
requested 1,000 tons of salt for the 20192020 snow and ice season through the State
of Illinois Joint Purchasing Program and an
additional 1,000 tons of salt through the Lake
County Division of Transportation.

Replace all broken grates, covers and
manhole frames – Broken grates are replaced
on an as-needed basis.
Plant parkway trees with homeowners
sharing half the cost – Homeowners have the
opportunity to participate in a 50/50 cost share
program to plant parkway trees. The trees are
purchased through the Suburban Tree
Consortium which enables the Village to
obtain high quality trees at competitive
pricing. The 50/50 program deadline is August
31, 2019.

Street Division
Maintain and repair the interior of the
railroad station – Maintenance is performed
daily, primarily by the Village Hall custodian.
Repairs are made as needed by the Street
Department.
Cut weeds and grass on Village-owned
property – Grass is cut as needed, at least
once a week. High visibility areas are
maintained contractually. The Street Division
mows 18 various locations around the
Village.
Arbor Day

Maintain trees in Village right-of-way –
The Street Department trims and removes
public trees throughout the year. The Village
has been removing ash trees based on a
classification system (one best - six worst).
Starting with the worst condition ash tree, the
Street Division has been steadily removing
ash trees and has currently removed 1290 of
1321 trees. All ash trees that are not being
treated by homeowners have been removed.
Over 95% of all ash trees removed have
confirmed cases of EAB. To date, the
division has planted 1,075 trees where ash
trees were removed. Trees in the Northwest
Quadrant were pruned this year under the
contract with Advanced Tree Care. The
Southeast Quadrant will be trimmed next
year.

Maintain adequate supplies of gasoline
and diesel fuel and to keep the equipment
in good working order - Gasoline and diesel
fuel is purchased as needed by using the
lowest of three quotes including the State’s
low bid supplier. Fuel is charged to
expenditures of specific departments
according to usage. Fuel is also supplied at a
cost to the Deerfield Library, Deerfield Park
District,
Deerfield–Bannockburn
Fire
Protection District, School District #109, and
West Deerfield Township.

Water Division
The primary and continuing goals of the
Water Division are as follows:
To provide fresh and safe potable water to
Village
residents
by
continuously
monitoring and testing the water and
implementing EPA regulations – Since
January 1, 2019, The Water Division has
taken over 100 bacteriological samples,
completed two rounds of trihalomethane
(THM) and Haloacetic acids (HAA’s)
samples, and continues to monitor for
chlorine residuals, phosphorus, pH and
turbidities. All test results have been
favorable, thus maintaining our current
sampling schedules for the period of January
through July 2019.
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Maintain, repair and replace water main,
water services and fire hydrants - as
needed and to upgrade and improve the
distribution system – The Division has
responded to and repaired 16 water main
breaks since January 1, 2019 as compared to
18 for the same period in 2018. Five fire
hydrants were identified for replacement this
year and are in the process of being replaced.
There will be additional replacements as the
summer progresses and time permits as well
as per capital improvement projects.

Leak Survey - In May of this year, a leak
survey was performed on the entire 90-mile
water main system to identify leaks. During
this survey, 55 leaks were detected, with 37
of these being fire hydrants, which were
stopped by tightening down the operating
valves. The remaining leaks were one water
main break and 11 service leaks. The
division has repaired the water main break
and is in the process of repairing the service
leaks.
Maintain the elevated tank, thirteen water
pumps, three underground reservoirs and
a booster station with a system capacity of
over six million gallons - This includes all
controls for monitoring the system.

Water Division
Install, repair, replace and test water
meters - as needed and take meter readings
of all residential and commercial
establishments within the Village – 13,566
meters have been read since January 1, 2019.
In our efforts to reduce unaccounted for water
loss, the division has continued the testing
program for large meters (3 inch and larger)
as well as most smaller commercial meters in
the system. All of those found to be obsolete
and therefore non-repairable, are being
replaced with new Badger Meters.
Assist the Engineering Department – The
Water Division Supervisor has been involved
in various meetings and decision making
regarding current and future system changes,
upgrades, and improvements.
Flush all fire hydrants in the distribution
system – All 1,267 hydrants within the system
were inspected and flushed in April.
The Water Division are assisting with the
replacement of the Woodland Drive and
remaining cross street water mains to be done
in the Woodland subdivision. North Avenue
and Crabtree Lane have already been
completed.
The division will also be
assisting with the Greenwood Avenue water
main replacement from Chestnut Street,
under the tracks and ending at Waukegan
Road.
The Water Division has completed two of the
three SCADA system PLC upgrades
scheduled for this year. These are the main
control panels in the water room as well as
Mitchell Park reservoir. The Hawthorne
Reservoir upgrade is scheduled to be
completed this summer.
We will also be completing the second half of
the EPA, UCMR4 testing program. The first
half was completed last year.

Additional Responsibilities and Duties – In
addition to the above, the Water Division has
responded to and repaired 10 B-Boxes,
installed 6 RPZ locks, performed 98 “checks
for leaks,” completed 116 final meter
readings, delivered 216 shut off notices,
completed 22 water shut offs, placed 34 cubic
yards of dirt, 5 tons of blacktop and poured
25 yards of concrete for restoration.

Sewer Division
Maintain, clean, and repair the sanitary and
storm sewer systems - The sewer division has
been working with RJN reports, as part of the
I/I Program, to replace and repair cross
connections, frames and covers, and other I/I
related defects in the sewer system that are
related to the publicly owned portion of the
system. Much of this work is being
performed in the northeast and northwest
quadrants.
Sanitary Sewer Televising
2019 the division cleaned and televised more
than 15,000 linear feet of sanitary and storm
sewers. The division expects to clean and
televise an additional 15,000 linear feet of
sanitary and storm sewer lines by the end of
the year. At this point, the vast majority of the
Village’s sanitary sewers have been
inspected. All ongoing inspections are part of
the annual maintenance program.

The sewer division will continue to work with
the Engineering Department in 2019 to line
more than 10,000 linear feet of high priority
sanitary sewer segments using information
gathered from village and contractor
inspections. Over the course of this year’s
sewer lining program the sewer department
identified all live sewer connections, and
eliminated all non-active sewer connections
within the areas that were lined. This is a
significant reduction of I/I.
So far during the 2019 season, the sewer
division has replaced and/or repaired over 10
street inlets and manholes with at least five
more expected by January). Also during

Ongoing Activities – Routine daily activities
include JULIE (Joint Utility Locating
Information for Excavators) locates, sewer
cleaning, sewer televising, responding to
sewer backups, flooding, and drainage issues.
As of August 13, 2019, there have been 2,786
JULIE requests.

Sewer Division
Sanitary Sewer Point Repair
Respond to emergency calls - The sewer
division receives emergency calls for sanitary
and storm sewer blockages, or other defects
that might affect the operation of sewer
systems. Sewer division staff regularly assist
the water division on emergency repairs with
respect to water main, as well as assist in
restorations. The sewer division receives calls
for sink holes as well as sewer frame and cover
defects that may be hazardous to pedestrians
and traffic.

Work with the Engineering Department
on the design of various projects – The
sewer division assisted with the design of the
2019 Street Rehabilitation Program. The
department works closely with engineering
on the planning and design of all capital
improvements. The sewer division gives
support to contractors to help verify field
conditions with televising, cleaning, dye
testing or mapping conflicts.

Waste Water Division (WRF)
Maintain and Operate the Water
Reclamation Facility and the Satellite
Facilities – The Wastewater Division
maintains and operates the WRF, seven
satellite pumping facilities and two
stormwater pumping stations. The division
also monitors the Bannockburn detention
basin and the 29A Reservoir. Staff within this
division quantify and order material and parts
necessary to maintain operations, and often
make in-house repairs on facilities and
equipment. The Wastewater Superintendent
forecasts and budgets for capital expenditures
with respect to all eleven facilities. The staff
is running the WRF as designed and
continues to fine tune the process. The
centrifuge has been consistently producing
21% dry cake solids. The dry fog deodorant
has been used as needed when transporting or
loading the biosolids.
Influent Pump Impeller Coating – Every
gallon of wastewater treated at the Water
Reclamation Facility is propelled via the six
Influent pumps in the Main Lift Station.
Therefore, each pump is critical to the
successful operation of the WRF. The pump
impellers have and will continue to see
significant wear due to the presence of
inorganic materials (grit) in the influent flow.
One way to considerably increase the life
expectancy of the pump impellers is to coat
them with an epoxy/polymer hardener. All
three pump impellers at the East Side Lift
Station were coated in 2015 due to the same
conditions. The four large influent pumps
were coated in 2017 and the two small pumps
will be coated in 2019.
Bio-Solids Land Application Program,
2019 -The goal of this project is to remove
the treatment plant’s stockpiled bio-solids
and land apply it on agricultural fields as a
beneficial reuse. This project is typically

completed each year by a Permitted Land
Application. Due to weather conditons we
stockpiled sludge for more than 16 months,
between the spring of 2018 and summer of
2019. We were finally able to complete
hauling of 2,500 cubic yard of bio-solids in
July.
Effluent Weir

NPDES Permit Renewal – The current
NPDES permit was up for renewal on
November 30, 2015. The Village used the
services of Strand Associates to assist in the
application process as well as the draft permit
response. The Village received a draft permit
on June 3, 2016. Staff reviewed the permit
and consulted with Strand Associates to
identify all of the modifications included and
to assess the impact associated with each.
Fred Andes, an attorney that specializes in
Clean Water Act law was contracted to assist
the Village in producing the response letter.
The response letter was sent to the IEPA on
June 15, 2016 and includes legal and technical
arguments for changes to the Draft Permit.
The Village recently received another draft
permit from the IEPA. Staff is working with
with the IEPA and the Attorney to review the
document and to determine a course of action.

Waste Water Division (WRF)
North Branch Watershed Work Group The Village of Deerfield was a founding
member of the North Branch Chicago River
Watershed Workgroup. The NBWW consists
of over 26 municipalities, townships,
drainage districts, consultants and non-profits
that are located within the watershed. The
formation of this consortium has been
strongly encouraged by the Illinois EPA to
assist in bringing together a diverse coalition
of stakeholders to work to improve water
quality in the North Branch watershed. This
group will help the Village to meet Illinois
EPA
National
Pollutant
Discharge
Elimination System permit requirements as
well as MS4 (storm water permit)
requirements. The NBWW is committed to
finding an approach for attaining water
quality standards that focuses on stakeholder
involvement, monitoring, and locally led
decision-making based on sound science.
Continuation of the NBWW is a requirement
in the special conditions of the draft permit.
Meeting with Residents Concerning WRF
Odor Production – Due to weather
conditions this year we have been unable to
perform biannual sludge hauling. As a result,
we have received a higher number of odor
complaints from neighboring property
owners. The Village has and will continue to
schedule meetings with residents in close
proximity to the WRF to discuss odor issues
on an as needed basis. These meetings create
a dialog with residents which allow both
parties to more fully understand the concerns
and constraints of the operation of the WRF.
Specific issues have been identified and
resolved as a result of this process.
Inflow and Infiltration (I/I) Removal
Program – In 2016, staff chose to shift focus
from sewer system investigations to the
development of a Sanitary Sewer Capital
Improvement Program. This program

provided the Village with a working
document that prioritizes the I/I infrastructure
issues throughout the sanitary sewer system.
The Village selected Strand Associates to
develop this document. A sanitary manhole
rehabilitation program was added to the
Capital Program for 2017 and 2018 which
addressed manhole structural and I/I issues.
The sanitary manhole rehabilitation program
was scheduled to be completed over four
years. Due to favorable bid pricing
approximately twice as much work was able
to be accomplished as previously estimated.
Therefore, the program was completed in half
the time for half of the cost. In 2019 funding
was approved to conduct a flow monitoring
project to quantify progress that has been
made as a result of the program and
determine what our next course of action
should be. Robinson Engineering was
selected to provide engineering services for
this project. A draft report has been received
from the consultant and is currently under
review.
Chlorine Control Panel Replacement at
Deerfield and Warwick Road Pumping
Stations – The existing control panels for the
tablet chlorination systems located at the
Deerfield Road Pumping Station and the
Warwick Road Pumping Station require
replacement. Over the last few years
significant issues have resulted from the
components in these panels corroding due to
the exposure to chlorine in the air. The
project consists of replacing the existing
panels and pressurizing them to protect the
components from the corrosive environment.
Strand Associates is providing the design and
construction engineering for this project. It is
scheduled to be completed by the end of
2019.

Garage Division
Garage personnel are responsible for the
overall maintenance of all Village vehicles
and mobile equipment. This includes repair
and maintenance of the following:
12 – administration cars

6 – lawn mowers

16 – police related cars

10 – chain saws

27 – public works vehicles

6 – concrete saws

25 – snow plows
2 – front end loaders
2 – backhoe loaders
3 – mower tractors
3 – bobcat loaders
2 – sidewalk plows
7 – snow blowers (3 machine mounted
and 4 walk behind)
2 – trailer mounted traffic arrow boards
1 – street sweeper
8 – salt spreaders
3 – 20 cubic yard self-loading leaf vacuum
trailers
1 – 14 cubic yard self-loading leaf vacuum
trailer
1 – lighting trailer
4 – air compressors
8 – pumps
2 – chippers
6- generators
2- hydraulic concrete breakers

2 – water jets
1 – stump grinder
8 – trailers
1 - ½ ton roller
3 – trailer mounted message boards

Garage Division

Garage personnel also maintain the Public
Works building and HVAC.
A charge is made to the various village
departments by budgetary functions for
parts and labor on vehicles and equipment
serviced by the Garage. The department is
responsible for contracting for service from
outside repair companies for major building
work and major equipment body and
transmission work. The department also
prepares written specifications for the
purchase of new vehicles and equipment as
well as maintain a parts inventory.
The Garage Foreman and Mechanic worked
with the Assistant to the Director to replace
the original work order system with a new
MUNIS work order module. The update
began in July 2017, and was completed
earlier in 2018. The MUNIS module is now
fully operational.
Garage personnel continue to maintain the
Village of Deerfield Public Works Building,
equipment and vehicles in excellent
operating condition.
Garage personnel continue to assist with the
Vehicle Equipment Replacement Fund
(VERF).

The Garage Division has written
specifications for 2019 replacement
vehicles and equipment as follows:


Awarded bid and took delivery of 2
Caterpillar Front End Loaders.



Received the Street Department Bucket
Lift Truck fleet #704.



Receiving quotes and government pricing
for 2020 vehicle replacements.



Continue to operate the work order and
inventory management system.



Assisted with the bi-annual vehicle audit.

Assistance with Special Events – The Garage
Department also provides assistance for
Public Works operations (main breaks, sewer
back-ups, etc.), Farmer’s Market, and Family
Days/Fourth of July events.

July 15, 2019
The regular meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Deerfield was called to
order by Mayor Harriet Rosenthal in the Council Chambers of the Village Hall on July 15, 2019,
at 7:30 p.m. The clerk called the roll and announced that the following were:
Present:

Harriet Rosenthal, Mayor
Robert Benton
Tom Jester
Mary Oppenheim
Dan Shapiro
Barbara Struthers

Absent:

William Seiden

and that a quorum was present and in attendance. Also present were Village Manager Kent
Street and Ben Schuster, Village Attorney.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

Susan Mason, President of the Deerfield Family
Theater led those in attendance in reciting the
Pledge of Allegiance. She spoke about the wonderful program and talented children and adults
involved. This year’s production will be Annie. Auditions will be August 21, 22 and 24.
MOMENT OF SILENCE

Those in attendance observed a moment of silence
in memory of those that were killed in mass
shootings in El Paso and Dayton this weekend.
Mayor Rosenthal reported the Village is working to appeal the ruling pre-empting
implementation of the Village’s assault weapon ban. She noted that 31 people were killed this
weekend. The shooter in Dayton shot for 23 seconds and killed 9 people and wounded several
more. Something has to happen and the Village will continue our fight. Hopefully this will be
looked at by the State and Federal government. Please contact your representatives and let them
know there is no place for assault weapons in this country.
PRESENTATION

Chief Sliozis presented the Donald F. Gehrig award
to Sergeant Rick Bernas. The Deerfield Police
Commissioners selected the recipient. Sgt. Bernas was promoted to the position of Sergeant this
April. He joined the department in 2002. He received the 2009 Clarence Peterson award by the
Lyon’s Club. He was nominated for his exceptional work in investigations and the youth
department. Chief Sliozis congratulated Sgt. Bernas for outstanding service in 2018 and his
allegiance to the agency, hard work and numerous duties he performs.
Sgt. Bernas thanked the Village for this honor.
DEPARTMENTAL OBJECTIVES
REPORT – ADMINISTRATION

Management Analyst David Fitzgerald presented
highlights from the Departmental Objectives Report
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for the Administration department. Staff worked on promoting the Village’s interest in the State
Capital Bill and worked with Finance Department on the new credit card payment systems. The
Fine Arts Commission is continuing the public art program, with the deadline for submissions
for the sixth year on August 15. There are two new murals for the AT&T building. Staff is
working with multiple partners at increasing green energy use. The Farmer’s Market will be
celebrating 25 years this Saturday. The Sustainability Commission has worked with trees this
year, holding multiple workshops and an educational walk scheduled for next month. The IT
Department has worked on the police dispatch consolidation. They responded to 1127 work
orders. Trustee Oppenheim expressed concern about the tree covering the mural on the AT&T
building. The Trustees would be in favor of a mural facing Deerfield Road.
VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMISSION APPOINTMENTS

Mayor Rosenthal reported the Volunteer
Engagement Commission recommends the
following appointments:

Troy Mock to the Appearance Review Commission and Jeff Greenspan to the Family Days
Commission.
Trustee Oppenheim moved to accept the appointment recommendations. Trustee Shapiro
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously on a voice vote.
DOCUMENT APPROVAL

Trustee Shapiro moved to approve the minutes from
the July 15, 2019, Board of Trustees meeting.
Trustee Benton seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously on a voice vote with
Trustee Oppenheim abstaining.
TREASURER’S REPORT

Finance Director Eric Burk presented highlights
from the Treasurer’s Report for June 2019,
representing half of the fiscal year. The sales tax net of the rebate increased over the last month
but decreased over the same period last year and 2017. The year-to-date water and sewer billings
increased, but still represent lower usage months. Hotel tax increased over the same period last
year. Expenditures were all anticipated.
BILLS AND PAYROLL

Trustee Benton moved to approve the Bills and
Payroll dated August 5, 2019. Trustee Oppenheim
seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
SLUDGE HAULING REPORT

Director of Public Works and Engineering Bob
Phillips reported on the recent WRF sludge haul.
This material goes to agricultural lands and is used for crops. It is a good reuse of nutrient rich
material. Typically, this material is hauled in fall and spring. The Village has been hauling
sludge since 1956. The new wastewater treatment plan was constructed with a large storage barn,
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which allows the material to dry. The sludge drying beds are used if the sludge drying barn gets
full. In 2018 and 2019, the unusual weather meant many farm fields did not get planted for the
first time in years. The Village filled up the barn and sludge drying beds. In June, WE started
working with a contractor that has dumpsters and sends the sludge to a landfill. The Village is
unique, because the wastewater reclamation facility is in a residential area without a buffer.
Lake County has a similar process as the Village, but also has a dryer. Since 2014, there have
been a handful of odor complaints regarding the WRF. One was caused by an equipment failure,
one was caused by the excess flow lagoon and one was caused by bio solid hauling. Most
recently, we had an overabundance of biosolids and the Village agreed to haul the material out in
seven to ten days. This was done on a hot day and the odor was significant. Moving forward,
once the barn is full, the Village will go directly to dumpsters. Staff will also look into other
agencies as well as initiate a process study to ensure the chemistry is working the way it should.
The timing on the study will be between now and March 2020.
Mayor Rosenthal noted the dumpster method is not very green. She recommended the
consultant look at more environmentally friendly methods to handle the situation.
Sharon Cohen, 241 Forestway Drive, represents herself and her neighbors, with an average of 20
years in Deerfield. Following the retrofit of the WRF, there have been a number of odor
incidents. The neighbors have met with staff since 2014, to talk about the odor issues. There
have been different explanations of the cause of the odors, but she believes the frequency
warrants an outside consultant for a study. She is asking for money in 2019 to study both the
design and operating procedures of the facility and generate a remediation plan to address the
odor issues. Ms. Cohen asked the Village keep in mind that capital expenses may be needed to
remedy the situation. Mayor Rosenthal appreciates the neighbors keeping the Village up to date.
Mr. Street indicated the Village would entertain proposals.
PUBLIC COMMENT

There was no public comment on non-agenda items.

REPORTS
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT RE:
REGULATORY SIGNAGE

Deputy Chief Budny reported the Police
Department reviewed the regulatory signs in the
Village. This type of audit has not been done in a
number of years. The audit looked at the exhibits
and signs in the Village and recommends reviewing and adopting the new exhibits within the
ordinances to better reflect the signs that are in place for traffic control enforcement.
Trustee Jester inquired about an ordinance that states you cannot drive north across Lake Cook
Road from the south. Deputy Chief Budny will look into that Ordinance.
Trustee Oppenheim moved to accept the report and recommendation of the Police Department
and direct the Village attorney to prepare the Ordinance. Trustee Benton seconded the motion.
The motion passed by the following vote:
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AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
OF THE PUBLIC WORKS AND
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT RE:
HYDRANT WATER METER USE AND
FINES

Assistant to the Public Works Director Justin
Keenan reported the Public Works department
issues hydrant meters to contractors in the Village.
Some of the contractors have bypassed the rules and
stole water from the Village. Currently, illegal use
of hydrants is considered theft. Staff recommends
implementing a minimum fine of $200 with a maximum fine of $750 for violations. They also
recommend the Board update the municipal code to better enforce the Village requirements.
Trustee Oppenheim asked how the penalty amount would be determined. Mr. Keenan noted it is
an incremental fee. Trustee Jester asked whether most of the uses involve construction where a
building permit was issued making the Village aware of the need for water. Mr. Street suggested
the possibility of issuing a stop work order.
Trustee Benton moved to accept the report and recommendation of the Public Works department
and direct the Village attorney to prepare the Ordinance. Trustee Shapiro seconded the motion.
The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)

CONSENT AGENDA
ORDINANCE O-19-18 AUTHORIZING A
SPECIAL USE TO PERMIT THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A REAL ESTATE
OFFICE FOR COLDWELL BANKER TO
BE LOCATED AT 675 DEERFIELD
ROAD, SUITE 125 – 2R

An Ordinance authorizing a Special Use to permit
the establishment of a real estate office for Coldwell
Banker to be located at 675 Deerfield Road, Suite
125. Second Reading.

RESOLUTION R-19-18 APPROVING
A Resolution approving the purchase and sale
A PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT agreement and the acquisition of real property
AND THE ACQUISITION OF REAL
located at 333 Warwick Road.
PROPERTY (333 WARWICK ROAD)
ORDINANCE VACATING A PORTION
OF THE WEST HALF OF A NORTHSOUTH ALLEY LYING BETWEEN
HAZEL AVENUE AND FAIR OAKS
AVENUE – 1R

An Ordinance vacating a portion of the west half of
a north-south alley lying between Hazel Avenue
and Fair Oaks Avenue. First Reading.
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Trustee Shapiro moved to accept the Consent Agenda and adopt one Ordinance and one
Resolution. Trustee Oppenheim seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)

OLD BUSINESS
ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION
9.02-F.3 OF THE DEERFIELD ZONING
ORDINANCE OF 1978, AS AMENDED
TO ALLOW A DIGITAL SCOREBOARD
AT A PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL
PROPERTY TO BE USED FOR
COMMUNITY EVENTS IN THE P-1
DISTRICT – 1R

An Ordinance amending section 9.02-F.3 of the
Deerfield Zoning Ordinance of 1978, as amended,
to allow a digital scoreboard at a public high school
property to be used for community events in the P-1
District.

ORDINANCE APPROVING
AMENDMENT TO A SPECIAL USE TO
PERMIT THE INSTALLATION OF A
NEW DIGITAL SCOREBOARD AT
DEERFIELD HIGH SCHOOL – 1R

An Ordinance approving an amendment to a Special
Use to permit the installation of a new digital
scoreboard at Deerfield High School.

Mayor Rosenthal indicated the petitioner, Deerfield
High School, requested these two items be
continued until the September 16, 2019 Board of Trustees meeting. Trustee Benton moved to
table further discussion to the September 16, 2019 Board of Trustees meeting. Trustee
Oppenheim seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
ORDINANCE O-19-19 APPROVING A
SPECIAL USE TO PERMIT THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A HEALTH
CLUB FACILITY FOR PLANET
FITNESS AT 35 N. WAUKEGAN ROAD
IN CADWELL’S CORNERS – 2R

Mayor Rosenthal stated that at the last Board of
Trustees meeting, the Board discussed a six-month
review because of the hours. Chris Kourus from
Planet Fitness provided some information for the
Trustees to review regarding their record of being.
a good neighbor. Mr. Street made some calls and
confirmed the same information. Mr. Kourus
explained the amount of money they will be investing in the project makes them feel extremely
uneasy to go forward with the review scheduled for six months out. Trustee Struthers noted some
of the neighbors expressed concern and Deerfield does not have many 24 hour operations. She
would like to ensure the Village does not receive a lot of complaints. Trustee Oppenheim
appreciates the petitioner’s concern, and would like to clarify what the review would entail.
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Trustee Shapiro indicated there would not be a need for a review if the Village did not receive
complaints.
Mr. Kourus stated the point is they would be automatically be required to come back in six
months. Trustee Benton noted this is the only shopping center in the Village that has residential
on two sides. Other businesses in this center have not been respectful to the neighbors. Trustee
Jester believes the six month review is unprecedented and unsettling. There are a couple
neighbors that are not welcoming of anything.
Trustee Jester moved to strike the six month review from the Ordinance. Trustee Oppenheim
seconded the motion. Mr. Street noted staff would monitor this site the same as other sites.
Mayor Rosenthal noted that other businesses have been asked to come back for a review after not
being a good neighbor. The history of this property makes the Village nervous. If there is a
problem, the Village will let the petitioner know. Mr. Kourus expressed concern that the Village
will not allow a 24-hour operation, which will make them shut their doors. Mayor Rosenthal
noted it will be up to Planet Fitness staff to ensure things are quiet.
Mr. Schuster noted the Ordinance has a condition that the business must comply with all laws.
The Village has regulations and can deal with noise. The Village could adopt stricter
requirements if there is an issue.
Trustee Oppenheim moved to adopt the Ordinance. Trustee Shapiro seconded the motion. The
motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
Trustee Jester moved to strike the initial motion requiring a six month review. Trustee
Oppenheim seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
ORDINANCE ADOPTING
An Ordinance adopting residential lighting
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING STANDARDS standards in the Village.
Trustee Shapiro believes the Ordinance is well intended but would create some unintended
consequences. The standards are well stated for sport court lighting, but he believes the
regulations would create more problems and conflicts between neighbors.
Code Enforcement Supervisor Clint Case noted that a number of communities have regulations
but does not believe they are enforced. The Ordinance is broad enough so it can be applied to
non-sport court lighting. All lights must be turned off at a certain time. It will be difficult to
enforce and would take up a lot of staff time.
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Trustee Shapiro believes the Board should evaluate this and make a productive decision. Trustee
Oppenheim believes there are too many opportunities for abuse and mistakes. Assistant Village
Manager Andrew Lichterman noted that the portions regulating sport court lighting and exterior
lights being illuminated 24 hours could be useful. Mayor Rosenthal noted the Board consensus is
to move forward with sport court lighting and timing of back yard lighting for the Second
Reading. Trustee Struthers asked if there would be brightness regulations for rear yard lighting.
Mr. Case noted the cutoff time eliminates that issue. Mr. Schuster stated the current regulation
states that the lights cannot be left unintended or left on continuously. This will stand as a First
Reading.
NEW BUSINESS
RESOLUTION R-19-19 APPROVING A
COMMUNITY SOLAR SUBSCRIPTION
AGREEMENT WITH MC SQUARED
ENERGY SERVICES LLC FOR
VILLAGE FACILITIES

Mr. Lichterman stated this is an opportunity to
get greener in the Village. Deerfield has the
opportunity for a 20-year subscription agreement
for a community solar subscription in Elgin. The
Village can cancel with 30 days’ notice. Mr.
Lichterman noted several North Shore Aggregation
communities have already approved this arrangement. He noted the estimated equivalent is
$9000 per year, which is 10 percent off the ComEd rate and $180,000 over the life of the term.
Trustee Shapiro moved to waive the competitive bidding process and adopt the Resolution.
Trustee Benton seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
AUTHORIZATION TO PURCHASE
WATER METERS FROM MIDWEST
METER INC.

Mr. Phillips noted there are Badger Meters
throughout the Village. Some meters that were
purchased in 2004 are reaching the end of their
lifecycle, making them unable to be read. Trustee
Benton asked how many meters need to be replaced. Mr. Phillips stated the Village would
schedule one third of the meters to be replaced at a time. They have a program to put together a
similar bid package to replace first generation of meters/automatic meter heads.
Trustee Oppenheim moved to waive the competitive bidding process and authorize the purchase
of water meters from Midwest Meter Inc. in the amount of $40,000. Trustee Benton seconded the
motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Benton, Jester, Oppenheim, Shapiro, Struthers (5)
NAYS: None (0)
DISCUSSION
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THANK YOU

Mayor Rosenthal thanked the Trustees for
participating in the Banner/CJE ground breaking
Ceremony yesterday. She noted this will provide a nice continuum of care.
Mayor Rosenthal attended a ribbon cutting at Gigi’s
Playhouse in Bannockburn Green. She noted it is a
lovely facility for children with Down Syndrome and their families. They have one paid
employee and everyone else is a volunteer.
RIBBON CUTTING

ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business or discussion,
Trustee Oppenheim moved to adjourn the meeting.
Trustee Shapiro seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. The
meeting was adjourned at 8:57 p.m.
The next regular Board of Trustees meeting will take place on Monday, August 19, 2019, at 7:30
p.m.

APPROVED:

Mayor

ATTEST:

Village Clerk

BILLS
FOR THE
AUGUST 19, 2019
VILLAGE BOARD MEETING

August 19, 2019 Board Meeting
Vendor

Invoice #

Description

Org

Obj

1ST AYD CORPORATION
1ST AYD CORPORATION
1ST AYD CORPORATION

PSI290143
PSI291017
PSI291628

SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
FUEL BAY CANS

102050
102050
102050

5421
5421
5470

Total Invoice
156.03
17.60
693.90
867.53

3M
A LAMP CONCRETE CONTRACTORS

9404885504
19022

STREET SIGN MNGMNT SYSTEM HOSTING & MAINT
WOODLAND SUBDIV WATER MAIN IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

102050
222082

5430
5910

ALL-TYPES ELEVATORS INC
ALL-TYPES ELEVATORS INC
ALL-TYPES ELEVATORS INC

9844494
9844494
9844494

PW ELEVATOR MAINT
PW ELEVATOR MAINT
PW ELEVATOR MAINT

102010
502010
542010

5320
5320
5320

2,875.00
254,790.00
165.34
165.34
165.32
496.00

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES
AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES

1DPW-VX4K-DDVM
1FQV-YDXD-66JP
1P49-C4PQ-NFNG
1P49-C4PQ-NFNG
1Q6P-MTJN-XCV1
1Q6P-MTJN-XCV1
1V4W-YD93-QLFR

PRINTER TONER - EXECUTIVE CONF ROOM
PRINTER TONER - INVESTIGATIONS
CELL PHONE CASES
CELL PHONE CASES
COMPUTER SPEAKERS
COMPUTER SPEAKERS
PRINTER TONER - CD

101210
106010
101330
106010
101210
106010
101330

5460
5460
5460
5460
5810
5460
5460

85.99
211.99
13.98
13.98
16.18
32.36
112.49
486.97

AMERICAN CHARGE SERVICE
AMERICAN PLANNING ASSN
ANDERSON, HOLLY OR EVANS, KRISHANU
ANDERSON, NANCY
AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS MANAGEMENT INC

203682
075994-1977
684518
08122019
20191164

TAXI SUBSIDY / AM CHRG SRVC / JUN 19
APA MEMBERSHIPS/SUBSCRIPTIONS - RYCKAERT
TREE APPLICATION REFUND
FARMERS MARKET REIMBURSEMENT
NPDES WATER SAMPLING/ANALYSIS/REPORTING SRVCS

101210
101330
100001
101210
102110

5384
5330
4232
5387
5362

ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD
ASSOCIATED TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD

31669
31676

LEAK TESTING
LEAK DETECTION SERVICES

502050
502050

5365
5365

2,300.00
787.00
75.00
214.87
1,590.00
1,418.75
778.75
2,197.50

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SERVICES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SERVICES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SERVICES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SERVICES

4376
4376
4426
4433

MITCHELL PK RESERVOIR UPGRADE
MITCHELL PK RESERVOIR UPGRADE
SUPPLIES
MITCHELL PK FLOW TOTALIZATION ADJUSTMENTS

211150
502031
502031
502031

5810
5362
5322
5322

18,752.16
797.84
173.00
931.00
20,654.00

B & F TECHNICAL CODE SERVICES, INC
B & K EQUIPMENT CO.
BADE PAPER PRODUCTS INC
BAKER TILLY VIRCHOW KRAUSE LLP
BARNES & THORNBURG LLP
BARTOK, JOHN

51724
0000382285
27926
BT1448671
2247721
60528/I&IREBATE

PLAN REVIEW FEES - PANERA BREAD
VEEDER ROOTS SERVICE CALL - WRF
SOAP DISPENSER
FINAL BILLING / FY18 AUDIT
NPDES PERMIT ASSISTANCE
SUMP PUMP DISCONNECTION FEE

101330
542052
106010
101111
101210
222082

5365
5322
5460
5365
5360
5990

BERLAND'S INC
BERLAND'S INC

89615
89616

TOOL W/ ACCESSORIES
CONCRETE TOOL

542031
542031

5460
5440

1,470.00
256.25
43.00
1,341.00
2,520.00
589.80
549.97
107.96
657.93

BMW PLUMBING INC
BMW PLUMBING INC

95958
96168

BUILDING REPAIR
BUILDING REPAIR

101210
101210

5320
5320

412.70
303.50
716.20

BURRIS EQUIPMENT CO.
CARON, MICHAEL OR JAN

RI99980A
685939

LINE BORING EQUIPMENT RENTAL
TREE APPLICATION REFUND

502050
100001

5310
4232

CDW GOVERNMENT INC
CDW GOVERNMENT INC

TJD6290
TKS0405

SECURITY CAMERA DISPLAY SCREEN - DISPATCH
COMPUTER MONITOR - DISPATCH

106020
106020

5810
5810

784.00
75.00
867.51
556.00
1,423.51

CINTAS
CIORBA GROUP INC

4027133164
0024326

MATS - VH
ARBOR VITAE WATER MAIN IMPROVEMENTS: 060119-062819

101111
222082

5320
5362

CITY OF HIGHLAND PARK
CITY OF HIGHLAND PARK
CITY OF HIGHLAND PARK

009155-073119
009530-073119
020587-073119

WATER PURCHASES - JUL 19
WATER PURCHASES - JUL 19
WATER PURCHASES - JUL 19

502031
502031
502031

5423
5423
5423

31.50
8,771.56
216,082.03
8,615.25
62,657.05
287,354.33
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Vendor

Invoice #

Description

Org

Obj

COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST
COMCAST

0010692-080519
0010692-080519
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704
86145704

CABLE TV SRVC: 081619 - 091519
CABLE TV SRVC: 081619 - 091519
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119
FIBER INTERNET SRVC: 080119 - 083119

101210
106010
101111
101210
101330
102010
102110
106010
502010
542052
930000

5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
5550
2150

Total Invoice

14.00
51.27
446.04
446.04
446.04
111.51
111.51
446.04
111.51
111.51
413.08
2,708.55

COMED
COMED
COMED
COMED
COMED

1398050042-073119
1398050042-073119
1398050042-073119
1398050042-073119
1695047076-080219

A/C 1398050042 06/21/2019 TO 07/23/2019
A/C 1398050042 06/21/2019 TO 07/23/2019
A/C 1398050042 06/21/2019 TO 07/23/2019
A/C 1398050042 06/21/2019 TO 07/23/2019
A/C 1695047076 07/03/2019 TO 08/02/2019

102010
106010
602019
602038
102050

5510
5388
5510
5510
5510

101.77
139.63
152.01
181.45
162.67
737.53

CONSTELLATION NEWENERGY INC

15400318201/912

A/C 1-1D70-912 06/21/2019 TO 07/23/2019

102050

5510

CONTINENTAL WEATHER SERVICE
CONTINENTAL WEATHER SERVICE
CONTINENTAL WEATHER SERVICE
CONTINENTAL WEATHER SERVICE

192398
192398
192398
192398

WEATHER FORECASTING: AUG 19
WEATHER FORECASTING: AUG 19
WEATHER FORECASTING: AUG 19
WEATHER FORECASTING: AUG 19

102010
502010
542010
542052

5365
5365
5365
5365

103.88
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
150.00

CORPORATE BUSINESS CARDS

298757

BUSINESS CARDS

101210

5335

CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO
CRAFTWOOD LUMBER CO

21083
262671
262771
262907
26298
263024
263174

FORM FOR CONCRETE
FRAMING SUPPLIES
FITTINGS - WRF
FELT PAPER
FENCE FOR BAYBERRY MAIN BREAK
SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

102050
502050
542052
102050
502050
102050
101210

5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5460

57.40
2.99
122.19
5.98
20.00
211.87
37.95
8.99
409.97

DARWIN RECORDS LLC

09072019

FARMERS MARKET PERFORMANCE

101210

5387

DATAPROSE LLC
DATAPROSE LLC
DATAPROSE LLC
DATAPROSE LLC
DATAPROSE LLC
DATAPROSE LLC

DP1902358
DP1902358
DP1902358
DP1902358
DP1902358
DP1902358

U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19
U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19
U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19
U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19
U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19
U/B STMTS & LATE NOTICES: JUL 19

502010
502010
542010
542010
582030
582030

5335
5337
5335
5337
5337
5390

500.00
283.58
657.58
128.07
296.98
106.06
45.74
1,518.01

DE VROEG, RICHARD
DEERFIELD COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND
DERRICK PROCELL INC
DISCOVERY BENEFITS
DOHERTY, LAURA
DUNPHY, DENNIS OR WENDY

0162-7476-6069
08312019
09142019
0001041683-IN
08242019
684251

CDL RENEWAL - DEVROEG
FARMERS MARKET PERFORMANCE
FARMERS MARKET PERFORMANCE
FLEX BENEFITS ADMIN: JUL 19
FARMERS MARKET PERFORMANCE
TREE APPLICATION REFUND

542052
101210
101210
101111
101210
100001

5210
5387
5387
5365
5387
4232

DYNEGY ENERGY SERVICES
DYNEGY ENERGY SERVICES
DYNEGY ENERGY SERVICES

147136819071
147137119071
147137219071

A/C 0195097137 06/21/2019 TO 07/22/2019
A/C 0606055010 06/21/2019 TO 07/22/2019
A/C 0822171022 06/21/2019 TO 07/22/2019

502031
502031
542052

5510
5510
5510

60.00
250.00
500.00
264.60
300.00
75.00
3,585.54
1,543.63
524.61
5,653.78

ELEVATOR INSPECTION SERVICES

86274

ELEVATOR INSPECTIONS

101330

5365

ELLIOTT AUTO SUPPLY CO INC
ELLIOTT AUTO SUPPLY CO INC

162-023174
162-023195

STOCK STARTER - #311
CREDIT MEMO - RETURNED ITEM(S)

702050
702050

5470
5470

119.00
261.64
(100.80)
160.84

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH INST, INC
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH INST, INC

93676156
93676163

ESRI ANNUAL SUPPORT/MAINTENANCE
ESRI ARCGIS ONLINE FIELD WORKER LICENSES

102110
102110

5375
5375

2,150.00
700.00
2,850.00

FAMILY SERVICE OF LAKE COUNTY

JUL19

EAP - JUL 19

101111

5365

600.00
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FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP

6-622-21048-ADM
6-622-21048-FIN
6-628-82242-FIN

DOCUMENT SHIPPING
MAILINGS - TMA
MAILING - TMA

101210
101111
101111

5337
5337
5337

Total Invoice

47.15
52.46
26.29
125.90

FERGUSON, PAUL OR CAROL
FOOT STONE INC
FOREVER READY ELECTRIC
FRIEDMAN, CLYDE AND JANET

684952
2019-VOD-01
676860/60326
60181/I&IREBATE

TREE APPLICATION REFUND
ECO RESTORATION & MNGMNT OF WRF & SUNSET CT SPACES
866 FAIR OAKS AVE
SUMP PUMP DISCONNECTION FEE

100001
542052
910000
222082

4232
5320
2423
5990

GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC
GALLS LLC

013209434
013210019
013219203
013277183
013286131
013321423
013332753

APPAREL: RODRIGUEZ
APPAREL: CACHOLA
APPAREL: HURY
FUNERAL GLOVES
TRAINING CUFFS
APPAREL: WATSON
APPAREL: HURY

106034
106034
106034
106010
106034
106034
106034

5130
5130
5130
5130
5810
5130
5130

75.00
3,000.00
500.00
256.00
51.79
63.28
120.80
23.60
149.89
143.30
30.20
582.86

GASVODA & ASSOC INC
GENERAL DYNAMICS ORD AND TAC SYSTEMS

INV1901442
500001292

TUBING - WRF
TRAINING: KUHLERS

542052
106034

5421
5212

GEWALT-HAMILTON ASSOCIATES INC
GEWALT-HAMILTON ASSOCIATES INC

4382.072-1
4382.400-3

WOODLAND WATER MAIN IMPROV/PH I/060119-063019
GREENWOOD AVE PROJECT/PH III/060119-063019

222082
222082

5362
5362

532.31
620.00
4,081.62
12,773.70
16,855.32

GILBARCO INC
GOVT FINANCE OFFICERS ASSN

SGI1129458
0143002-072919

INSITE 360 FUEL SYSTEM - JUL 19
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP - BURK

102050
101111

5365
5330

GRAINGER INC
GRAINGER INC
GRAINGER INC

9233194829
9233465633
9242882919

BELTS - WRF
BELTS - WRF
OPERATING EQUIPMENT

542052
542052
102038

5421
5421
5460

20.00
190.00
5.76
37.66
44.37
87.79

H & H ELECTRIC CO.
HARD ROCK CONCRETE CUTTERS INC
HAVEY COMMUNICATIONS, INC
HELMBACHER, ROBERT E.
HIGHLAND PARK FORD
HOME CITY ICE CO

33296
177476
9468
20190802-1
119691
5147190494

LOCATE LIGHT
SAW CUT - WAUKEGAN & WARWICK
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
PROPERTY INSPECTION - 333 WARWICK
PART - SQUAD #2
ICE

102050
502050
106034
101210
702050
102050

5365
5365
5326
5365
5470
5421

HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

0020339
0184783
0510458
1926 16 46900
3075479
6070519
8514898

SUPPLIES
CLEAR TUBING FOR SMALL TRANSFER PUMP
SUPPLIES
TOOLS & MATERIAL FOR IRRIGATION REPAIR
SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
HAMMERDRILL

102010
542031
502050
542031
502050
101330
502050

5460
5421
5421
5440
5421
5460
5810

224.20
665.00
134.00
500.00
77.35
65.00
318.97
13.91
118.41
26.44
60.97
7.86
258.00
804.56

HUBER TECHNOLOGY INC
IL DEPT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
ILEAS
ILLINOIS ASSN OF WASTEWATER AGENCIES
ILLINOIS CITY/COUNTY MNGMNT ASSN
INTOXIMETERS INC

CD10018439
09229256408
DUES8711
4646
1817
634137

FINESCREEN #2 REPAIR - WRF
A/C 0800792 / PERIOD 06/30/19
2019 DUES
IAWA MEETING - JANES
JOB AD - MAINT OPERATOR TRAINEE
DRYGAS

542052
102050
106010
542052
542010
106034

5322
5122
5390
5210
5335
5460

JAB TOOLS INC
JAB TOOLS INC

07221946854
08051947271

SCAN TOOL UPDATE
SMALL TOOLS

702050
702050

5810
5440

8,796.57
1,363.94
120.00
50.00
50.00
125.00
1,024.26
214.00
1,238.26

JG UNIFORMS, INC
JG UNIFORMS, INC
JG UNIFORMS, INC
JG UNIFORMS, INC
JG UNIFORMS, INC

57986
58109
58110
58113
58380

APPAREL: KRUEGER
APPAREL: YODER
APPAREL: SCHROEDER
APPAREL: CHERESTAL
APPAREL: HALL

106010
106034
106034
106034
106034

5130
5130
5130
5130
5130

153.06
172.72
12.00
61.50
156.20
555.48

KANTER, GLEN AND MINDY
KEATING, JOHN
LAKE COUNTY RECORDER
LEIBOWITZ, LEW OR LAURIE
LENZ, JASON

683308/60535
22-0400/REFUND
00027662
685131
0112/0012/2228/6

855 WARWICK / DEPOSIT REFUND
UTILITY ACCOUNT CREDIT BALANCE REFUND
RECORDING COPIES
TREE APPLICATION REFUND
CLOTHING - LENZ

910000
500000
101330
100001
102010

2423
1270
5365
4232
5130

200.00
65.56
10.00
75.00
130.17
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LICHTERMAN, ANDREW
LICHTERMAN, ANDREW
LICHTERMAN, ANDREW
LICHTERMAN, ANDREW

08012019
0814219
BK0P6E9D805B
UPKBRB

EXP REIMB: RADON INSPECTION - 333 WARWICK
EXP REIMB: LCC&VB ANNUAL LUNCHEON
EXP REIMB: 2019 ICMA CONF REG - LICHTERMAN
EXP REIMB: 2019 ICMA CONF TRAVEL - LICHTERMAN

101210
101210
101210
101210

5365
5212
5210
5211

Total Invoice

215.00
100.00
720.00
327.60
1,362.60

MENACKER, NADINE

JUL19

HOME GREETER - JUL 19

101210

5387

MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.
MENONI & MOCOGNI, INC.

1325405
1325527
1325791
1325859
1326753
1327184
1327971
1335300
1335317
1335819
1336612
1336725
889075242
889104942
889107132
889109234
889115068
889141940
889148927
889150993

MATERIALS - MOSCONI
MATERIALS - MOSCONI
MATERIALS - MOSCONI
MATERIALS - SE INC
MATERIALS - SE INC
MATERIALS - MOSCONI
MUD JACKING - MAG CONSTRUCTION
TOP SOIL
BLACK DIRT
SUPPLIES/SILICA SAND
STRAW BLANKET
STONE
CONCRETE - HAZEL & SPRINGFIELD
CONCRETE - 75 CODY CT
CONCRETE - 75 CODY CT
SUPPLIES/CONCRETE - 855 CODY CT
CONCRETE - 362 DEERFIELD RD
CONCRETE - WAUKEGAN & IVY
CONCRETE - 75 CODY CT
CONCRETE - 85 CODY CT

102050
102050
102050
542051
542051
102050
102050
102050
102050
702050
102050
102050
102050
102050
102050
102050
102050
502050
102050
102050

5421
5421
5421
5365
5365
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421
5421

200.00
156.00
143.00
54.86
75.79
49.14
344.48
47.74
211.80
225.00
8.60
70.00
229.46
520.00
1,353.60
2,181.00
860.00
455.50
2,548.00
944.40
1,800.00
12,278.37

METRA / COMMUTER RAIL DIVISION
MGP, INC

56800073119
4595

METRA EASEMENT AGREEMENT - GREENWOOD
GIS STAFFING SERVICES: JUL 19

222082
102110

5990
5375

MID AMERICAN WATER OF WAUCONDA INC
MID AMERICAN WATER OF WAUCONDA INC

209754W
210222W

WATER SERVICE SUPPLIES
CLAMPS

502050
502050

5421
5421

2,500.00
6,790.67
3,137.04
2,300.05
5,437.09

MIDWEST HOSE & FITTINGS INC
MIDWEST METER INC

131546
0113287-IN

HYDRAULIC HOSE
WATER METERS

702050
502054

5470
5810

MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC
MIDWEST TIME RECORDER INC

168254
168254
168254
168254
168456
168456
168456
168456

ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: ANNUAL MAINT FEE
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: ANNUAL MAINT FEE
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: ANNUAL MAINT FEE
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: ANNUAL MAINT FEE
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: JUL 19
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: JUL 19
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: JUL 19
ATTENDANCE ON DEMAND: JUL 19

102010
502010
542010
542052
102010
502010
542010
542052

5370
5370
5370
5370
5370
5370
5370
5370

253.75
7,912.36
112.50
112.50
112.50
112.50
75.86
75.86
75.86
75.87
753.45

MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC
MOORE LANDSCAPES LLC

10158
10159
10166
9828
9828
9828
9828
9828
9828

WEED CONTROL
WATERING - LAKE COOK RD
WEED CONTROL
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE: JUL 19

102037
102037
102037
101111
101210
102037
102038
602019
602038

5914
5914
5914
5324
5914
5914
5320
5320
5390

270.00
570.75
450.00
1,496.25
3,990.00
2,992.50
498.75
498.75
498.75
11,265.75

MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC
MOSCONI - ENRICO LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS INC

T34201
T34203
T34203
T34209
T34210
T34224
T34225

BRICK REPAIR
MULCH INSTALLATION / PAVER MAINTENANCE
MULCH INSTALLATION / PAVER MAINTENANCE
REPAIR BOULDERS
LANDSCAPE DAMAGE REPAIRS / JONQUIL ACCIDENT
CLEAN ALLEY - GREENWOOD
ADJUST BRICKS - VILLAGE HALL

102037
102037
102050
102050
102050
102050
102037

5914
5914
5365
5365
5365
5365
5914

800.00
440.00
840.00
1,680.00
199.54
340.00
1,600.00
5,899.54

MURPHY, JOSEPH
MURRIN, MICHAEL

113-7276168-1867442
JULY2019

CLOTHING - MURPHY
PLUMBING INSPECTIONS & PLAN REVIEWS - JUL 19

542010
101330

5130
5365

MUTUAL ACE HARDWARE
MUTUAL ACE HARDWARE

580792
580810

SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES

502050
101210

5421
5450

91.32
3,710.00
114.79
26.08
140.87
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NAPA AUTO PARTS
NAPA AUTO PARTS

015661
015777

FUEL - WRF
FUEL - WRF

542052
542052

5420
5420

Total Invoice

119.84
119.84
239.68

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSN
NATURE'S TREES INC
NEW ENGLAND MANUFACTURING LLC
NISWANDER, SUSAN
NORTH CENTRAL LABORATORIES
O'LEARY'S CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT

7529659X
684126
1116
684253
426644
305881

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL - HANSEN
TREE APPLICATION REFUND - 1103 KENTON RD
US VETERAN GRAVE MARKERS
TREE APPLICATION REFUND
LAB SUPPLIES - WRF
POST DRIVER

101330
100001
101111
100001
542052
702050

5330
4232
5324
4232
5460
5470

PETER BAKER & SON CO.
PETER BAKER & SON CO.
PETER BAKER & SON CO.

25749
25824
25897

ASPHALT
ASPHALT
ASPHALT

502050
102050
102050

5421
5421
5421

175.00
75.00
336.10
75.00
896.62
290.97
580.26
568.29
1,733.37
2,881.92

POMP'S TIRE SERVICE INC

290154393

TIRES - SQUAD #10

702050

5470

QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION
QUILL CORPORATION

8350871
8350871
8350871
8350871
8655328
8657505
8657505
8657505
8661019

OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

102010
102110
502010
542010
502010
102010
502010
542010
502010

5450
5450
5450
5450
5450
5450
5450
5450
5450

519.68
27.45
27.45
27.45
27.45
8.29
18.82
60.37
18.82
6.99
223.09

RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC
RED'S GARDEN CENTER INC

116829
118830
118832
118834
118835
128268
128593
131464
131688
131867
131981
132095
132308
132497

TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
TREES & FLOWERS FOR DOWNTOWN STREETSCAPE
PURCHASE PLANT MATERIAL

102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037
102037

5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914
5914

966.00
484.40
312.00
373.90
228.30
2,176.50
874.00
1,506.15
823.60
532.60
850.00
1,990.10
890.00
416.00
12,423.55

ROBINSON ENGINEERING LTD
ROBINSON ENGINEERING LTD

19070271
19070409

WATER OPS ASSISTANCE: THRU 06/28/19
SANITARY SEWER FLOW MONITORING: THRU 06/28/19

502010
222082

5362
5362

935.00
34,400.00
35,335.00

RONDOUT SERVICE CENTER LLC
ROSENTHAL, MURPHEY, COBLENTZ & DONAHUE
ROTARY CLUB OF DEERFIELD
RUBINO ENGINEERING INC

15207
142M08082019
1645
5282

SAFETY LANE TESTS: #600/#806
VILLAGE ATTORNEY SERVICES - JUL 19
DUES BALANCE: 07/01/2019 - 09/30/2019
2019 MATERIAL TESTING

702050
101210
101210
102110

5470
5360
5330
5362

RUSSO POWER EQUIPMENT INC
RUSSO POWER EQUIPMENT INC

6268577
6280648

SCAG MOWER ELECTRONIC MODULE
SCAG MOWER PARTS

702050
702050

5470
5470

46.50
240.00
25.00
539.00
103.73
375.49
479.22

SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT
SAM'S CLUB DIRECT

1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961
3521
3521

OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION LUNCH / OPERATING SUPPLIES
EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION LUNCH / OPERATING SUPPLIES

101111
101210
101330
102010
102038
106010
102010
102038

5460
5460
5460
5460
5460
5460
5460
5460

52.68
52.67
30.10
30.11
45.15
90.30
293.88
16.96
611.85

SCHINDLER ELEVATOR CORP
SCHRAIBER, STEVE OR JUDY
SCORPIO EXCAVATING INC

8105125189
684256
20190662

QTLY MAINT / PD ELEV / AUG 19 - OCT 19
TREE APPLICATION REFUND
HAUL OUT MATERIAL

106010
100001
502050

5320
4232
5365

1,310.07
75.00
840.00
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SE INC
SE INC
SE INC
SE INC
SE INC
SE INC
SE INC
SE INC

19-26569
19-26615
19-26663
19-26664
19-26738
19-26746
19-26761
19-26776

MULCH INSTALL & CLEANUP - LAKE COOK RD MEDIANS
LAWN REPAIR - 1400 NORTH AVE
VIADUCT PAINTING
GARBAGE REMOVAL & MAINTENANCE
HAUL OUT STREET SWEEPING DEBRIS
CLEAN UP - WAUKEGAN & LAKE COOK RD
TRIM BRANCHES/CLEAN UP - TENNAQUA LN
GARBAGE REMOVAL & MAINT/LAKE COOK RD/AUG 19

102037
502050
602019
102050
102050
102050
102050
102050

5365
5365
5320
5365
5365
5365
5365
5365

Total Invoice

8,241.37
488.13
2,937.41
4,841.19
1,123.25
1,088.00
1,377.42
900.00
20,996.77

SIMO BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
SPRING ALIGN OF PALATINE INC

685082
113167

TREE APPLICATION REFUND - 1100 WAUKEGAN RD
U BOLTS - #815

100001
702050

4232
5470

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO
STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO

P15847
P16029

GASKET - #814
ROOT CUTTING BLADES

702050
542031

5470
5421

75.00
56.24
15.87
177.80
193.67

STATE TREASURER

55735

TRAFFIC SIGNAL MAINT: APR 19 - JUN 19

102050

5611

STENSTROM PETROLEUM SERVICES GROUP
STENSTROM PETROLEUM SERVICES GROUP
STENSTROM PETROLEUM SERVICES GROUP

S143182
S143182
S143182

FUEL BAY REPAIRS
FUEL BAY REPAIRS
FUEL BAY REPAIRS

102010
502010
542010

5320
5320
5320

8,060.00
625.00
625.00
625.00
1,875.00

STRAUSS, HERB OR LYNN
SWAGIT PRODUCTIONS LLC
T ROBBINS PAINTING CO
TANKNOLOGY/NDE CORPORATION
TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT REV FUND
TEKLAB INC

684241
13494
072619
1367351
T1935058
231722

TREE APPLICATION REFUND
VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES: JUL 19
BUILDING MAINTENANCE
CATHODIC PROTECTION - WRF
COMMUNICATION SERVICES: JUN 19
LAB SERVICES - WRF

100001
102038
101210
542052
176020
542052

4232
5460
5320
5322
5550
5365

THE MULCH CENTER
THE MULCH CENTER

83547
84780

MULCH FOR ISLANDS
HAUL OUT ORGANICS

102037
102037

5914
5365

75.00
645.00
6,100.00
563.50
344.45
410.60
400.00
1,450.00
1,850.00

THELEN MATERIALS LLC
THELEN MATERIALS LLC
THELEN MATERIALS LLC
THELEN MATERIALS LLC

376015
377093
377816
377817

STONE/DIRT OUT
STONE / HAUL OUT
STONE
STONE

542051
502050
502050
502050

5421
5421
5421
5421

567.00
3,400.67
712.22
1,277.64
5,957.53

THOMAN, CHRISTOPHER

43-0330/REFUND

UTILITY ACCOUNT CREDIT BALANCE REFUND

500000

1270

TRAFFIC CONTROL & PROTECTION INC
TRAFFIC CONTROL & PROTECTION INC

101356
101520

STOP SIGNS / SIGN MATERIALS
BONDING MATERIAL

102050
102050

5421
5421

107.48
336.00
514.60
850.60

TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY LLC
UNITED DISPATCH LLC
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

32853608
59258
08062019

EAST SIDE LIFT STATION ALARM - WRF
TAXI SUBSIDY / 303 TAXI / JUL 19
POSTAGE: D-TALES / SEP/OCT 2019

542052
101210
101210

5320
5384
5337

URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT INC
URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT INC
URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT INC

190619
190620
190621

FORESTRY SERVICES: AD HOC / JUN 19
FORESTRY SERVICES: PARKWAY TREES / JUN 19
FORESTRY SERVICES: TREE INSPECTIONS / JUN 19

102037
102037
102037

5365
5365
5365

263.47
4,590.00
1,500.00
1,678.75
297.50
820.00
2,796.25

USABLUEBOOK
USABLUEBOOK
USABLUEBOOK
USABLUEBOOK

938963
951969
952188
959811

HOSE
HERBICIDE - WRF
HYDRANT METER & HYDRANT BACKFLOW PREVENT RPZ
SMOKE CANDLE

502050
542052
502054
542051

5421
5422
5810
5421

113.90
301.80
1,620.20
138.04
2,173.94

VAN THORRE, DESIREE
VERIZON CONNECT
WALGREEN NATIONAL CORP

080519
OSV1835010-080119
MAY19

EXP REIMB - JOD AD/MAINT OP TRAINEE/WRF/ILIPRA
CELL SRVC / GPS: 070119 - 073119
SALES TAX REBATE - MAY 19

542052
102010
101111

5335
5550
5395

WASTE MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT
WASTE MANAGEMENT

6653023-2008-0
6653034-2008-7
6653043-2008-8

REFUSE SERVICE - JUL 19
REFUSE SERVICE - JUL 19
REFUSE SERVICE - JUL 19

582030
582030
582030

5391
5391
5391

165.00
18.95
160,419.16
5,760.00
3,984.75
104,938.39
114,683.14
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August 19, 2019 Board Meeting
Vendor

Invoice #

Description

Org

Obj

WEST SIDE EXCHANGE
WESTERN REMAC INC
WGS DISTRIBUTION
WHOLESALE DIRECT INC
WILSON LAWN & LANDSCAPE
WITHERELL, DAYTON
WORLDPOINT ECC INC

W75000
56781
24083
000240529
6463
22-0265/REFUND
419017900

STOCK PARTS
STREET SIGN MATERIAL
SMALL TOOLS
LEAF SPRINGS - AIR COMP
MOWING - 1085 LCR / 1136 HAZEL
UTILITY ACCOUNT CREDIT BALANCE REFUND
CPR AED SUPPLIES

702050
102050
702050
702050
101330
500000
106034

5470
5430
5440
5470
5365
1270
5460

Total Invoice

81.60
2,759.21
146.92
166.92
610.00
41.08
1,653.72

Total Invoices

$ 1,104,946.00

Grand Total

$ 1,104,946.00
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To the Finance Director:
The payment of the previously listed accounts has been approved by the Village
of Deerfield Board of Trustees at their meeting held on August 19, 2019 and you
are hereby authorized to pay them from the appropriate funds.

___________________________________
Treasurer of the Village of Deerfield

REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item: 19-77
Subject:

Consideration and Action on the Report and Recommendation of the Plan
Commission for an Amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and an
Amendment to the Deerfield Square Commercial Planned Unit
Development to Permit Changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A of the
711 Deerfield Road Building (Kirby Limited Partnership and Del Frisco’s
Restaurant Group, Inc.)

Action Requested:

Approval for Recommendation

Originated by:

Plan Commission

Referred to:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

Summary of Background and Reason for Request:
Bartaco restaurant opened in February 2019 in Unit A (west endcap space) of the
redeveloped 711 Deerfield Road building. The restaurant was purchased by the Del
Frisco’s Restaurant Group and they are seeking new changes to the 4,228 square
foot, casual dining restaurant and 735 square foot outdoor patio. The Plan
Commission held a public hearing on July 25, 2019, and is recommending approval of
the requested changes.
Reports and Documents Attached:
Recommendation
Public Hearing Minutes 7/25/19
Workshop Minutes 7/25/19
ARC Mtg. Summary & Minutes 6/24/19
Zoning Map
711 Deerfield Road Building Sign Criteria
Petitioner’s Exhibits
Date Referred to Board: August 19, 2019
Action Taken: __________________________________________

APPROVED

RECOMMENDATION
TO: Mayor and Board of Trustees
FROM: Plan Commission
DATE: July 25, 2019
RE: Public Hearing on the Request for an Amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and
an Amendment to the Deerfield Square Commercial Planned Unit Development to
Permit Changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A (west end-cap space) in the 711
Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at Deerfield Square (Kirby Limited Partnership and
Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Inc.)
We transmit for your consideration a recommendation adopted by the Plan Commission
of the Village of Deerfield on the request of the petitioners for an amendment to the
Bartaco Special Use and an amendment to the Deerfield Square Commercial Planned
Unit Development to permit changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A (west end-cap
space) in the 711 Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at Deerfield Square (Kirby
Limited Partnership and Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Inc.). The Plan Commission
held a public hearing on July 25, 2019. At that public hearing, the petitioners presented
testimony and documentary evidence in support of the request. A copy of the public
hearing and workshop minutes are attached.
In support of its request, the Plan Commission makes the following findings of fact and
conclusions:
FINDINGS OF FACT
Subject Property
The subject property consists of the Deerfield Square planned unit development, which
is bounded by Deerfield Road to the north, Waukegan Road to the east, Osterman
Avenue to the south, and the railroad tracks to the west. The subject building at 711
Deerfield Road was redeveloped in 2018 (Ordinance O-17-25, dated November 6, 2017)
as a multi-tenant building replacing the former Biaggi’s Italian restaurant, which was
torn down. The Bartaco Special Use was approved on December 4, 2017 under
Ordinance O-17-29. The setbacks, access points, lot coverage, open space, site
landscaping, parking lot lighting, sign criteria, and storm water management for this
Planned Unit Development were previously approved.

Proposed Plan
Bartaco restaurant opened in February 2019 in Unit A (west endcap space) of the
redeveloped 711 Deerfield Road building. The restaurant was purchased by the Del
Frisco’s Restaurant Group and are seeking new architectural changes for the 4,228
square foot, casual dining Bartaco restaurant concept. The restaurant also has a 735
square foot outdoor patio.
The petitioners would like to add the following items:
• Install blue awnings to the north and south wall;
• Paint the white brick borders blue on the existing north and south elevation wall
sign;
• Add a second wall sign with a blue border to the west elevation;
• Add gooseneck lighting to the west elevation to illuminate the proposed west
wall sign;
• Add a sconce lighting to the main entry;
• Add a retractable insect screening on the overhead doors at the outdoor patio
area; and
• Add six portable outdoor heaters.
The petitioner has indicated in their material that the west elevation signage will play an
important role in the restaurant’s exposure.
Zoning Conformance
The proposed use is a Special Use in the C-1 Village Center District. The petitioners are
seeking an amendment to the Deerfield Square PUD pursuant to Article 12.09-G of the
Deerfield Zoning Ordinance and exceptions to the established sign criteria for the 711
Deerfield Road building. Attached are the Special Use criteria.
Signage
Wall signs
Number:
Permitted: For each use occupying a ground floor, one (1) sign facing a public
street, public right-of-way or parking area.
Proposed: One (1) new wall sign on the west wall. The west wall sign will be
painted directly on the white brick façade and read “bartaco” with their dragonfly
logo in white with a blue background. The petitioner is seeking an exception
from the Zoning Ordinance for the proposed west sign as this will be a second
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wall sign on the west elevation. The petitioner is also seeking an exception from
the Zoning Ordinance for the sign to be painted on the façade surface.
Previously granted in 2017: Three (3) wall signs were approved for Bartaco –
one (1) wall sign on the north (front) wall, one (1) wall sign on the south wall
and one (1) blade (projecting) wall sign located off the wood trellis at the
southwest corner of the outdoor patio. At the time of approval, the blade sign
was considered a west wall sign. The approved wall signs on the north and
south walls were painted directly on the brick façade and read “Bartaco” with a
white brick border around the text. The painted “Bartaco” wall sign is externally
illuminated with gooseneck lights. These signs required exceptions, as signs are
not allowed to be painted on a façade surface. The petitioner was also granted
an exception for the blade (projecting) west wall sign, as blade signs are not
allowed.
Area:
Permitted: The Zoning Ordinance allows 8% of the area of the wall or 80 square
feet for a front and rear wall sign whichever is greater, and 4% of the area of
the wall or 40 square feet for a side wall sign, whichever is greater. Permitted
sign area is not a given, signs must be in proportion to the wall and reflect the
high standards of visual quality and compatibility that the Village strives for.
Proposed: The new west (side) wall sign is 43.56 square feet in area (6.6’ X 6.6’)
when a box is placed around all of the sign elements, as ordinance requires. 4%
of the west wall is 61.18 square feet
Previously granted in 2017: The north (front) wall sign and south (rear) wall sign
are both 77.3 square feet in area (19.3’ x 4.0’) when a box was placed around all
of the sign elements for each sign, as the ordinance requires. 8% of the north
wall and 8% of the south wall is 100 square feet. The west blade (projecting)
wall sign is 10.4 square feet when a box is place around all of the sign elements,
as ordinance requires. An exception was granted for the blade (projecting) wall
sign, as they are not allowed.
Location:
Permitted: Walls signs may be located on the outermost wall of the principal
building fronting a public street, public right-way, easement for access or parking
area.
Proposed: New wall sign located on the west wall of the building.
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Previously granted in 2017: Located on the north and south walls of the building
and blade (projecting) wall sign located off the wood trellis at the southwest
corner of the outdoor patio.
Height:
Permitted: Wall signs may not project higher than the parapet line of the roof or
more than 30 feet above curb level, whichever is lower.
Proposed: The proposed west wall sign is 2.66 feet above the roof deck. The
Appearance Review Commission (ARC) can approve a sign up to 3.0 feet above
the roof deck. The ARC approved the height of the sign.
Previously granted in 2017: The north wall sign, south wall sign and west blade
(projecting) wall sign are all below the roof deck.
Illumination:
Permitted: Any illuminated sign located within 120 feet of a residential district
shall be extinguished at the close of business or 11:00 p.m. whichever is later.
Proposed: The new west wall sign will be externally illuminated by gooseneck
light fixtures.
Previously granted in 2017: North and south wall signs will be externally
illuminated by gooseneck light fixtures. The blade (projecting) wall sign is
externally illuminated. No wall sign is located within 120 feet of a residential
district.
711 Deerfield Road Building Sign Criteria
Deerfield Square has an approved sign criteria for the 711 Deerfield Road building that
the petitioners are required to follow. (See attached). The petitioner’s will be seeking
approval of the following exceptions to the established sign criteria for the 711 Deerfield
Road building:
1. To allow the west wall sign to be painted on the west façade.
2. To allow the west wall sign to not be made of three-dimensional fabricated
channel type individual letters.
3. To allow the west wall sign to have gooseneck light fixtures for illumination.
4. To allow the west wall sign without a backer panel.
5. To allow the west wall sign height to be 80 inches (6.6’) exceeding the maximum
sign height of 42 inches.
6. To allow the west wall sign letter height to be 64 inches in lieu of 36 inches
allowed in two lines.
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7. To allow the Bartaco letters to be 25 inches in height for the “b” ascender letter
only in lieu of the 24 inches maximum letters height allowed.
Appearance Review Commission
The Appearance Review Commission (ARC) held a meeting on June 24, 2019 for the
proposed Bartaco exterior changes. A summary of the meeting is below:
1.

North/South Sign Changes & Awnings – The ARC liked the idea of painting the brick
border around the existing north and south wall signs and adding awnings. The
Commission’s concern about the awnings is that the color presented at the meeting
did not match the signage. Bartaco agreed to match the awnings to the sign and
will bring color samples of the selected color when they return to the ARC.

2.

The ARC is in favor of approving the request for six (6) portable outdoor heaters,
a wall sconce near the door and a retractable bug screen.

3.

The proposed west elevation wall sign and lighting is outside of the Deerfield Zoning
Ordinance and 711 Sign Criteria and would require several exceptions (variations)
granted by the Board. Aside from the exceptions, the ARC was not in favor of the
west wall sign for the following reasons:
•
Adding an additional element would add to an already overcrowded
elevation. The Commission feels that the west has a lot of elements already
(electrical boxes, patio heaters, blade sign) that are a distraction.
•
The ARC does not like that the design of the sign is different than the
north/south painted wall signs. One Commission member noted that the
dragonfly is so big that it makes the sign hard to read.
•
The ARC believes that the changes to the north/south elevations would help
give the restaurant the visibility that it is seeking. An additional sign on the
west elevation is unnecessary.
The ARC did not discuss the exceptions in detail, because they were not in favor
of the sign and therefore not in favor of any of the exceptions.
CONCLUSIONS

Compatible with Existing Development
The Plan Commission finds the proposed changes to the exterior of the building for this
tenant are appropriate and aesthetically pleasing, and will fit well in this location. The
Plan Commission is in favor of amending the previously approved plans for the Bartaco
restaurant as shown on the petitioner’s plans. The Plan Commission reviewed the
proposed signage, they find the proposed exceptions to the zoning ordinance, and the
exceptions to the sign criteria are acceptable and appropriate. The Plan Commission
believes the proposed signage will not detract from the appearance of the shopping
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center, is not excessive, has character, and will help create a fun and exciting
environment. The Plan Commission believes the west wall of the building can
accommodate the proposed wall sign as there is a large area of the wall where there is
not much on this wall, and they believe the new wall sign would be appropriate in the
proposed location. The signage also accommodates the tenant’s branding and keeps a
desirable appearance that fits in well at Deerfield Square.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The Plan Commission finds the subject property is of sufficient size for the use. The
Plan Commission believes the property is suitable for the use and will not create a
negative impact on surrounding properties.
Traffic
The Plan Commission believes that the proposed changes should not create traffic
problems on the subject property and should not have an adverse impact on
surrounding properties.
Parking and Access
The petitioner’s plans for changes to Unit A (west end-cap space) in the 711 Deerfield
Road building does not impact parking as the same amount of parking is provided after
the proposed changes to the Bartaco restaurant.
The existing access points to the property on Waukegan Road and Deerfield Road will
not be changed. The Plan Commission finds these access points work well and are well
distributed throughout the site
Effect on Neighborhood
The Plan Commission finds the proposed amendments to the previously approved plans
to allow the changes to the 711 Deerfield Road building should not be significantly or
materially detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of the public or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood, nor should it diminish or impair
property values in the surrounding area. The Plan Commission finds the proposed
changes will not have an adverse impact on surrounding properties. The Plan
Commission believes the renovations will work well and the changes to the building are
aesthetically pleasing. The Plan Commission finds the changes to the building will be
an asset to the Village Center.
Adequate Facilities
Adequate facilities (utilities, access roads) are being provided on the subject property.
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Adequate Buffering
The Plan Commission finds that the existing buffering on the subject property is
adequate.
Not Injurious to the Character of the C-1 Village Center District as a Retail
Center
The Plan Commission finds the proposed changes to the Bartaco restaurant should not
be injurious to the character of the C-1 Village Center District as retail center. The
restaurant generates sales tax for the Village, and customers for Deerfield Square and
the downtown as a whole. The Plan Commission finds the changes to the restaurant
are a good fit, and will continue to bring customers into the Village Center.
RECOMMENDATION
Accordingly, it is the recommendation of the Plan Commission that the petitioner’s
request for an amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and the Deerfield Square
Commercial Planned Unit Development to permit changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in
Unit A (west end-cap space) in the 711 Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at
Deerfield Square, including the sign exceptions to the Zoning Ordinance and exceptions
to the sign criteria, be approved.
Ayes: (4) Bromberg, Silva, Goldstone, Berg
Nays: (0) None
Respectfully submitted,
Larry Berg, Chairman
Deerfield Plan Commission
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APPROVED
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Public Hearing at 7:30 P.M. on
July 25, 2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Jennifer Goldstone
Justin Silva

Absent were:

Elaine Jacoby
Blake Schulman

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner

Chairman Berg swore in all who plan to testify before the Commission.
Public Comment on a Non-Agenda Item
There were no comments from the public on a non-agenda item.
PUBLIC HEARING
(1)

Public Hearing on the Request for an Amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and
an Amendment to the Deerfield Square Commercial Planned Unit Development to
Permit Changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A (west end-cap space) in the
711 Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at Deerfield Square (Kirby Limited
Partnership and Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Inc.)

Chairman Berg asked for proof of publication from the Petitioner. Certified mailing receipts were
provided to the Commission. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the legal notice was published in the
Deerfield Review on July 4, 2019.
Chris Siavelis of Kirby Limited Partnership representing Deerfield Square management
addressed the Commission and introduced Amanda Stengel of Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group.
Mr. Siavelis reported that Bartaco opened in Deerfield Square in February and has been well
received by the community. Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group has recently acquired Bartaco’s
holding company and as part of this acquisition, there is a new team of marketing professionals
and architects. New ownership has their own views and thoughts about Bartaco’s branding and
concept at all Bartaco locations and are requesting the proposed changes that have been
submitted to the Plan Commission. Mr. Siavelis commented that Bartaco has been very
successful and is an asset to Deerfield’s downtown. He added that they are asking for a
favorable recommendation with respect to changes to Bartaco that Del Frisco’s would like to
make. Mr. Siavelis added that Deerfield Square ownership agrees with proposed changes.
Mr. Siavelis reviewed all of the requested changes. The first change involves adding two blue
awnings that will match the existing blue painted wall signs on the north and the south elevation
of the building. Also on the north and south elevations the petitioner is requesting to paint the

Public Hearing
July 25, 2019
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existing brick detail that surrounds the Bartaco wall signs from white to the the same blue that
exists on the wall signs. Mr. Siavelis showed images of the proposed updated wall signs. In
addition to these changes, they would also like to add heaters and lighting to the outdoor dining
area. There would be hanging and freestanding outdoor heaters. These additions will make for
a more enjoyable outdoor dining experience that can be used as many months of the year as
possible.
Mr. Siavelis continued stating that they would like to add a sconce light at the main entry,
pointing out the location to the main entrance to the restaurant. He added that the specifications
for all new proposed lighting fixtures were included for the Commission in the packets. The next
proposed change is the addition of a retractable insect screen for the outdoor dining area, which
would prevent insects from entering the restaurant. The screen is also requested by the Lake
County Health Department.
On the west elevation, the petitioner would like to add a new Bartaco wall sign with the
dragonfly logo. Mr. Siavelis showed an image of the logo and the proposed sign for the west
façade. The wall sign would be illuminated with gooseneck light fixtures that will match the
north and south elevations wall sign gooseneck light fixtures. In summary, their requested
changes include awnings, lighting and heating, signage, light fixtures, a retractable insect
screen, and painting brick boarders blue on existing wall signage. Mr. Siavelis stated that
Bartaco’s operators feel that these changes will enhance the branding of Bartaco and increase
exposure to cars driving on Deerfield Road. He commented that there is currently only a small
hanging blade sign that is for entry identification and the new wall sign on the west elevation will
help make Bartaco visible to eastbound traffic on Deerfield Road. Mr. Siavelis added that they
feel these requests do not violate any codes, have no negative affect on the community and
enhance the branding of a successful restaurant.
Chairman Berg commented that several months ago, garbage in the corral behind Bartaco was
far exceeding the height of the corral and he wants to be sure this issue is handled adequately
as this is not in a back alley and is in a visible location in downtown Deerfield. Mr. Siavelis
agreed this has been an issue and shared that he has worked with Bartaco and Café Zupa’s to
address this. He noted that they have increased refuse pick-ups to seven days a week and
added a Keep Gate Closed sign to the garbage corral. He shared that he checks it five days a
week and has recently seen great improvements. He added that he also suspects that
Lakeshore Recycling Services (the garbage and recycling waste hauler), has failed to pick up at
times and that the property owner tries to stay on them as much as possible. He added that they
are sensitive to this issue and will continue to monitor the situation with their tenants and waste
hauler.
Chairman Berg asked if there are specifications about this for tenants in lease agreements at
Deerfield Square. Mr. Siavelis replied that yes, there are rules and regulations in the lease
agreements. He added that management handles garbage and recycling pick-ups, not individual
tenants, and if Lakeshore Recycling Systems (LRS) continues to miss pick-ups they will work
with the Village Manager’s Office to improve the situation as they pay a premium for weekend
pick-ups.
There were no comments from the public on this matter.
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In closing, Mr. Siavelis commented that they feel the requested changes will be beneficial and
are not harmful in any way to the center of the downtown. Bartaco has been a good neighbor
and a successful business and will continue to be with these changes.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission will conclude public testimony and meet in an
open workshop setting to deliberate their recommendation on this matter. He stated that a
written recommendation will be made to the Village Board who will take final action on this
matter. This portion of the meeting is open to the public, but no new testimony will be taken
unless requested by the Commission.
(2)

Public Hearing: McDonald’s Restaurant Request for an Amendment to Their
Special Use and Approval of New Menu Boards Pursuant to Article 9.02B.14 (a) of
the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance at 50 N. Waukegan Road (Franchise Realty
Investment Trust-IL)

Chairman Berg asked for proof of publication from the Petitioner. The Petitioner provided the
certified mailing receipts to the Commission. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the legal notice was
published in the Deerfield Review on July 4, 2019.
Michelle Freeman with Keyser Industries provided an overview of the scope of this project.
McDonald’s in Deerfield is looking to replace existing manual changeable copy menu boards in
their dual lane drive-thru operation with new digital menu boards. The new menu boards are 40
percent smaller in square footage and have ambient lighting. Ms. Freeman reported that she
met with the Appearance Review Commission (ARC) in June and July and they have approved
the request with the agreement that the minimum brightness of the screens will be 500 NITs and
the maximum brightness will be 1500 NITs. McDonald’s has accepted these conditions and will
meet this restriction.
Ms. Freeman stated that the menu boards turn off at the end of the business day and are
programmed to shut down during non-business hours. The canopies and the speakers in the
drive-thru will remain unchanged except for the confirmation screen on the speaker posts. The
confirmation screens will be covered up if the new menu boards are approved. Orders will now
pop up on the menu boards and then go back to the menu for the next customer.
Ms. Freeman commented that the change to the drive-thru menu boards is being implemented
at McDonald’s nationwide. 70 percent of their business goes through the drive-thru operation
and it is important to be consistent with the indoor menu boards, which are already digital. The
digital menu boards are more environmentally friendly and no longer use paper. The lighting is
less harsh and does not give off additional glare. The menu boards are static and will only
change as the menus change from breakfast to lunch and lunch to dinner or if menu items or
pricing changes. There will be no video or animation or flashing on the screens. Ms. Freeman
stated that the new menu boards will be visually cleaner, more harmonious, in accordance with
the Master Plan and are a nice upgrade from the current menu boards. Additionally, the existing
menu boards are no longer being manufactured, and replacement parts would not be available.
Ms. Freeman stated that the new menu boards will not create any additional public cost.
Commissioner Bromberg confirmed that the only change since the Prefiling Conference is that
the brightness will be limited to 1500 NITs. Ms. Freeman replied that the brightness will be set to
have a minimum of 500 NITs to and a maximum of 1500s NITs as agreed upon with the ARC
and the McDonald’s operators.

APPROVED
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Workshop Meeting on July 25,
2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Jennifer Goldstone
Justin Silva

Absent were:

Elaine Jacoby
Blake Schulman

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner

WORKSHOP MEETING
(1a)

Discussion of exterior changes to Bartaco restaurant

Commissioners Bromberg and Goldstone commented that they are fine with this proposal.
Commissioner Silva commented that he defers to the Appearance Review Commission for their
recommendation on this matter and otherwise has no issues with the changes.
Commissioner Bromberg added that he agrees with the petitioner that the existing blade sign is
not noticeable from the west side and the addition of a new west wall sign will improve this.
Commissioner Goldstone moved, seconded by Commissioner Bromberg to approve the request
for an amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and an amendment to the Deerfield Square
Commercial Planned Unit Development to permit changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A
(west end-cap space) in the 711 Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at Deerfield Square
(Kirby Limited Partnership and Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Inc.). The motion passed with the
following roll call:
Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Goldstone, Berg (4)
Nays: None (0)
Mr. Nakahara reported that this matter would be on the August 19, 2019 Village Board Meeting
agenda.
(2a)

Discussion of McDonald’s restaurant menu boards

All commissioners present agreed that they are fine with this request and had no issues with the
request.
Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by Commissioner Goldstone to approve the request
for an amendment to their Special Use for approval of new menu boards pursuant to Article
9.02B.14 (a) of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance at 50 N. Waukegan Road (Franchise Realty

The Appearance Review Commission (ARC) held a meeting on June 24, 2019 for the
proposed exterior changes of Bartaco in Deerfield Square, 711 Deerfield Road.
Petitioners: Amanda Stengel – Director of Design, Bartaco
Chris Siavelis – Senior Vice President, CRM Properties Group
1.

North/South Sign Changes & Awnings – The ARC liked the idea of painting the
brick border around the existing sign and adding awnings. The Commission’s
concern about the awnings is that the color presented at the meeting did not match
the signage. Bartaco agreed to match the awnings to the sign and will bring color
samples of the selected color when they return to the ARC.

2.

Patio Elements – The petitioner is requesting approval for six (6) portable outdoor
heaters, a wall sconce near the door and a retractable bug screen. The
Commission was in favor of all of these elements.

3.

West Wall Sign with Gooseneck Lighting – The proposed west elevation wall sign
and lighting is outside of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance and 711 Sign Criteria and
would require several exceptions (variations) granted by the Board. Aside from the
exceptions, the ARC was not in favor of the west wall sign for the following reasons:


Adding an additional element would add to an already overcrowded
elevation. The Commission feels that the west has a lot of elements already
(electrical boxes, patio heaters, blade sign) that are a distraction.



The ARC does not like that the design of the sign is different than the
north/south painted wall signs. One Commission member noted that the
dragonfly is so big that it makes the sign hard to read.



The ARC believes that the changes to the north/south elevations would help
give the restaurant the visibility that it is seeking. An additional sign on this
elevation is unnecessary.

The ARC did not discuss the exceptions in detail, because they were not in favor
of the sign and therefore not in favor of any of the exceptions.

Submitted:
Liz Delevitt, Planning & Design Specialist
Village of Deerfield
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brightness prior to voting. The Commissioners will also go to the Wheeling location (188
E. Dundee) to see the existing digital menu boards.
Ms. Chaitman moved to approve the upgraded McDonald’s digital menu boards as
presented, with the 27 square foot digital screen. Ms. Flores seconded the motion. The
motion did not pass by the following vote:
AYES: Chaitman (1)
NAYS: Dunn, Flores, Schneider (3)
3. Bartaco, 711 Deerfield Road – Signage and Building Improvements
Amanda Stengel, Director of Design with Bartaco and Chris Siavelis with CRM Properties
were present. Mr. Siavelis explained Bartaco was purchased by Del Friscos last year,
and the new management team is requesting the changes. They would like to add two
(2) fabric awnings on the north and south elevations. The color will be Captain Navy,
which is used for the restaurant’s interior fabric. Ms. Flores noted that the awning color
appears to be different from the sign color. Ms. Stengel confirmed that they are different
colors. Ms. Flores would like to see the colors match. Mr. Siavelis noted they want to
add matching blue paint to the brick border around the north and south signs.
Mr. Siavelis noted they would also like to add standalone heaters for the outdoor patio.
He noted Bobby’s has similar heaters. Ms. Schneider expressed concern, because there
is a lot going on in the patio. Mr. Siavelis explained the standalone heaters would be
located outside the canopy while the suspended heaters are under the canopy. He
explained they would like to add a sconce to the west of the door. Ch. Dunn noted the
sconce is different from the other fixtures on the building. Mr. Siavelis noted they propose
adding insect screens. The proposed screens are retractable and have a built-in housing
that blends into the elevation. Ms. Stengel explained the screens are electronically
controlled.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed paint for the brick border. The paint will
match the existing Bartaco logo, which is different from the awnings. Mr. Siavelis
explained all the painting will be the same color while the awnings will be a different blue
color. The Commissioners believe the brick border will look better painted.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed awnings. Ms. Stengel will look into making
the awnings and paint color match, as specified on the drawings. The Commissioners
would like to see a paint sample. Ms. Chaitman noted if the paint is changed to match
the awning, it would not be the same as their logo color. Ms. Flores suggested they bring
a copy of their logo on printed material when they return.
The Commissioners discussed the west wall sign with gooseneck lighting. The sign will
be 6’-8” x 6’-8”. The Commissioners questioned the blade sign. Mr. Siavelis explained
the blade sign flags the door. Ch. Dunn noted this would be the fourth (4th) building sign

Appearance Review Commission
June 24, 2019
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and the second (2nd) sign on the west elevation. Ms. Schneider believes this sign would
draw attention to the already busy looking patio and the electrical boxes. Ms. Chaitman
and Ch. Dunn are not in favor of the additional sign. Ms. Flores believes the painted brick
on the north and west will assist with visibility so another sign is not needed. Ch. Dunn
explained that because the Commissioners are not in favor of the sign; therefore the
proposed exceptions do not need to be discussed. Ch. Dunn noted the proposed sign is
hard to read because the dragonfly is so much larger than the letters. Ms. Flores and Ms.
Schneider believe the sign should be consistent with the other signs. Mr. Siavelis noted
they are trying to make the building more interesting. Ch. Dunn questioned the location
of the proposed sign.
The Commissioners discussed the retractable bug screen and six (6) portable outdoor
heaters. They did not have concerns. Mr. Siavelis does not believe the screens will be
visible.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed wall sconce. Ms. Schneider questioned why
the proposed sconce does not match the other building lighting. Ms. Stengel noted the
wall sconce matches the hardware.
4. Deerfield Village Residences, 625 Deerfield Road – New Wall and Blade Signs
Joel Shayman with Northbrook Signarama explained they have four (4) items in their
proposal. The first is adding channel letters on the north wall where there is currently no
existing sign. Ch. Dunn noted the sign meets the Deerfield Village Centre Sign Criteria.
The proposed sign will be 159.5” w x 24” h. The Commission thinks the sign will be legible
from the street.
The proposed blade sign will use their pineapple logo. Ch. Dunn believes the sign is
redundant. Ms. Delevitt explained they are allowed a blade sign with only a logo in this
shopping center. Ms. Flores expressed concern that a pineapple will make the building
appear like a restaurant. Mr. Shayman noted the pineapple is part of their logo, which is
next to their name on all of their printed material. Ms. Flores noted the proposed wall
signs do not have the logo next to their name. She doesn’t think having a blade sign is
necessary and will only confuse people.
The proposed wall sign for the east elevation is similar in appearance to the north sign,
but non-illuminated. The sign has white letters, which will be centered between the
canopy support brackets. The final sign is an address sign that is less than 10 square
feet. The fonts used are Montserrat Bold for “Deerfield Village” and Montserrat Regular
for “Residences” and the address sign. The Commissioners believes the regular font does
not look the same between the word “Residences” and the address. Mr. Shayman will
confirm the fonts match.
Ms. Schneider moved to approve the north elevation wall sign as submitted.
Chaitman seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:

Ms.

Village of Deerfield
2019 Zoning Ordinance Map
Subject Property

Village of Deerfield
Appearance Review Commission
Approval: February 27, 2017
711 Deerfield Road
The Shops at Deerfield Square
Criteria for Tenant Signage

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Deerfield Square's existing sign criteria, the 711 building
is establishing the following criteria in order to provide a uniform appearance and for the mutual
benefits of all its tenants. The following shall not apply to any other buildings at Deerfield Square.
Tenant Identification Signs
On the north, south, east or west facing facades, the Tenant Identification Signs shall be comp rised
of three-dimensional fabricated channel type individual letters with either face lit or back lit
illumination. The individual letters of each tenant sign shall not exceed 24" in height in the event of
one line of text or 36" in total letter height in the event of two lines of text (with any individual letter
no more than 24” in height). Excluding glass facades which shall have a maximum total letter height
of 24 inches – see paragraph below.
On glass facades containing any type of horizontal steel b row or horizontal steel canopy, sign letters
may be installed on top of such protrusion and located a maximum of 36" from face of wall to the
face of letters, provided such letters are no more than 6 inches beyond the adjacent facades. The
sign shall be one line of text (no logos) with a maximum of 24 inches in height. All conductors,
transformers and conduits are to be concealed as much as possible.
On facades with no horizontal brows or no horizontal steel canopy, sign backer panels shall be
used, the colors of which shall be the color of the respective façade's fabric awnings. Backer panels
shall be the overall width of the respective facade's storefront windows and shall be a reasonable
height to accommodate the foregoing text criteria with a maximum hei ght no greater than 42
inches. The sign’s height (letters and backer panel) shall be no more than 3 feet above the roof
deck top (20’-0”). All logos must fit within the above stated sign criteria.

CRM Properties Group, Ltd.
The Shops at Deerfield Square

Village of Deerfield
Plan Commission Submittal - bartaco
July 25, 2019

Introduction
bartaco opened in Deerfield Square's new out lot building (711 Deerfield Road) in February 2019
and has been well received by the Community.
Subsequent to the Village approving the bartaco special use and related variances in 2017, Del
Frisco's Restaurant Group purchased Barteca, the holding company of bartaco. With the new
owners comes new marketing ideas and architectural preferences.

Request For Amendment to Planned Unit Development
Del Frisco's design team is requesting approval for the following exterior modifications:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Add two (2) awnings to the north elevation.
Add two (2) awnings to the south elevation.
Add lighting and heaters to the outdoor dining area.
Add signage to the building's west elevation and two (2) light fixtures to illuminate new
sign age.
Add sconce light fixture at main entry.
Add retractable insect screen on overhead doors at outdoor dining area.
Paint blue borders on existing north and south elevation signage.

The petitioners strongly believe that the west elevation signage will play an important role in
further branding the location and enhancing bartaco's exposure. In addition, the insect screen,
lighting and heaters will provide for a more enjoyable outdoor dining experience.
We respectfully ask for the Plan Commission's favorable recommendation in this matter.

Special Use Criteria
1)

Compatible with Existing Development. The subject request is clearly compatible with the
Development.

2)

Lot of Sufficient Size. The subject property is a PUD and lot size is sufficient.

3)

Traffic. N/A

4)

Parking and Access. N/A

5)

Effect on Neighborhood. The subject request will not be detrimental or injurious to
surrounding property owners or values.

6)

Adequate Facilities. N/A

7)

Adequate Buffering. The subject property is fully improved including landscape buffering.

8)

Effect on C-1 Village Center District. The subject requests will provide a more attractive
building and a more enhanced outdoor dining experience.
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Lighting

H-CGU-1B
Saucer Vapor Jar
Collection

HI-LITE MFG.
CO., INC
13450 Monte Vista Avenue
Chino, California 91710
Telephone: (909) 465-1999
Toll Free: (800) 465-0211
Fax: (909) 465-0907
web: www.hilitemfg.com
e-mail: sales@hilitemfg.com

Job Name:
Type:
Quantity:

T

--~· 43/4"

l

3 1/2"
11"

BACKPLATE
FRONT VIEW

FINISH -Offered in exceptional finishes, comprised of:
polyester/polished powder coat, baking enamal liquid,
raw metal, or galvanized fi ·s es.
Standard Finishes are: 91 Black 93(White),
95(Dark Green), 96 a vanized),
BR47(Powder Coat Rust), BK01(Black Texture).
Upgraded Finishes are: 29, 66, 82, 92, 94, 97, 100,
103,104,105,112,113, 114,117,118, 119,
127,128, 133,134,135, 136, 98, 101,102,137,
139,140,121 , 122,123,124, 11,33, 77.
For interior finish of fixture refer to color chart on
pages 344-348.

SOCKETS/LAMPS - Available in:
Incandescent
- rated 100 watt max/120 volt, medium base.
Compact Fluorescent(CFL)
- rated 13/18/26/32 watt max/120/277 volt,
GX24Q base.
High Intensity Discharge(HID)
- rated.100 watt max/120/208/240/277 volt,
medium base.
Light-Emitted Diode(LED)
-See LED specification sheet.

MOUNTING - Wall Mount
ACCESSORIES - DCC.

c@us
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Suitable for wet location.

LISTED

Quick Ship
UL Wet (arm) / UL DAMP (stem)

(ALL SHADES TO BE PAINTED WHITE
INSIDE OF FIXTURE EXCEPTl8 GALVANIZED)

Fixture Shades

H-QSN15114-SA

H·0SN16110-SA

11 3/8' H)

(10' DIA. X 10 1/4" H)

H-QSN18112-SA

H-QSN16112-SA

(16" DIA. X 8 3/4" H)

(12' DIA. X 13' H)

H-QSN15118-SA

(10" DIA. X

(12" DIA. X 13 3/4' H)

2r y

HI

(14' DIA. X 9' H)

H-QSN15117-SA
(17" DIA. X 8 1/2" HJ

H-QSN1 51 16-SA
(18" DIA X 10' H)

s

!221,2·-·-, I
14'

I

6 314 ·

S HL-~

QSNB-13

1- 111/2"1

l+

- - - - 24"-----I

-

-

[iJ
QSNWGR-10" QSNWGR-12"
QSNWGR-14'' QSNWGR-16"
QSf\JWGR-17" 0S~JWGR- t8"

QSNSK
(swivel knuckle for use with arms)

91-BLACK

I

Fixture No. , /

I

Fixture Color

I/

Mounting
(arm or stem length·
If stem mntd. Include
stem canopy)

/I

Mounting Color

I/

Optional Accessory / Optional Color

as

EX.
8 2-SA-91/QSN -A-91 (12" DIA. SHADE-BLACK FINISH/MTG ARM-BLACK FINISH)
EX. QSN15114-SA-93/QSNB-42-96/QSNWGR-14"-91 (14" DIA. SHADE-WHITE FINISH/MTG ARM-GALVANIZED/WIRE GUARD-BLACK FINISH)
EX. QSN15118-SA-96/QSN24"ST3-91/QSNHSC-91 (18" DIA. SHADE-GALVANIZED FINISH/24" STEM-BLACK FINISH/SWIVEL CANOPY- BLACK)

MADE IN U.S.A.• www.hilitemfg.com • Tel: 909.465.1999 • Toll Free: 800.465.0211 • Fax: 909.465 .0907

Heaters

INSECT SCREEN DETAIL:

PATIO AREA
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HEATER:

PRO Series
Outdoor Patio Heater
!NFAA!l.::D BURNER
Model # LIP-10A-TGG-LPG·BU

Item # 61159/61436
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HI-LITE MFG. CO., INC.

JOB NAME:

13450 Monte Vista Avenue
Chino, California
91710
Telephone: (909) 465-1999
Toll Free: (800) 465-0211
Fax: (909) 465-0907

SCALE:

1uA11::

N.T.S.
OAAWNBY:

TYPE;

:02/08/2019
QT)':

S.M.-0
SHEET:

REV:

www.hilitemfg.com

1

4 3/4"

r
ADJUSTABLE
LOCKING
SWIVEL

31/2"
MTG.
CTR.

MOUNTING PLATE

>\_

36" STEM

±49 1/2"

8 1/2"

17"

.,

·c@,us
LIStEQ,,··
WET LISTED

Item Number

Wattage

Voltage

H-15117-96/36"ST3-HDSMC-96/SK/WET RATED

200W

120V

Finish

Mounting

Lamp/Socket

96-Galvanized (Exterior/
Interior of Fixture, Stem,
Swivel & Canopy)

Stem Mount

1-Medium Base INC

···conffdenlial and Proprietary. The information contained on this page is the ~ore property of Hi-Lile Mrg. Co., Inc. Any reproduc::tion , redislribuUon, or use to profit tram In part or as a whollwithoul
prior written authorizalion of Hi.Ute Mfg. Co., Inc::. ls unlawful, against trade laws and will be pro,ecuted lo the fullesl ex.tent.
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npaAJ
The Sunpak® Models S25 & S34 are outdoor rated
heaters available for use with natural or propane gas.
These heaters can be either wall or ceiling mounted. The
optional mounting kit allows this heater to be mounted
from above keeping the patio deck free and clear. Heat
coverage varies depending on the wind exposure on
patio. The average spacing between the heaters is 10 feet
apart.
Sunpak® comes with a 24 VAC spark ignition system
which includes flame monitoring through flame
rectification. All Sunpak Heaters require an external 24
VAC soLU"ce.
As an unvented gas heater, Sunpak® heaters need a
continuous supply of fresh air and proper ventilation of
combustion gases to operate safely. This heater is not
suitable for inside residences and other confined areas
where the operational and safety requirements of this
heater cannot be met. Refer to heater instructions,
available online or from manufacturer for complete
information.
The Sunpak® heater design offers a slim profile
which works well in a wide variety of patio settings.
Sunpak® heaters are available in either black powder
coat or a 304 stainless steel finish.
Specifications·
Dimensions
Input Rating S25
S34
Fuel Type
Ignition
Electrical (A244V & E)
24 VAC Transformer
Mounting Kit
Wind Rating
Nominal Spacing
Mounting
Finish
Manufactured
Certification
Warrantv
Weight

8 x 8 x 48 inches
25,000 BTU/HR
34,000 BTU/HR
Natural or Propane Gas
Electronic
24 VAC- 20 VA
Not Included
Optional
10 mph Horizontal
10 feet
Suspend
Black or Stainless Steel
United States
CSA International
One Year I Parts Onlv
41 lbs

Mfr. by:

INFRARED DYNAMICS, INC.
3830 Prospect Avenue
Yorba Linda, CA92886
Toll Free: 1-888-317-5255
www.infradyne.com
Fonn No 65065-10/07

Printed in U.S.A.

Copyright© Infrared Dynamics, Inc. 2007

Sunpak® Patio Heaters

lsunpa~

Model 525, 534

Minimum Clearances to Combustible Materials
using Optional Mounting Kit P/N 12006

S25-9"
S34-13"

..

Sunpak® heaters utilize a fully automatic OFF/ON
control system. This heater requires a 24 VAC source
and switch or timer or other control device. This control
device is to be supplied by the installer. Radiant heat
comes out through the aluminum grill below and hot
exhaust gases exit from the top of the unit. This heater
was not designed to be used in either a sofit or
recessed ceiling.

S25 offers a lower radiant heat output which allows this
heater to be located in patios with limited ceiling height.
534 offers a greater radiant heat outputwhich allows
this heater to be located higher. Also note the above
and side clearance requires increases with the higher
BTU/Hr unit.
The required clearance from combustible materials
must be maintained on all heaters. In addition heaters
must have adequate fresh air and ventilation to operate
properly. Make sure you can meet these requirements
in making your heater selection .

REAR
WALL
48"

This specification sheet was designed as a brief
summary about this heater. The primary use of this
sheet should be for heater selection only. It should not
be used as the sole guide for placementand installation
of these heaters. Complete installation instructions can
be obtained by calling toll free at 1-888-317-5255 and
online at www.infradyne.com.

S25-8"
S34-8"-1

....

Required Clearances to Combustable Materials
Model

REAR
WALL

S25

S34
*S25
S34

Input Side Rear Ceiling Below
Mtg.
In
In
In
In
BTUH
Angle
9"
48"
25,000 24" 12"
HORZ
13"
48"
34,000 34" 17"
HORZ
14"
8"
48" 30° MAX
25,000 24"
8"
8"
48" 30° MAX
34,000 34"

Above clearances apply to models on either natural or LP gas.
·Model S25 for LP gas for use in horizontal position only.

Additional
>Y--....+-.;..__ _.,.._~~~~~~

properly sized

24 VAC
VAC transformer
"+0----~.,_
___.....24____
__

FIELD WIRING
1. 24 VAC / 20 VA (.8 AMP) per heater (supplied by installer).
2. Maintain electrical polarity when hooking up multiple heaters.
3. Allow heaters to be switched by zones for heating flexibilty.
4. DO NOT attempt to install transformer inside heatei:

Suggested Specifications:
Heater shall be Sunpak® model (S25 orS34) as
manufactured by Infrared Dynamics, Inc., Yorba Linda,
California. All heaters shall be equipped with a 24 volt
spark ignition system for use with (natural gas/propane)
fuel. Each heater shall have passed the ANSI
requirements for outdoor heaters.
Control shall be fully enclosed in a protected
compartment inside the heater.
Burner shall be protected with an aluminum face guard.

Screen System
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SCREEN
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SIDE TRACK COVER PlATE
SIDE TRACK
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SCREWS
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ROLLER ASSEMBLY

DETAILA-A
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.. ·

FRONTVIEW
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DETAILC
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IUH (INSIDE UNDER HEADER)

Tolerances:

A-A (x) = 35" MIN. TO 240" MAX.
(Y) = 36"MIN. TO 144" MAX.
A-B (x) =240 1 / 4rr TO 300n MAX.
(Y)

= 1 44

-a" MIN. TO 1 92" MAX.

PROGRESSIVE
SCREEN SYSTEMS, [NC.

Title:
'Break all edges·
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Scale: -

Date:

27 AUG 09

HEADER OR LINTEL

HOOD /TOP)

/2) SCREWS 3" [76] APART AT 24' [61 OJ O.C.
INTO ABV. W / 1-1/2' [38] MIN. EMBEDMENT.
INTO WOOD USE 1/4' [7J SOS. CO NCRETE
OR PRECAST LINTELS USE 1/4' [7] MASONRY
SCREWS
INSERT ROLLER
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HOOD END CAP SCREW
SCREEN
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DETAILA~A
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IUH MOUNT (5 1/2n Hooo)

Title:
'Break all edges·

Detail A-A
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SCREEN
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Scale:
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SCREEN
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WEIGHT BAR
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DETAIL D

Tolerances:

PROGRESSIVE
SCREEN SYSTEMS, INC.

WEIGHT BAR

'Break all edges·

Title:

Detail D

Scale:
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Date: 25 AUG 09

2160 Whitfield Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34243
941-360-0037 toll free 866-802-0400
fax 941-351-2659
www.progressivescreens.com
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RESIDENTIAL UNIT SPECIFICATIONS

..........................................................
Power Draw SIMU Hz Motor i
• 1.5-1.8 Amps Per Motor
• 110 Volt Power
• Maximum Hood Length 25 ft
• Maximwn Track Height 16 ft
• No Hard Wiring Required
• Standard unit specs and sizes
shown for: 5-1/2" & 7"
Hood, Roller, Insert Roller,
Side Track Assembly,
Remotes, Probes, and Weight
Bar
•

(below left)

Waterproof Hand
Held Remote: (standard):
4-3/4" X 1-3/4" X 3/4"

Standard
Hood and
End Caps:
5-l/2"X 5

(end caps
shown
without
brackets)

Oversize Hood and End Caps:
7"X7"
Oversize Outer Roller:
5-1/4" Diameter

White or Black
Probes for Weight
Bars:

(below right)

In-Wall Decorative Remote:
4-1/2" X 2-3/4"

0

Normal Residential Side Tracks:
1-1/2" X 1-1/2" (above)
l-1/2'' X 1-3/4" exterior dimensions

•

Cover Plate:
1-3/4" face X 7/8" deep (top right)

Weight Bar: 2" Height
Felt: 7/8" exposed height
Insert Roller: 2" Diameter

6/11/2012

2160 Whitfield Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34243
941-360-0037 toll free 866-802-0400
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SCREEN PARTS FOR REFERENCE
Seam in
mesh.
Seams will
always be
horizontal.

Top Left Comer of Screen with Velcro
(Velcro will be on both left and right
sides of screen

.Black & White
#5 Coil Style
Zipper

Proper Probe Placement
on Tabs:
Be sure holes of probe are
directly over the stitching
on the tabs and zipper.
The screws should go
through the stitching, tab,
and zipper flap.
(bottom front right of screen)

When facing
rounded part of
hood and looking
at the screen,
mesh will overlap 1
zipper with tabs
towards you. (left) .

When facing back
of hood and
looking at the
screen, zipper flap
will overlap mesh
with tabs away
from o_u~_ ri l}t
6/IS/2012
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MEASURE FOR WIDTH
Top of hood ~===~:::::~~=====:= = = ~ = = = = = =~ ===:~ ::=== ===~- Top of hood

LEFT

RIGHT

Floor ....~-- - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - ' Floor
ABOVE: For IUH install (inside under header), take a 3 point measure at the top, center, and bottom of the
opening while facing the ROUND part of the hood. Note any differences in width. Tolerance up to l" variance.

Top of hoo d

=-

-===

=

-=-= -== ',.., . ....,,,,~,

--

Top of opening .

LEFT

;,~==~~-

-=.F-

-~-

--

Top of hood

I 0" minimum space between top of opening and top
1rof hood to ensure opening remains unobstructed.
Top ofopening

~

2 5"

~

Floor
ABOVE: For OAH install (outside above header), measure your opening size, then add at least 5" to
accommodate side tracks. You can add more inches if you like.

r

RIGHT

~

Floor

2160 Whitfield Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34243
941-360-0037 toll free 866-802-0400
fax 941-351-2659
www.progressivescreens.com
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MEASURE FOR HEIGHT
Top of hood

-

II

~- -

l.

-

---

-

-= --=-= --=-

-

aa,.-.-_--

u

Top of hood

~

RIGHT

LEFT

Floor

,.

,,.

11'

Floor

ABOVE; For IUH install (inside under header), take a 3 point measure on the extreme left, center, and extreme
right from floor to top of hood. Measure while facing ROUND part of the hood.. Note any differences in height.
Header must be level!

111 ~~

,~

~-

~

-

- · - - .=.

- -

Top of hood

-=-

-.,

.

,. ,

~

-

-1

'
'

Top of opening

~~~~

~I

1O" minimum from top of opening
to top of hood to ensure opening
remams uno

Top of hood

Top of opening

LEFT

Floor

RIGHT

..

I'

r

Floor

ABOVE: For OAH install (outside above header), take a 3 point measure on the extreme left, center, and extreme
right. Measure from floor to top of hood. Note any differences in height. Add at least 1O" if you want to ensure
the opening remains unobstructed. Use this type of installation for arched openings.

2160 Whitfield Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34243
941-360-0037 toll free 866-802-0400
fax 941-351-2659
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OUT OF SQUARE OPENINGS-SIDES UNEVEN
Top of hood 14~ f--_;_-===-=.::...c
~-·=::.:·=::..;-===-=·=
-- ~==-~ '~-=
·"--=::::.i-a::.·:-:..:::-~

LEFT

-=-~•·-::......==--=-:.::_..:-~:~:~:.. =-- -~--+1~ Top of hood

RIGHT

.

Floor '---- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
rFloor
ABOVE: For IUH install, top is wider than bottom. Take a standard 3 point measure at the top, middle, and
bottom of the opening. If variance is less than I", note on order sheet. Use the angle for the adjustments on the
tracks during installation. If over I" variance, call for instruction.

Top ofhoodi..:1--=-'-·- . ."
:.:.. .::.. _...:::..:.'·=-=·=
::'.!::==
·· ====
cc-.====
-" ="==-::::::
"·--=- ===-== ==-= =·===--·==-=-=-=
- =
~=--_;_
' -==·-"-=-·-=-=---+1· Top ofhood

LEFT

RIGHT

.

FloorL~------- - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- - -- __,Floor
ABOVE: For IUH install, bottom is wider than top. Take a standard 3 point measure at the top, middle, and
bottom of the opening. If variance is less than I", note on order sheet. Use the angle for the adjustments on the
tracks during installation. If over I" variance, call for instruction.
***PLEASE NOTE*** For OAH installation, openings can be in almost any shape because the hood and tracks
will be face mounted to the wall.

-
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OUT OF SQUARE OPENINGS-SIDES NOT SQUARE
Top of hoodi.,.~
- =-====-=-==·::.:
-=-==
- =.:·= ·-:·:;· .__ _.!..._
' ---="' ,~1-'=··==

- - -~_::____::-•: _~1~~~,Top of hood

- ---

J

RIGHT

LEFT
r

Floor

Floor....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,r
ABOVE: For IUH install, opening is a parallelagram. Take a standard 3 point measure at the top, middle, and
bottom of the opening. Use a level on the sides and you will need to frame out the sides to make the jams square.
Header must be level!

LEFT

GHT

ABOVE: For IUH install, the jams bow out or in on the sides. Take a standard 3 point measure at the top, middle,
and bottom of the opening. If variance is less than l", note on order sheet. Use the angle for the adjustments on
the tracks during installation. If over l" variance, call for instruction. You will most likely have to either shim out
the jams, or use caulk to seal the open spaces once install is complete. Header must be level!

"
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OUT OF SQUARE OPENINGS-FLOOR NOT LEVEL
Top of hood 1 -::=~ · = =-;;::::-~::;:;
--:;::::::-~;- -- -::::: -- --~ ~ ~ ~..,.-- - = -~---~
~ :-,
Top of hood

RIGHT

LEFT

Floor

L- -

- - -- - -- -- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- ---Floor

ABOVE: For any install type, if the ground gradually slopes, a 2-1/2" difference between left and right heights
can be accommodated. Take a 3 point measure from floor to top of hood on the extreme left, center, and extreme
right. We will cut the bottom of the screen on a bias so when it is in the down position, it sits flush with the floor.
When in the rolled up position, the weight bar will hang at that same slope. To fix this, shim out the first wrap of
screen between the roller and the mesh with a small piece of bug rubber or other material on the taller side of the
opening. This increases the diameter of the roller, and pulls up more screen with each wrap, allowing the weight
bar to sit evenly when it is fully retracted. Header must be level! ·

LEFT

RIGHT

Floor ,,..........---_____ __ _____ ____ __ ___ ___ _____ ___ __ __ __- - • ___- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :-:-:-.:- Floor

ABOVE: For any install, the floor dips in center or has a bump in the center. Bug rubber and felt can only
accommodate about a 1/2" variance. You will have to either level out the ground, or let your customer know that
there will not be a tight seal at the bottom due to uneven surface. Header must be level!
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WHY CHOOSE PROGRESSIVE?
Quality of Materials
Extruded aluminum components (hood, side tracks & weight bar)
-extrusions are more durable than roll formed or plastic parts and will last a lifetime
-every extrusion is powder coated to prevent rust, chipping, cracking, and fading
Three piece extruded hood with sturdy felt strip on back and front covers
-cleans the screen each time the unit is rolling up or down
-provides bug barrier on both front and back of unit
Cast aluminum end caps
-end caps are the load bearing part of the unit, providing strength and stability
Stainless steel fasteners
-avoid rusting
Heaviest weight bar in the industry
-smoother operation and less hang ups due to more weight in bar
Felt pile on weight bar instead of rubber
-better sealing against pavers, grout lines, and uneven surfaces
Vinyl coated fiberglass or polyester screen materials
-endures outdoor elements and withstands mold and mildew build up
Heavy duty welded dual roller system
-welding fuses together both rollers, eliminating the need for rivets and screws
Cast aluminum idler assembly
-bears the heaviest ofloads
Double stitched continuous coil style zipper attachment on all 4 sides of screen
-more durable than single stitched styles
-screen is easily removed from extrusions if replacement is needed
-completely sealed against unwanted insects
-coil style eliminates plastic teeth on other styles which break easily
-quieter operation

General
•
•

Standard remote is a hand held waterproof design included in pricing.
Shipping costs are lower due to our own factory truck in the Florida delivery zone, and also negotiated
discounted LTL freight rates with approved carriers.
• Quality product shipped on time.
• Accessories available: decorative in-wall remotes, 16 channel remotes for larger jobs, 5 channel remotes, key
chain remotes for vehicles, RTS interface to link to home automation, sun or wind sensors, and timers.
• Super Screen ( 16/ 14 white or black, or 17/20 black) are available in 10 ft heights, eliminating seams in units
less than 1Oft tall.
• SIMU Hz 02 Plus motors standard with units. No hard wiring required.
• Custom powder coating paint available.
• No permitting required!
• Insect, solar, privacy, black out, or custom screen types available.
8/13/2012
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UNIQUE SCENARIOS
=> Scenario: The height on one side of my opening is taller than the other.
=> Solution: Screen can be cut up to a 3" bias at the bottom to compensate for height variance.

-Be sure that the difference in height is at the bottom, not the top.
-Hood and roller must hang level.
-Screen will hang on a bias in the rolled up position.
-Mesh may be "shimmed out" at the roller to help bottom bar hang straight when in up position.
~

Scenario: My opening is wider at the top than at the bottom.
Solution: If difference is width is more than l" from top to bottom, top must be "shimmed out".
=>
If difference is less than l ", unit can be manufactured to compensate for the difference.
-Provide a 3-point measure with each unit to ensure accuracy.
-Hood will be made to fit top measurement.
-Roller, screen, and weight bar will be made to fit bottom measurement.
-Use side tracks for fine tuning adjustments.
~

=> Scenario: My opening is wider at the bottom than at the top.
~
~

Solution: If difference in width is more than l" from bottom to top, bottom must be "shimmed out".
If difference is less than l ", use side tracks for fine tuning adjustments.

=> Scenario: My opening is arched style, not square.
=> Solution: Use recessed style system or face mount style.

-Recessed design allows roller and side tracks to be hidden from view.
-Recessed design generally does not require a hood.
-Face mount style can be seen from one side of the opening.
~
~

~
~

Scenario: My customer lives in an unusually windy area, or in a high rise establishment.
Solution: Unit may require a slight pull down pressure on weight bar to assist in lowering.
-Specify that unit will be used in a windy area so additional weight can be added to bottom bar.
-Inform customer that unit is gravity fed, therefore will require pull down assistance from user.
Scenario: My opening is less than 35" wide.
Solution: We cannot manufacture units less than 35" wide. Use face mount style to cover the opening
and make unit at least 35" wide.

=> Scenario: My opening is greater than 25 feet wide.
~

Solution: Frame out into smaller openings.
-Largest size that is able to be manufactured is 25 ft long.

6/Il/2012

REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item: 19-78
Subject:

Consideration and Action on the Report and Recommendation of the Plan
Commission on McDonald’s Restaurant Request for Approval of New
Menu Boards Pursuant to Article 9.02-B,14(a) of the Deerfield Zoning
Ordinance and an Amendment to their Special Use for the Menu Boards
at 50 N. Waukegan Road

Action Requested:

Approval for Recommendation

Originated by:

Plan Commission

Referred to:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

Summary of Background and Reason for Request:
The petitioners are proposing two (2) new digital menu boards to replace the existing
menu boards. McDonald’s franchises are eliminating their existing menu boards and
upgrading to digital menu boards in all of its locations. The Deerfield McDonald’s currently
has two (2) drive-thru lanes, each lane with its own three (3) panel, 43 square foot menu
board. The new dual panel digital menu boards are proposed to be 20 total square feet
for each drive-thru lane. The petitioner is proposing to set the brightness level for the new
menu boards between 500 minimum NITs to 1,500 maximum NITs as recommended by
the Appearance Review Commission. The Plan Commission held a public hearing on July
25, 2019 and is recommending approval of the request.
Reports and Documents Attached:
Recommendation
Public Hearing Minutes 7/25/19
Workshop Minutes 7/25/19
Prefiling Conference Minutes 6/27/19
ARC Minutes 7/22/19

ARC Mtg. Summary & Minutes7/10/19
ARC Mtg. Summary & Minutes 6/24/19
Zoning Map
Aerial Photo (2)
Petitioner’s Exhibits

Date Referred to Board: August 19, 2019
Action Taken: __________________________________________

APPROVED
RECOMMENDATION
TO: Mayor and Board of Trustees
FROM: Plan Commission
DATE: July 25, 2019
RE: McDonald’s Restaurant Request for Approval of New Menu Boards Pursuant to
Article 9.02-B,14(a) of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance and an Amendment to their
Special Use for the Menu Boards at 50 N. Waukegan Road
We transmit for your consideration a recommendation adopted by the Plan Commission
of the Village of Deerfield on the request of the petitioners for an amendment to the
Special Use for McDonald’s Restaurant at 50 N. Waukegan Road. The Plan Commission
held a public hearing on July 25, 2019. At that public hearing, the petitioners presented
testimony and documentary evidence in support of the request. A copy of the public
hearing and workshop minutes are attached.
In support of its request, the Plan Commission makes the following findings of fact and
conclusions:
FINDINGS OF FACT
Subject Property
The subject property consists of McDonald’s Restaurant, which is located at 50 N.
Waukegan Road. In 1977, McDonald’s was granted permission to construct the
restaurant as a Special Use (Ord. O-77-08). In 1982, McDonald’s was granted an
amendment to the existing Special Use to allow a drive-thru (Ord. O-82-50 and Ord. O82-51) and in 1991; McDonald’s amended their Special Use to add a second drive-up
window used for cash/transactions (Ord.O-91-27). In 2012, McDonalds was granted an
amendment to the existing Special Use to allow changes to the Special Use including
dual menu board lanes at the west side of the building to replace the single drive-thru
lane (Ord. O-12-23 and O-12-24). The subject property is zoned C-2 Outlying
Commercial District. A restaurant is a Special Use in the C-2 Outlying Commercial
District.
Surrounding Land Use and Zoning
North: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Firestone
South: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Parkway Bank, Luna Flooring and Carpets,
Top Fitness Store, Charles Ifergan Salon and Rainbow Cleaners (this property is
commonly referred to as the Atrium/Golden Bear PUD)

East: (across Waukegan Road) C-2 Outlying Commercial District – Cadwell’s Corners
West: C-2 Outlying Commercial District – medical office & professional office building
Proposed Plan of Development
Franchise Realty Investment Trust – IL (a Maryland corporation), property owners of the
50 Waukegan Road property, are proposing to amend their existing Special Use for the
restaurant to allow two (2) new dual panel digital menu boards. McDonald’s franchises
are eliminating their existing menu boards and upgrading to digital menu boards in all of
its locations. The Deerfield McDonald’s currently has two (2) drive-thru lanes, each lane
with its own three (3) panel, 43 square foot menu board. The new dual panel digital
menu boards are proposed to be 20 total square feet for each drive-thru lane and able
to change several times a day as the menu changes. The digital menu board will dim
automatically as the ambient light lessens and switch to “night mode” during evening
hours that will be controlled by an internal photocell. The “night mode” replaces the
black font/white background with a white font/black background.
The petitioner is proposing to set the brightness level for the new menu boards between
500 minimum NITs to 1,500 maximum NITs. There will be no flashing, moving or bright
images on the new digital menu board. The existing speaker posts will remain for audio,
but the confirmation screen on the existing post is being eliminated because the order
confirmation will be viewed on the new digital menu boards. No additional sound or
speakers are being proposed with these digital menu boards. No preview boards are
being proposed as part of this plan. The new digital menu board location will remain
behind the restaurant and concealed from view to Waukegan Road. The existing yellow
canopies under which the vehicles place their order will remain unchanged and the
proposed digital menu boards will be programmed to shut down during the drive-thru
non-business hours. Nothing will change to the plans regarding traffic, circulation or
parking.
In 2014, the Plan Commission explored the issues of menu boards and sent a
recommendation to the Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees passed Ordinance O14-13 regarding drive-thru menu boards. The outcome was that the Village would review
menu boards of all types in the C-2 Outlying Commercial District on a case-by-case basis.
Any new menu boards would be evaluated based on the number, area, location, height
and lighting.
Zoning Conformance
The petitioners are seeking approval of an amendment to a Special Use, and review of
their proposed menu boards by the Plan Commission pursuant to below Article 9.02B.14
(a) of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance. Attached are the Special Use Standards.
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Article 9.02B.14 -Restaurant Drive-Thru Menu Board Signage in the C-2 Outlying
Commercial District (Ordinance Number 0-14-13)
a. Number, Area, Location, Height and Lighting- The number, area, location, height
and lighting of a restaurant drive-thru menu board sign shall be determined by the
Corporate Authorities following review and consideration of a recommendation from
the Village Plan Commission. (Ord. 0-14-13)
Landscaping Plan
The petitioner plans to maintain the existing landscape plan (the location of the
proposed menu boards will remain the same).
Menu Board Brightness
At the June 27, 2019 Plan Commission prefiling conference meeting, the petitioner
noted that they would keep the brightness level for the proposed menu board between
500 – 2,500 nits. A nit is a unit of measurement of luminance, or the intensity of visible
light. Nits are used to describe the brightness of computer displays, such as LCD and
CRT monitors and in this case a digital menu board. Luminance (measured in nits)
quantifies surface brightness, or the amount of light an object gives off. Illuminance
(measured in foot-candles) quantifies that amount of light, which falls onto an object.
Appearance Review Commission (ARC) – Brightness Condition
The petitioners met with the ARC on June 24th. The ARC reviewed the proposal for two
(2) new digital menu boards at the McDonald’s drive-thru. The Commission was
pleased that the size of the new menu boards were smaller than the existing boards (20
SF vs 43 SF) and that they would look cleaner in appearance. They also liked the fact
that no advertisement toppers are allowed on top of the boards.
The ARC was not comfortable approving the menu boards at their June 24th meeting
because LED lighting reads differently to the eye than other types of lighting. Staff
researched the illumination level and the ARC scheduled a field visit meeting on July 10,
at the McDonald’s located at 188 E. Dundee Road in Wheeling to view their digital menu
boards, which are the same menu boards proposed for Deerfield. The purpose of the
meeting was to view the menu boards in the daylight and at night and to vary the
brightness levels of the menu board during those times.
The ARC viewed the Wheeling McDonald’s drive-thru menu board at various ambient
lighting levels. A remote control was used to vary the brightness of the screen during the
viewing. The ARC determined that the upper limit of brightness (2,500 nits) proposed by
McDonald’s at the June 24, 2019 ARC meeting (and June 27 Plan Commission prefiling
conference) was too bright. After their on-site viewing of the menu boards at the Wheeling
McDonalds, the ARC determined that keeping the brightness between 500-1,500 nits
throughout the day would be more appropriate for the Deerfield location. This information
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was passed on to the Deerfield McDonald’s property owner and the petitioner has revised
the proposed menu board brightness to 500 – 1,500 nits. See attached ARC summary and
minutes from their July 10th field visit meeting.

CONCLUSIONS
Review of New Menu Board Per Ordinance O-14-13 Dated July 7, 2014
In 2014, the Village Board approved Ordinance O-14-13, which created a category for
restaurant drive-thru menu board signs in the Zoning Ordinance. The ordinance did not
place specific restrictions on menu board signs, but rather allowed each menu board
sign to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The Village Board believed that each site
is unique and they should have the flexibility to evaluate what is a suitable and
appropriate in regards to number, area, location, height and lighting of a restaurant drivethru menu board sign at each site. The Plan Commission reviewed the number, area,
location, height, and lighting of the McDonalds drive thru menu board sign and find the
proposed new menu board sign for McDonalds should be approved. They believe the
petitioners have demonstrated the need for the new menu board signs and that it will
help improve the drive-thru operations.
Compatible with Existing Development
The Plan Commission finds the proposed amendment to the restaurant Special Use will
be compatible with existing development and should not impede the orderly
development and improvement of surrounding properties. The Plan Commission was
pleased that the size of the new menu boards (20 square feet) were smaller than the
existing boards (43 square feet), and decreased from three panels to two panels for
each drive-thru lane. The Plan Commission finds the proposed menu boards will be
compatible with the existing development in the area and that the restaurant will
continue to be an asset to the Village. The Plan Commission finds the proposed
renovations are well planned and will be a benefit to the area. They believe the
proposed amendment to the Special Use will not have an adverse impact on
surrounding properties.
Lot of Sufficient Size
The Plan Commission finds the subject property is of sufficient size for the proposed
menu boards. The Plan Commission finds the property is suitable for the proposed
menu boards and they will not create a negative impact on surrounding properties but
will be a major benefit to them.
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Traffic
The Plan Commission finds that the proposed changes should not create traffic
problems on the subject property and should not have an adverse impact on
surrounding properties.
Parking and Access
The Plan Commission finds that parking will be adequate for the proposed menu
boards. Most of the business (70%) is done through the drive-thru, which will be made
more efficient with the proposed menu boards. They believe the updates to the
restaurant menu boards should not create a parking problem in the area or adversely
impact parking. The petitioner’s plans for the menu board changes does not impact
parking as the same amount of parking is provided after the menu board updates.
The existing access point to the property on Waukegan Road will not be changed as a
result of the proposed renovations to McDonald’s. The existing Lake Cook Road
driveway/access point to the Atrium PUD to the south will remain and there will be no
signage for McDonald’s placed at this existing access point. The Plan Commission
believes these access points work well and are well distributed throughout the site
Effect on Neighborhood
The Plan Commission finds the proposed renovations to the restaurant should not be
significantly or materially detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of the public or
injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood, nor should it diminish
or impair property values in the surrounding area. The Plan Commission was pleased
that the new menu boards will be in the same location as the existing menu board and
will not face Waukegan Road as they are located at the rear of the building. The Plan
Commission finds the new menu boards will not have an adverse impact on surrounding
properties. The Plan Commission believes the restaurant has been an asset to the
Village, and the digital menu board will make it an even more viable commercial
property.
Adequate Facilities
Adequate facilities (access roads, utilities, etc.) are already provided on the subject
property and will not change as a result of the menu board update.
Adequate Buffering
The Plan Commission finds that existing buffering on the subject property is adequate.
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RECOMMENDATION
Accordingly, it is the recommendation of the Plan Commission that the petitioner’s
request for amendments to McDonalds Special Use for new menu board and approval of
new menu boards pursuant to Article 9.02-B, 14(a) of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance
with the condition that the signs be in compliance with the Appearance Review
Commission approval that McDonalds would keep the brightness level for the proposed
menu board between 500 minimum NITs to 1,500 maximum NITs, be approved.
Ayes: (4) Bromberg, Silva, Goldstone, Berg
Nays: (0) None
Respectfully submitted,
Larry Berg, Chairman
Deerfield Plan Commission
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Public Hearing
July 25, 2019
Page 3
In closing, Mr. Siavelis commented that they feel the requested changes will be beneficial and
are not harmful in any way to the center of the downtown. Bartaco has been a good neighbor
and a successful business and will continue to be with these changes.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission will conclude public testimony and meet in an
open workshop setting to deliberate their recommendation on this matter. He stated that a
written recommendation will be made to the Village Board who will take final action on this
matter. This portion of the meeting is open to the public, but no new testimony will be taken
unless requested by the Commission.
(2)

Public Hearing: McDonald’s Restaurant Request for an Amendment to Their
Special Use and Approval of New Menu Boards Pursuant to Article 9.02B.14 (a) of
the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance at 50 N. Waukegan Road (Franchise Realty
Investment Trust-IL)

Chairman Berg asked for proof of publication from the Petitioner. The Petitioner provided the
certified mailing receipts to the Commission. Mr. Ryckaert reported that the legal notice was
published in the Deerfield Review on July 4, 2019.
Michelle Freeman with Keyser Industries provided an overview of the scope of this project.
McDonald’s in Deerfield is looking to replace existing manual changeable copy menu boards in
their dual lane drive-thru operation with new digital menu boards. The new menu boards are 40
percent smaller in square footage and have ambient lighting. Ms. Freeman reported that she
met with the Appearance Review Commission (ARC) in June and July and they have approved
the request with the agreement that the minimum brightness of the screens will be 500 NITs and
the maximum brightness will be 1500 NITs. McDonald’s has accepted these conditions and will
meet this restriction.
Ms. Freeman stated that the menu boards turn off at the end of the business day and are
programmed to shut down during non-business hours. The canopies and the speakers in the
drive-thru will remain unchanged except for the confirmation screen on the speaker posts. The
confirmation screens will be covered up if the new menu boards are approved. Orders will now
pop up on the menu boards and then go back to the menu for the next customer.
Ms. Freeman commented that the change to the drive-thru menu boards is being implemented
at McDonald’s nationwide. 70 percent of their business goes through the drive-thru operation
and it is important to be consistent with the indoor menu boards, which are already digital. The
digital menu boards are more environmentally friendly and no longer use paper. The lighting is
less harsh and does not give off additional glare. The menu boards are static and will only
change as the menus change from breakfast to lunch and lunch to dinner or if menu items or
pricing changes. There will be no video or animation or flashing on the screens. Ms. Freeman
stated that the new menu boards will be visually cleaner, more harmonious, in accordance with
the Master Plan and are a nice upgrade from the current menu boards. Additionally, the existing
menu boards are no longer being manufactured, and replacement parts would not be available.
Ms. Freeman stated that the new menu boards will not create any additional public cost.
Commissioner Bromberg confirmed that the only change since the Prefiling Conference is that
the brightness will be limited to 1500 NITs. Ms. Freeman replied that the brightness will be set to
have a minimum of 500 NITs to and a maximum of 1500s NITs as agreed upon with the ARC
and the McDonald’s operators.
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There were no comments from the public on this matter.
Chairman Berg stated that the Plan Commission has concluded public testimony and will meet
in an open workshop setting to deliberate their recommendation on this matter. He stated that a
written recommendation will be made to the Village Board who will take final action on this
matter. He stated that this portion of the meeting is open to the public, but no new testimony will
be taken unless requested by the Commission.
There being no further discussion, the Public Hearing adjourned at 7:52 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

APPROVED
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Workshop Meeting on July 25,
2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Jennifer Goldstone
Justin Silva

Absent were:

Elaine Jacoby
Blake Schulman

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner

WORKSHOP MEETING
(1a)

Discussion of exterior changes to Bartaco restaurant

Commissioners Bromberg and Goldstone commented that they are fine with this proposal.
Commissioner Silva commented that he defers to the Appearance Review Commission for their
recommendation on this matter and otherwise has no issues with the changes.
Commissioner Bromberg added that he agrees with the petitioner that the existing blade sign is
not noticeable from the west side and the addition of a new west wall sign will improve this.
Commissioner Goldstone moved, seconded by Commissioner Bromberg to approve the request
for an amendment to the Bartaco Special Use and an amendment to the Deerfield Square
Commercial Planned Unit Development to permit changes to the Bartaco Restaurant in Unit A
(west end-cap space) in the 711 Deerfield Road Building at the Shops at Deerfield Square
(Kirby Limited Partnership and Del Frisco’s Restaurant Group, Inc.). The motion passed with the
following roll call:
Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Goldstone, Berg (4)
Nays: None (0)
Mr. Nakahara reported that this matter would be on the August 19, 2019 Village Board Meeting
agenda.
(2a)

Discussion of McDonald’s restaurant menu boards

All commissioners present agreed that they are fine with this request and had no issues with the
request.
Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by Commissioner Goldstone to approve the request
for an amendment to their Special Use for approval of new menu boards pursuant to Article
9.02B.14 (a) of the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance at 50 N. Waukegan Road (Franchise Realty
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Investment Trust-IL) with the Appearance Review Commission recommendation of limiting
NITs. The motion passed with the following roll call:
Ayes: Silva, Bromberg, Goldstone, Berg (4)
Nays: None (0)
Mr. Nakahara reported that this matter would be on the August 19, 2019 Village Board Meeting
agenda.
Document Approval
The Commission approved the documents.
Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by
Commissioner Goldstone to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 8:04 P.M. The motion passed
with a unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll

DRAFT
PLAN COMMISSION
VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
Minutes
The Plan Commission of the Village of Deerfield called to order a Workshop Meeting at 7:30
P.M. on June 27, 2019 at the Village Hall, 850 Waukegan Road, Deerfield, Illinois.
Present were:

Larry Berg, Chairman
Al Bromberg
Blake Schulman
Jennifer Goldstone

Absent were:

Elaine Jacoby
Justin Silva

Also present:

Jeff Ryckaert, Principal Planner
Daniel Nakahara, Planner

Chairman Berg swore in all who plan to testify before the Commission.
Public Comment on a Non-Agenda Item
There were no comments from the public on a non-agenda item.
WORKSHOP MEETING
(1)

Prefiling Conference: McDonald’s Restaurant Request for an Amendment to Their
Special Use and Approval of New Menu Boards Pursuant to Article 9.02B.14 (a) of
the Deerfield Zoning Ordinance at 50 N. Waukegan Road

Michelle Freeman of Keyser Industries reported that her company is the innovator for the new
McDonald’s digital menu boards nationwide and provided an overview of the plans for the
Deerfield McDonald’s menu boards.
Ms. Freeman stated that as Village staff shared in their memo, this location was first a single
drive-thru with one ordering point and later added a second ordering point followed by a dual
lane drive-thru. For the current project plans at the Deerfield location, they are looking to
remove all old static menu boards and replace them with digital menu boards. The existing
menu boards are manually changed, and the new boards will be digital LED Samsung screens
similar to a large television. She added that the interior of many McDonald’s locations are also
being remodeled to also have these same digital menu boards that can be changed and
uploaded electronically instead of manually as previously done. Pricing, different menu items
and current promotions can all be changed more easily. The outdoor digital menu boards all
have ambient light sensors, which will dim the brightness based on the surrounding light. Ms.
Freeman shared that the Appearance Review Commission (ARC) had some questions on the
brightness and she will do her best to further explain. The digital menu boards can be lit from
500 to 5,000 NITs, which is the measurement for LED lights. The McDonald’s menu boards will
not go higher than 2,500 NITs. The old backlit menu boards are fluorescent lights, which are
measured in lumens and are much brighter than what is currently being proposed. She added
that the maximum brightness on the new screens can changed manually, as well. She
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commented that another municipality required that the screen brightness did not exceed 2,200
NITs and had that location decrease the menu board screen brightness to 400 NITs.
Ms. Freeman displayed images of the new double unit screens pointing out that the existing
static menu boards have four units and they will be going down to two. The screens will
measure 58 inches wide and 47.7 inches high which is approximately 19 square feet, a
reduction of almost 60% to the existing 42 square feet menu boards. She noted that the current
boards are manually changed from breakfast to lunch to dinner to late night menu. The new
screens will remain static except for when they are changed electronically for each meal, as is
currently done manually.
Chairman Berg asked if there will be less content on the boards given the smaller surface. Ms.
Freeman replied that there would not be less content although it will be aligned differently to be
clearer and more condensed. She added that part of the spacing on the current boards are so
that the menus can be changed out manually.
Ms. Freeman commented that a new foundation would be dug for the new screens slightly
closer to the drive-thru window. The confirmation display on the existing speaker post, which
verifies the customer order, will be covered up as this information will now be on the proposed
menu board for each customer. Ms. Freeman displayed images of other digital menu boards
and their content during daylight hours with a white background while the night mode will have
the content in white with a black background.
Ms. Freeman reviewed the benefits of the new digital menu boards. The proposed menu boards
will be smaller and less bright than the existing boards. The current fluorescent lighting is not
adjustable and has higher lumens than the LED brightness (NITs). The proposed menu boards
will be able to adjust to outdoor brightness. The size and brightness of the menu board will both
be cut by about half the size of the current menu boards. The new screens are also more
sustainable and will last about 15 years. She commented that the location will also be better for
customer visibility and eliminate the prebrowsing ads. The current menu boards are no longer
manufactured making them difficult to maintain. Maintenance for the digital screens will be
easier and printed material will no longer be needed. She added that if a store added printed
material on top of the screens and changed the structure of the menu board, the warranty for
the menu board would be void.
Ms. Freeman displayed an image of a person standing next to similar existing menu boards as
well as new digital boards to show the size comparison. She commented that the digital screens
have a cleaner look. She reported that the existing landscaping around the Deerfield
McDonald’s drive-thru is low maintenance and will be maintained or improved upon once the
work is complete. Ms. Freeman showed an image of an old menu board lit up at night as well as
a new LED screen at night to show that the new screen has less glare and will be less bright.
Ms. Freeman showed the site plan pointing out the planned location for the new boards, which
will be slightly moved up.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that in the notes from the ARC meeting there was a
question about menu customization that can be changed for each specific customer and asked
for more information on this. Ms. Freeman replied that this is not in the current plans and would
be something in the future that the technology of digital menu board could allow. An example of
this would be that the menu font could change to larger size for visually impaired customers or
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change to a different language. She reiterated that this type of customization is not in the
current plans and the menu boards will be static.
Mr. Ryckaert stated that, per the zoning ordinance, there can be no exposed LED lighting bulbs,
and that the lighting source for the menu boards is internal. This sign does not flash, flicker, or
scroll on a continuous basis which is not allowed by the zoning ordinance.
Chairman Berg asked if the speakers would be altered. Ms. Freeman replied that the speakers
will not change. The only difference will be that the order display will be covered up and the
order will now show on the new digital board.
Ms. Freeman stated that the process to add the new boards is to first dig the foundation and
add the new digital boards before removing the old ones. The work will be done during their
least busy hours to not cause any issues. Ms. Freeman showed a listing of Chicago area
McDonald’s locations that already have digital menu boards.
Commissioner Bromberg commented that this request seems very non-controversial and he has
no concerns with their proposal, as it is not visible from any residences. Commissioner
Goldstone agreed.
Chairman Berg asked if Village staff is looking into setting requirements for brightness and size.
Mr. Ryckaert explained that the text amendment made in 2014 for new drive-thru menu boards
indicated the new menu board signage is to be reviewed by the Plan Commission on a case-bycase basis for the number, size, location, height and lighting. The petitioner has agreed to limit
the brightness of the sign as the ARC is suggesting. In the future, he believes the Village will
see more requests for digital drive-thru menu boards that will be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis.
Ms. Freeman indicated that the current nighttime display to the LED adjustable screen would be
a 42% decrease in brightness. Ms. Freeman noted that 500 NITs is equivalent to approximately
8,565 lumens and 2,500 NITs is equivalent to approximately 32,910 lumens. Chairman Berg
confirmed that the lighting adjustments are all automated. Ms. Freeman said yes, similar to how
your phone display can automatically adjust to the lighting.
There were no other comments from the Commission.
Mr. Ryckaert reported that the Public Hearing on this matter will be July 25, 2019.
Items from the Staff
Mr. Ryckaert reported on upcoming Plan Commission agenda items.
Adjournment
There being no further discussion, Commissioner Bromberg moved, seconded by
Commissioner Goldstone to adjourn the Workshop Meeting at 8:00 P.M. The motion passed
with a unanimous voice vote.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laura Boll
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Chaitman believes the gray is too close to black. Ms. Delevitt noted she will write up a
summary of their recommendations for the Plan Commission hearing.
2. The Shoppes of Deerfield, 190 Waukegan Road – Exterior Improvements
Skip Spanjer, Sales Manager with North Shore Sign, Brett Webster, Senior Project
Architect with Ware Malcomb and Anthony Stephens with Heritage Companies were
present. Mr. Stephens explained they want to refresh the center and update the building
elements. The roof and gutters will be sanded and painted in SW 2816 Rookwood Dark
Green and the EIFS and downspouts replaced and painted in SW 6252 Ice Cube. The
Commissioners like the proposed colors. Ms. Flores noted that she likes that the
downspouts will match the walls and the elimination of the wall medallions. Mr. Golub
ensured that the EIFS would be replaced, not just repaired. Mr. Webster explained some
of the extreme weather created water damage to the existing EIFS, so they will replace it
with entirely new EIFS.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed light fixtures. The existing fixtures will be
replaced with new fixtures in the same locations. There will also be seven (7) vents added
to allow the attic to breathe.
Ms. Schneider moved to approve the exterior improvements including the EIFS, colors
and lighting. Ms. Flores seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Chaitman, Dunn, Flores, Golub, Schneider (5)
NAYS: None (0)
3. McDonalds, 50 N, Waukegan Road – Digital Menu Boards
Michelle Freeman, Project Manager with Keyser Industries, was present. Ms. Delevitt
noted the only change from the initial proposal was the Commission’s recommendation
on the brightness. Ch. Dunn indicated the Commission requested the menu boards have
brightness restrictions placed on them. The minimum brightness will not go below 500
nits and the maximum brightness will not exceed 1500 nits.
Ms. Flores moved to approve the digital menu boards. The brightness will be set between
500 and 1500 nits. Ms. Chaitman seconded the motion. The motion passed by the
following vote:
AYES: Chaitman, Dunn, Flores, Golub, Schneider (5)
NAYS: None (0)
4. Chick-fil-A, 99 Waukegan Road – Detention Pond and Landscaping
Kathryn Talty, Landscape Architect, KM Talty Design and Joseph Vavrina, Senior Project
Manager with HR Green were present. Mr. Vavrina explained this area of the project

Summary of Appearance Review Commission meeting held on July 10, 2019 for the
digital menu boards at McDonald’s at 50 N. Waukegan Road. The meeting was held at
McDonald’s at 188 E. Dundee Road in Wheeling to view their digital menu boards. The
purpose of the meeting was the view the menu boards in the sunlight and at night and
vary the brightness during those times.
Petitioners: No Petitioners were present
The ARC met and viewed the digital menu board in the McDonald’s drive-thru at various
ambient lighting levels. A remote control was used to vary the brightness of the screen
during the viewing. The ARC determined that the upper limit of brightness (2,500 nits)
proposed by McDonald’s at the June 24, 2019 ARC Meeting was too bright. The ARC
determined that keeping the brightness between 500-1,500 nits throughout the day would
be more appropriate for Deerfield. This information will be passed on to McDonald’s when
they return to the ARC in July.
Submitted:
Liz Delevitt, Planning & Design Specialist
Village of Deerfield

UNAPPROVED DRAFT
Appearance Review Commission
Meeting Minutes
July 10, 2019
A meeting of the Appearance Review Commission was held on Wednesday, July 10,
2019 at 8:00 p.m. at the McDonald’s, 188 E. Dundee Road in Wheeling, Illinois.
Chairperson Lisa Dunn called the meeting to order at 8:08 p.m.
Present were
Lisa Dunn, Chairperson
Sherry Flores
Amy Schneider
Absent was:
Beth Chaitman
Jason Golub
Daniel Moons
Also Present:
Liz Delevitt, Planning & Design Specialist
Public Comment:
There were no public comments on non-agenda items.
Business:
1. McDonald’s, 50 N. Waukegan Road – digital menu boards, on-site visit to 188 E.
Dundee Road, Wheeling, IL
The Commission viewed the existing menu board while in daylight. The screen was set
to 45% (approximately 1,125 nits). Ch. Dunn said the screen looked bright, clean and
readable. Ms. Schneider does not think the screen is too bright. Ms. Flores questioned
the black background of the menu board. Ch. Dunn believes the menu boards look much
better without the advertising caps on top of them. The Commission witnessed an order
taking place by a customer and liked the order confirmation, which pops up in the lower
left corner. Ch. Dunn notes that whether or not they like it, digital menu boards are the
wave of the future. Ms. Delevitt mentioned that Highland Park has chosen not to allow
any digital menu boards presently. The Commission is ok allowing digital menu boards
as long as they have appropriate restrictions placed on them.
A discussion was had about the brightness of the board. Ms. Delevitt explained that
luminance (brightness of the source) is used to measure brightness on the screen instead
of illuminance (brightness of light falling on an object). McDonald’s has provided the
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measurement of luminance in nits. The screen at this location is set to go from 500 nits
to 2,500 nits.
Ms. Delevitt used a remote control to change the brightness to 2500 nits after the sun had
set. The Commission believes the background is too grey, and there is not enough
contrast with the letters.
Ms. Delevitt used the remote to change the brightness to 2000 nits. Ms. Flores and Ms.
Schneider note that the screen still appears too bright.
Ms. Delevitt used the remote to change the brightness to 1500 nits. The Commission
thinks this brightness looks appropriate for the maximum brightness allowed.
Ms. Delevitt changed the brightness to 1000 nits. This brightness looks fine according to
the Commission.
Ms. Delevitt changed the brightness to 500 nits. The Commission agreed this looks
appropriate for the minimum brightness allowed.
Illumination measurements (in foot-candles) were taken at different brightness levels
using a light meter provided by Ms. Delevitt. The measurements were taken at roughly
5’ from the board, the location of a car pulled up to the menu board. The ambient lighting
in the background made it difficult to get a brightness reading of the menu board. The
data collected showed a range of 5.5 fc (at 500 nits), 8.7 fc (at 1500 nits) and 11.9 fc (at
2500 nits). The Commission agreed that using foot-candles to limit brightness for menu
boards would be difficult to control.
The Commission discussed their recommendation for the proposed McDonald’s menu
boards in Deerfield. They would recommend the brightness to vary from 500 nits to 1500
nits.
Items from the Commission:
There were no items from the Commission.
Items from Staff:
There were no items from the Staff
Adjournment:
There being no further business or discussion, the meeting was adjourned at 8:52 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Delevitt
Planning & Design Specialist

Summary of Appearance Review Commission meeting held on June 24, 2019 for the
digital menu boards at McDonald’s at 50 N. Waukegan Road.
Petitioners: Michelle Freeman – Project Manager, Keyser Industries
Brian Hiestand – Keyser Industries
The ARC reviewed the proposal for two (2) new digital menu boards at the McDonald’s
drive-thru. The Commission was pleased that the size of the new menu boards were
smaller than the existing boards (27 SF vs 43 SF) and that they would look cleaner in
appearance. They also liked the fact that no advertisement toppers are allowed on top
of the boards, because it would voids the warranty. The ARC was a little skeptical of
menu customization that could occur in the future as the system starts to recognize the
likes and dislikes of each customer.
The issue of brightness came up in the meeting. The petitioners ensured that the
proposed screens auto adjust to the ambient lighting and the output is less than the
existing lighting. The Commissioners were still not comfortable approving the menu
boards, because LED lighting reads differently to the eye than other types of lighting. The
ARC would like Village Staff to research what appropriate levels of lighting should be for
the menu boards and organize a field trip to a McDonald’s with a menu board installed.
The ARC feels that doing the appropriate research will help them with other digital menu
board approvals as they come in the future.
Submitted:
Liz Delevitt, Planning & Design Specialist
Village of Deerfield
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Ms. Flores moved to approve the east wall sign for Top Fitness Store as proposed. Ms.
Schneider seconded the motion. The motion passed by the following vote:
AYES: Chaitman, Dunn, Flores, Schneider (4)
NAYS: None (0)
2. McDonalds, 50 N, Waukegan Road – Digital Menu Boards
Brian Hiestand and Michelle Freeman, Project Managers with Keyser were present. Mr.
Hiestand explained McDonald’s is looking to replace all of their drive-thru menu boards
nationwide with digital menu boards. The proposed screens would not flash, but would
change for the meal period. There would be no dynamic movement on the menu boards.
The proposed menu boards will be 2 feet closer to the speaker than the existing menu
boards and the width is reduced to 60 inches. The menu boards have an ambient light
sensor as well as a night mode to reduce brightness. Mr. Hiestand indicated in the future
the menu boards would have the technology to be customized to the customer’s needs.
Ms. Freeman explained the menu boards are programmed to adjust the lighting from 500
nits to 2500 nits. Nits are units of measurement used to describe brightness on a digital
screen. 1 nit = 1 candelabra/square meter and 1/10 Nit = 1 Lumen. The proposed menu
board will create a cleaner board with greener technology.
Ms. Delevitt explained the Plan Commission also needs to vote on the digital menu
boards. Mr. Hiestand noted they can create a maximum number of nits that is lower than
2500 nits, if desired by the Village. Mr. Hiestand mentioned that the existing order
confirmation screen will be covered up and the new menu board will display the orders.
Ms. Flores questioned whether this type of digital menu board has been installed in any
nearby communities. Mr. Hiestand showed some pictures of an installation in the Village
of Itasca. He noted franchises are no longer permitted to add toppers for additional
advertisement on top of the menu boards, because they void the warranty.
Ch. Dunn noted the Village has the authority to control the sign brightness. She explained
at this location, the signs would not face the street or residential. Ms. Freeman indicated
the current lighting is estimated at 56,850 lumens while this is about 8,565 to 32,910
lumens. She stated even the maximum screen brightness has an output of less lumens
than the existing lighting. Ch. Dunn asked about the structure. Mr. Hiestand explained
the structure will be made of steel set in a concrete foundation. The base is similar to the
existing base. Ms. Freeman noted one (1) municipality created a digital menu board
request form with specific lumen, size and advertising requirements. Ch. Dunn believes
the Village should look into the brightness and set guidelines for it. Ms. Chaitman noted
the proposed sign will be less bright than what is there now. Ch. Dunn asked if other
municipalities have brightness requirements for menu boards. Ms. Delevitt will check into
it. Ch. Dunn believes the Commission’s approval should consider the brightness. She
likes the neater, smaller sign but is concerned about the brightness. Ms. Chaitman is not
concerned about this particular digital menu board, but believes the Commission should
limit the brightness. The other Commissioners would like to know more about the
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brightness prior to voting. The Commissioners will also go to the Wheeling location (188
E. Dundee) to see the existing digital menu boards.
Ms. Chaitman moved to approve the upgraded McDonald’s digital menu boards as
presented, with the 27 square foot digital screen. Ms. Flores seconded the motion. The
motion did not pass by the following vote:
AYES: Chaitman (1)
NAYS: Dunn, Flores, Schneider (3)
3. Bartaco, 711 Deerfield Road – Signage and Building Improvements
Amanda Stengel, Director of Design with Bartaco and Chris Siavelis with CRM Properties
were present. Mr. Siavelis explained Bartaco was purchased by Del Friscos last year,
and the new management team is requesting the changes. They would like to add two
(2) fabric awnings on the north and south elevations. The color will be Captain Navy,
which is used for the restaurant’s interior fabric. Ms. Flores noted that the awning color
appears to be different from the sign color. Ms. Stengel confirmed that they are different
colors. Ms. Flores would like to see the colors match. Mr. Siavelis noted they want to
add matching blue paint to the brick border around the north and south signs.
Mr. Siavelis noted they would also like to add standalone heaters for the outdoor patio.
He noted Bobby’s has similar heaters. Ms. Schneider expressed concern, because there
is a lot going on in the patio. Mr. Siavelis explained the standalone heaters would be
located outside the canopy while the suspended heaters are under the canopy. He
explained they would like to add a sconce to the west of the door. Ch. Dunn noted the
sconce is different from the other fixtures on the building. Mr. Siavelis noted they propose
adding insect screens. The proposed screens are retractable and have a built-in housing
that blends into the elevation. Ms. Stengel explained the screens are electronically
controlled.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed paint for the brick border. The paint will
match the existing Bartaco logo, which is different from the awnings. Mr. Siavelis
explained all the painting will be the same color while the awnings will be a different blue
color. The Commissioners believe the brick border will look better painted.
The Commissioners discussed the proposed awnings. Ms. Stengel will look into making
the awnings and paint color match, as specified on the drawings. The Commissioners
would like to see a paint sample. Ms. Chaitman noted if the paint is changed to match
the awning, it would not be the same as their logo color. Ms. Flores suggested they bring
a copy of their logo on printed material when they return.
The Commissioners discussed the west wall sign with gooseneck lighting. The sign will
be 6’-8” x 6’-8”. The Commissioners questioned the blade sign. Mr. Siavelis explained
the blade sign flags the door. Ch. Dunn noted this would be the fourth (4th) building sign
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June 6, 2019 (revised 7/15/19)
Plan Review for McDonalds Menu Board
See attached plans of what is needed and what can be removed from the submitted plans
Project Summary
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Remove pre-browse (pre-sales) board from summary as this is not being proposed.
Does the digital menu board shut-off if there are no vehicles in line? NO
Is the menu board turned out by motion or does it stay on all times during business
hours? It is not motion activated, it remains on at all times during business, but is static.
Only changes when daily meal menu changes. Ambient lighting auto-adjusts.
7/15/19 addition:
o Compliance with ARC recommendation/stipulation of keeping the brightness
levels between 500 – 1,500nits will be met be met.
Does the menu board turn off at the end of business day? And if so, will the board be
completely off and not illuminated? Menu boards are programmed to shut down during
non-business hours for the drive-through.
Indicate if the existing canopies will remain unchanged. Existing canopies will remain
unchanged.
Indicate if the confirmation screen and speaker operation will remain unchanged. The
speaker posts will remain for audio, the confirmation screen will be covered as the
order display will now be in the menu board.

Provide color elevations or color images of what the proposed menu board will look like during
the day light and at night.

Below is some information to support the proposed drive-through sign changes. Let me know if you have
any additional questions.
Digital menu boards are a growing trend in the fast food restaurant industry. They are more easily maintained
and more attractive than traditional, manual change copy of three sided signs that do not handle the modern
fast food menu well. In most cases, the signs being proposed are in the rear of the building and are fully
screened from the general public. The old menu boards are being eliminated and owner/operator will soon
not be able to replace them (in their entirety or order replacement parts, bulbs, etc).
•

•

New Menus Are:
o An ordering device to help confirm orders
o Smaller & Streamlined menus, simplified for our Customers
o Static/Limited Motion - The main menu board remains static, with the exception of menu changes 34 times per day, can be controlled by restaurant.
o Cleaner visuals, easier to read products, price and items
o Dim automatically as the ambient light lessens, as well as switch to “night mode” controlled by an
internal photocell. The “night mode” replaces the black font/white background with a white
font/black background…similar to a cell phone or navigation screen.
Our New Menus Are NOT:
o Not an advertising channel or billboard
o Not full video or motion to distract drivers or slow down our drive thru
o Not flashy, bright images or colors (i.e. Vegas-style)
o No additional sound or speakers

1. Will the sign be harmonious and in accordance with the general objective or any specific objectives of the
Master Plan?
a. The signs are geared toward the motoring public, rather than the pedestrian public. But they are
fully screened from the public and do not increase clutter along the public right of way.
2. Will the sign be designed, constructed, operated, and maintained so as to be harmonious and appropriate
in appearance with the existing or intended character of the general vicinity?
a. The signs being proposed are an upgrade from the current three sided, rotatable sign and are
certainly an upgrade overall in technology. These signs are becoming prevalent throughout the
industry and are appropriate for the area and character of the property and surrounding properties.
3. Will the sign be hazardous or disturbing to existing or future nearby uses?
a. The proposed sign should not disturb nearby residences and is not expected to be hazardous to
surrounding businesses.
4. Will the sign be an improvement in relation to the property in the immediate vicinity and to the
community as a whole?
a. The signs as proposed are an upgrade from the existing three sided signage.
5. Will the sign be served adequately by essential public services and facilities or that the persons
responsible for the establishment of the proposed uses will provide adequately any such service or
facility?
a. Yes.
6. Will the sign create excessive additional public costs and/or will sign be detrimental to the economic
welfare of the community?
a. No additional public costs will occur because of this sign. The sign will not be detrimental to the
economic welfare of the community.
7. Will the sign be consistent with the intent and purposes of the Zoning Ordinance?
a. The sign is consistent with the intent of the sign ordinance and purposes of the ordinance, to reduce
visual clutter and blight, while still allowing appropriate signage any identification of businesses.
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McDonald’s Site Plan
SCALE: N.T.S

Aerial View
SCALE: N.T.S
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BUILDING/ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL COMMENTS:
MENU BOARD IS ELECTRIFIED, USING EXISTING DEDICATED 20AMP CIRCUIT FOR EACH D/T LANE AN WILL HAVE ISOLATED GROUNDS.
CONDUIT: EXISTING TO HOME RUN IS 2”. NEW FEEDER WILL BE 3/4” FOR LINE VOLTAGE. ALL CONDUIT EXISTING WILL BE SCHEDULE 40PVC UNDERGROUND.
LINE VOLTAGE WIRING: 4#12 &1312 GND &1#12 ISOLATED GND TO EXISTING PANEL FOR ISOLATED GROUND POWER TO MENU BOARDS

A) NEW LANE 1 MENU BOARD INSTALLATION-REMOVE OLD BOARD

1
2

SCREEN DIMS: 4’-10”W x 4’-1 5/8”H x 1’-1 1/2”D

New Placement Menu Boards
New Placement Menu Boards

4-23-19
6-3-19

LOW VOLTAGE CABLING: CAT-6 OUTDOOR & UNDERGROUND RATED BELKIN CABLING TO EXISTING NETWORK DATE SWITCH FOR COMMUNICATION TO MENU BOARDS.

TOTAL BOARD HEIGHT (WITH BASE): 5’-11 5/8”H
MINIMUM SETBACK FROM PUBLIC WAY: 40’
NEW SCREEN SQUARE FOOTAGE: 20’
OLD SCREEN SQUARE FOOTAGE: 43’

Double Screen

B) NEW LANE 2 MENU BOARD INSTALLATION-REMOVE OLD BOARD

”
’-9
92 C
E-

”
’-6
92 C
E-

SCREEN DIMS: 4’-10”W x 4’-1 5/8”H x 1’-1 1/2”D
TOTAL BOARD HEIGHT (WITH BASE): 5’-11 5/8”H
MINIMUM SETBACK FROM PUBLIC WAY: 40’
NEW SCREEN SQUARE FOOTAGE: 20’
OLD SCREEN SQUARE FOOTAGE: 43’

Double Screen

C) EXISTING DRIVE-THRU EQUIPMENT TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING CANOPY TO REMAIN

A
C-1.2

C
C-1.2

43’-11”
E-C
60’-5”
E-C

B
C-1.2

C
C-1.2

1

Drive Thru Order Point
SCALE: N.T.S

C-1.2

NOTES:
1. THIS, STRUCTURE HAS, BEEN 'DESIGNED TO MEET THE
LOAD !ING REQU!IRE MENirS, a ·F A 180 MPH WINO· SPEE'[)
PER lHIE FLORIDA 8Ul'LD11t"4G, CODE 5TH EO~2014tl8C 2012
IEX·POS,URE C.
2. F.ABRICATE.D SfEJEL SILJPPORT MEMBERS Sl-tALL. MEET
ASTiM A.36 OR EQU.IVAlEN11f.
3. S,T EEl WELDS SHALL BE MA!D.E WITH' E70XX
IELE CTROD:ES, BY PERSON CURRENTLY QUAILJ FIED IN
ACCO'RDAN:C.E WlTH AWS; STA.N DAR1DS.
4. TH · DESl,G,N DEPICTED ON T,l;·HS DRAWING JS
PROt OT¥P1ICAl. AND SHO'IJlD NOT BE USED AT A
SPECUPIIC S'fTE UN!LES,S DEE~IED suiTABLE FOR THAT
S'lfTE. s;y A COMPEfENrr PR.OFESSIONAL EN:GINE'E.R.
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NOTES
• Structural design conforms to the 2015 International Building Code.
, Design standard is ASCE 7-10.
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WIND
, Des ign wi nds - 105 mph. (3 sec. gust) Exposure C.
• Structure is classified risk category 1.
• Wind importance factor - lw = 1 .0
• Design wi nd pressure is 17.8 p.s.f .
SEISMIC
• Seismic load imoortance factor: I, = 1.0
• Structure is c lassified occuoancycategory 1.
• Mapped spectral response accelerations:
Ss = 0.087 g
S, = 0.125 g
• Site class : 0
• Spectral response coefficients:
Sos = 0.125
S01 = 0.097
• Seismic design category is A .
• Seismic basic force resisting system :
Non-buildings structure not similar to building - signs and billboards .
• Design base shear : .04 kips
• Seism ic response coefficient: Cs= 0.04
• Response modilicati on !actor: R = 3.
• Analysis procedure used: Eouivalent lateral force method .
STEEL
• Structural steel plate shall conform to ASTM A36 .
• Bolt holes shall be the AISC standard size (unless noted otherwise) .
• Steel shall be primed and painted , except for the embedded port ions
of members.
• Steel welding shall be in accordance with AWS standards .
• Steel members and elements ol the structure shall be labricated and erected
according to the latest AISC soecifications and standard practice.
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GENERAL
• The contractor shall verify all dimensions and conditions in the field and notify the
engineer of any discrepancies.
• GRC Engineering. Inc. will not be supervising or monitoring the
erect ion/installation of this structure .
Thi !I is an original unpublished drawing : it is not to be reproduced. copied. or exhibited in any
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FOUNDATION & CONCRETE
• Concrete shall attain a 28-day compressive strength of f 'c = 3000 p.s.i.
• Concrete reinforcing steel shall conform to ASTM A615 grade 60.
• Al lowable lateral bearing of the soil profile Is an assumed 150 p.s .f./ft .
• Type and structural character of the soil p rofile is to be confirmed with an
investigation by others.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item:

19-74-1

Subject: Ordinance Amending Section 23-15 re: Hydrant Water Meter Use and Fines – 1R
Action Requested: First Reading
Originated By: Public Works Department
Referred To: Mayor and Board of Trustees
Summary of Background and Reason for Request
At the August 5, 2019, meeting, the Village Board accepted the Hydrant Meter Water Use and Fine report
and recommendation. The attached ordinance establishes a fine for using a hydrant without a water meter
and updates the Municipal Code to more clearly state that all water connections require a meter, including
those at a hydrant.
Assistant to the Director of Public Works and Engineering, Justin Keenan, will be at the August 19
meeting to answer questions.

Reports and Documents Attached:
Ordinance
Date Referred to Board:

August 19, 2019

Action Taken:

VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
ORDINANCE NO. 2019-_____________
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 23-15 OF "THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF
THE VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS, 1975," AS AMENDED, REGARDING
FIRE HYDRANT CONNECTIONS AND FINES
WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government pursuant
to the provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution; and
WHEREAS, Section 23-15 of "The Municipal Code of the Village of Deerfield, Illinois,
1975,” as amended (“Village Code”), requires all premises using water from the municipal
water supply to be equipped with an adequate water meter; and
WHEREAS, some contractors are using Village water hydrants without obtaining a
water meter, resulting in a loss of revenue and damage to the Village’s water infrastructure
due to improper use of those hydrants; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board desires to impose fines on individuals who connect to
a Village fire hydrant without a water meter; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined that it will serve and be in the best
interests of the Village and its residents to amend Sections 23-15 and 23-20 of the Village
Code pursuant to this Ordinance;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE VILLAGE BOARD OF
DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS, as follows:
SECTION ONE:
RECITALS. The foregoing recitals are incorporated into, and
made a part of, this Ordinance as findings of the Village Board.
SECTION TWO:
WATER
METERS
REQUIRED;
SEPARATE
CONNECTIONS. Pursuant to the Village’s home rule authority, Section 23-15, titled
“Water Meters Required; Separate Connections,” of Article 3, titled “Water Meters,” of
Chapter 23, titled “Water,” of the Title titled, “Water,” of the Village Code is hereby amended
further to read as follows:
“Sec 23-15. Water Meters Required; Separate Connections:
(a)

All premises using water connections to from the municipal supply,
including, without limitation, connections to a fire hydrant,
must be equipped with an adequate water meter, furnished by the
village.

(b)

Each lot, parcel of land, or building using water from the municipal
supply must be serviced with the individual water service connected to
the water main and each service provided with a separate meter.

Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletions are struck through.

1

(c)

A person who violates this Section is subject to a fine in an
amount of not less than $200.00 and not more than $750.00. Each
day a violation occurs shall be considered a separate violation.”

SECTION THREE: PUBLICATION. The Village Clerk is hereby directed to
publish this Ordinance in pamphlet form pursuant to the Statutes of the State of Illinois.
SECTION FOUR: EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance will be in full force and
effect ten days after its passage, approval, and publication in the manner provided by law.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
ORDINANCE NO.
______________________________________
Harriet Rosenthal, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________________
Kent S. Street, Village Clerk

Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletions are struck through.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
19-73-2
Agenda Item: __________________

Subject:

Ordinance Vacating a Portion of the West Half of a North-South Alley Lying Between
________________________________________________________________________
Hazel Avenue and Fairs Oaks Avenue (1063 Forest Avenue)
________________________________________________________________________

Second Reading
Action Requested: ____________________________________________________________________
Village Manager’s Office
Originated By: _______________________________________________________________________
Village Board of Trustees
Referred To: _________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Background and Reason for Request
The property owner of 1063 Forest Avenue has requested to purchase an 8 ft. X 50 ft. right-of-way
contiguous to their property. The Village Board has previously provided direction to staff on how to
proceed with negotiations and the property owner has since agreed to all of the Village’s terms.
Staff finds no reason to retain the subject right-of-way. The addition of the right-of-way to the property
at 1063 Forest Avenue does not result in a material change that would affect the opportunity for
development on the subject property. A first reading was held August 5.
Reports and Documents Attached:
Ordinance
Plat of Vacation

August 5, 2019
Date Referred to Board: ____________________

Action Taken: _________________________________________

VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
ORDINANCE NO. 2019-_____________

AN ORDINANCE VACATING A PORTION OF THE WEST HALF
OF A NORTH-SOUTH ALLEY LYING BETWEEN HAZEL
AVENUE AND FAIR OAKS AVENUE
WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government pursuant
to the provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution and the Village has the
authority to adopt ordinances and to promulgate rules and regulations that pertain to its
government and affairs and that protect the public health, safety, and welfare of its citizens;
and
WHEREAS, Paul and Rachel Losoff (collectively, “Owners”) are the owners of the
parcel of real property in the Village commonly known as 1063 Forest Avenue and having
PIN 16-29-406-005 (“Accepting Parcel”); and
WHEREAS, the Accepting Parcel is directly to the west of a portion of an alley
dedicated to the Village, which portion is legally described as follows:
The west half of the public alley which lies southerly of the north line of Lot 64
extended easterly and northerly of the south line of Lot 63 extended easterly
in Block 6 in Deerfield Park Land and Improvement Association Subdivision,
being a subdivision of part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 29, Township
43 North, Range 12, East of the Third Principal Meridian, according to the plat
thereof recorded May 5, 1898 as Document 70892, in Book “D” of Plats, Pages
64 to 67, in Lake County, Illinois.
(“Vacation Parcel”); and
WHEREAS, the Village has the power to vacate the Vacation Parcel pursuant to
Section 11-91-1 et seq. of the Illinois Municipal Code, 65 ILCS 5/11-91-1 et seq.; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined that it would be in the best interests
of the public to vacate the Vacation Parcel, and the Owners have requested this vacation;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE VILLAGE BOARD OF
DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS, as follows:
SECTION ONE:
RECITALS. The foregoing recitals are incorporated into, and
made a part of, this Ordinance as findings of the Village Board.
SECTION TWO:
VACATION RECOMMENDED.
The Village Board of
Trustees does hereby determine that there is no public benefit to be obtained by the Village’s
continued ownership of the Vacation Parcel. The Village Board of Trustees further
determines that it would be in the best interests of the public to vacate the Vacation Parcel.

-1-

SECTION THREE: CERTIFICATION OF JURISDICTION. The Village Board of
Trustees does hereby certify that the Accepting Parcel and Vacation Parcel are located
entirely within the corporate limits of the Village and is subject to the jurisdiction of the
Village.
SECTION FOUR: VACATION PLAT. Subject to and contingent on the prior
satisfaction of the conditions stated in Section 5 of this Ordinance, the portion of the public
alley depicted and described on the Plat of Vacation, prepared by B.H Suhr & Company, Inc.,
and dated May 21, 2019, consisting of one sheet, attached to and made a part of this
Ordinance as Exhibit A (“Plat of Vacation”), is hereby vacated and closed to public use,
with title to the Vacation Parcel transferring to the Owners of the Accepting Parcel located
adjacent thereto, which Accepting Parcel is legally described as follows:
Lot 64 and Lot 63 in Block 6 in Deerfield Park Land and Improvement
Association Subdivision in the Southeast Quarter of Section 29, Township 43
North, Range 12, East of the Third Principal Meridian, according to the plat
thereof recorded May 5, 1898 as Document 70892, in Book “D” of Plats, Pages
64 to 67, in Lake County, Illinois.
SECTION FIVE:
CONDITIONS OF VACATION. The vacation of the Vacation
Parcel provided for in Section 4 of this Ordinance is expressly made subject to and contingent
upon payment by Owners to the Village of the costs and expenses related to the vacation in
an aggregate amount of $800.00.
SECTION SIX:
RECORDATION. The Village Manager is hereby authorized
and directed to cause a certified copy of this Ordinance, together with the Plat of Vacation,
to be recorded with the Lake County Recorder of Deeds upon compliance with all the
conditions and requirements of this Ordinance and submission of a fully executed copy of the
Plat of Vacation.
SECTION SEVEN: EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and
effect only upon, and not before:
A.

Passage and approval by three-fourths of the Trustees now holding
office;

B.

The finalization of the Plat of Vacation by the Owner, the approval
thereof by the Village’s Director of Development and Planning Services,
and the attachment of the same to a conformed version of this
Ordinance as Exhibit A.

B.

Satisfaction of the condition of vacation set forth in Section 6 above;

C.

Publication in pamphlet form in the manner required by law; and

D.

The recordation of this Ordinance together with such exhibits as the
Village Clerk deems appropriate for recordation in the Office of the
Lake County Recorder of Deeds.

-2-

AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
ORDINANCE NO.
______________________________________
Harriet Rosenthal, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________________
Kent S. Street, Village Clerk

-3-

EXHIBIT A
PLAT OF VACATION
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION

Agenda Item: - ~1=9--7'-"5_--=-1 _ __

Subject:

Ordinance Amending Article 21 of Chapter 22 of the Municipal Code, as
Amended, Regarding Right-of-Way Regulations and Regulator Signage IR

Action Requested:

First Reading

Originated By:

Police Department

Referred To:

Mayor and Village Board of Trustees

Summary of Background and Reason for Request
At the August 5, 2019, meeting, the Village Board accepted the Regulatory Signage report and
recommendation. The attached ordinance establishes the new exhibits for the Municipal Code to
more clearly state where the regulatory signs are posted.
Not included in the initial report is a recommendation to add the following to Exhibit F / 22-166:
Time Limit on Parking:
No Parking on both sides ofWincanton Dr. from North Ave. south 1100 feet. Between
the hours 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon on School Days.
No Parking on both sides ofDimmeydale Dr. between Wincanton Dr. and Windcrest Dr.
between the hour of 10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon on School Days.
Deputy Chief Brian Budny will be at the August 19th meeting to answer questions.

Reports and Documents Attached:
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VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
ORDINANCE NO. 2019-_ _ __
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ARTICLE 21 OF CHAPTER 22 OF "THE
MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS, 1975," AS
AMENDED, REGARDING RIGHT-OF-WAY REGULATIONS AND REGULATORY
SIGNAGE
WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government pursuant
to the provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Article 21 of Chapter 22 of "The Municipal Code of the
Village of Deerfield, Illinois, 1975", as amended (~~illage Code'\ the Village regulates the
use of vehicles on, and placement of signage along, Village rights-of-way ("Traffic
Regulations'"); and
WHEREAS, the Village Board desires to amend and update its Traffic Regulations to
to: (i) reflect the current use of Village rights-of-way; (ii) add those rights-of-way created since
its most recent amendments; and (iii) modify or remove provisions from its Traffic
Regulations that are no longer applicable; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined that it will serve and be in the best
interests of the Village and its residents to amend and update the Traffic Regulations
pursuant to this Ordinance;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE VILLAGE BOARD OF
DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS, as follows:
SECTION ONE:
RECITALS. The foregoing recitals are incorporated into, and
made a part of, this Ordinance as findings of the Village Board.
SECTION TWO:
ONE-WAY STREETS OR ALLEYS. Section 22-162, titled
"Exhibit B. One-way Streets or Alleys," of Article 21, titled "Exhibits," of Chapter 22, titled
"Vehicles and Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Village Code is hereby
amended further to read as set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein.
SECTION THREE: YIELD RIGHT OF WAY STREETS. Section 22-163, titled
"Exhibit C. Yield Right of Way Streets," of Article 21, titled "Exhibits," of Chapter 22, titled
"Vehicles and Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Village Code is hereby
amended further to read as set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated herein.
SECTION FOUR: STOP STREET INTERSECTIONS. Section 22-164, titled
"Exhibit D. Stop Sign Intersections," of Article 21, entitled "Exhibits," of Chapter 22, titled
"Vehicles and Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Village Code is hereby
amended further to read as set forth in Exhibit C attached hereto and incorporated herein.
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SECTION FIVE: NO PARKING OR STANDING PLACES. Section 22-165,
entitled "Exhibit E. No Parking or Standing Places," of Article 21, titled "Exhibits," of
Chapter 22, titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the
Village Code is hereby amended further to read as set forth in Exhibit D attached hereto
and incorporated herein.
SECTION SIX:
TIME LIMIT ON PARKING. Section 22-166, titled "Exhibit
F. Time Limit on Parking," of Article 21, titled "Exhibits," of Chapter 22, titled "Vehicles and
Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Village Code is hereby amended
further to read as set forth in Exhibit E attached hereto and incorporated herein.
SECTION SEVEN: NO RIGHT TURN ON RED LIGHTS. Section 22-168,
entitled "No Right Turn on Red Lights," of Article 21, titled "Exhibits," of Chapter 22, titled
"Vehicles and Traffic," of the Title titled "Vehicles and Traffic," of the Village Code is hereby
amended further to read as set forth in Exhibit F attached hereto and incorporated herein.
SECTION EIGHT: PUBLICATION. The Village Clerk is hereby directed to
publish this Ordinance in pamphlet form pursuant to the Statutes of the State of Illinois.
SECTION NINE: EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance will be in full force and
effect ten days after its passage, approval, and publication in the manner provided by law.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
ORDINANCE NO.

Harriet Rosenthal, Mayor

ATTEST:

Kent S. Street, Village Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
22-162: Exhibit B. One-Way Streets Or Alleys:
In accordance with the provisions of section 22-33 of this chapter, and when signs are erected
giving notice thereof, the following streets or alleys shall be one-way as indicated:
E,.A...STBOUND:
Publie alley extending eastedy from '.3/aukegan Road and lying appFmi:imately laO
feet south of and paFallel to Deedield Road.
NORTHBOUND:
Park Avenue between Deerfield Road and Jewett Park Drive.
The north-south private way from the south drive to a point of egress at Elm Street
and Poplar in Deerfield Crossings Condominiums.
SOUTHBOUND:
Journal GeUFt Place between Waukegan Road and Hazel Avenue.
JouFnal Place in its entiFety between the hours of 9:00 ,.A.... M. and 12:30 P.M. on Sunday.
The north-south drive at the southwest corner of First Midwest Bank, as more fully
described in a certain agreement dated February 20, 2001, by and between the village
and Deerfield Village Centre, LLC.
WESTBOUND:
The east-west drive at the northeast corner of First Midwest Bank, as more fully
described in a certain agreement dated February 20, 2001, by and between the village
and Deerfield Village Centre, LLC.
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EXHIBITB
22-163: Exhibit C. Yield Right Of Way Streets:
In accordance with the provisions of section 22-49 of this chapter, and when signs are erected
giving notice thereof, the following locations shall be yield right of way streets as indicated:
Appletree Court at Appletree Lane
Brookside Lane at Grove Avenue, both eastbound and westbound
Brookside Lane at Jonquil Terrace
Burr Oak at Rosewood Avenue
GoFdon TeFFaee at BiFeh\vood 1A..venue

Holmes Avenue at Appletree Lane

Kenmore Avenue at Gordon Terrace
Park Lane at Laurel Avenue, both northbound and southbound
Stratford Road at Holly Lane
On the connector east of the triangle for northbound and southbound traffic
entering from Westgate Road onto Wincanton Drive
On the connector east of the triangle for southbound traffic entering from Wincanton
Drive onto Westgate Road
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EXHIBIT C
22-164: Exhibit D. Stop Street Intersections:
In accordance with the provisions of section 22-62 of this chapter, and when signs are erected
giving notice thereof, the following intersections are stop street intersections:
Alden Court at Hazel Avenue
Ambleside Drive at Wincanton Drive
Ambleside Drive at Windcrest Drive (from an easterly direction)
Ambleside Drive at Woodvale Avenue
Anthony Lane at Pine Street (3-way)
Appletree Lane at Arbor Vitae Road
Appletree Lane at Central Avenue
Appletree Lane at Deerfield Road
Appletree Lane at Hazel Avenue
Arbor Vitae Road at Pine Street (from an easterly direction)
Augusta Drive at East Saint Andrews Lane
Augusta Drive at Oakmont Drive
Bayberry Lane at Pine Street
Berkeley Berkley Court at Stratford Road
Berkeley Court at Wilmot Road
Beverly Place at Deerfield Road
Beverly Place at Margate Terrace
Birch Court at Waukegan Road
Birchwood Avenue at Central Avenue (northbound)

Birchwood Avenue at Gordon Terrace
Birchwood Avenue at Hackberry Road (4-way)
Birehwood 1A..venue at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)
Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletions are straek through.
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Birchwood Avenue at Roseweed Avenue (4-way)
Blackthorn Lane at Colwyn Terrace
Blackthorn Lane at Warwick Road

Brand Lane at Deerfiel Road
Brierhill Road at Deerfield Road
Bristol Drive (westbound and eastbound) at Fountain View Drive
Broadmoor Place at Greenwood Avenue
Broadmoor Place at Hazel Avenue (3-way)
Burr Oak Avenue at Laurel Avenue (southbound)
Burr Oak Court at Laurel Avenue
Burr Oak Lane at Laurel Avenue
Camille Avenue at Chestnut Street
Carlisle Avenue at Deerfield Road
Carlisle Avenue at Greenbriar East Drive
Carlisle i',venue at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)

Carol Lane (northbound) at Berkele y Court
Caroline Court at Orchard Street
Carriage Way at Deerfield Road
Carriage Way at Smoke Tree Road (3-way)
Castlewood Lane at Cranshire Court
Castlewood Lane at Deerfield Road
Castlewood Lane at Montgomery Road (4-way)
Castlewood Lane at We-Go Trail
Cedar Street at Hazel Avenue
Cedar Terrace at Deerfield Road
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Central Avenue at Castlewood Lane
Central Avenue at Elm Street

Central Avenue at Indian Hill Road (4-way)
Central Avenue at Grove Street (4-way)

Central Avenue at Jonquil Terrace (4-way)
Central Avenue at Pine Street (4-way)
Central Avenue at Waukegan Road
Central Avenue at Wilmot Road (1975 Code)
Central Avenue easthouB.d aB.d vwsthouB.d at Indian Hill Road (4-way)
Central Avenue (westbound) at Robert York Road
Chapel Court at Waukegan Road
Charing Cross at Pine Street
Cherry Street at Greenwood Avenue
ChestB.ut StFeet at DeeFfield Road
Chestnut Street at Greenwood Avenue
Chestnut Street at Hazel Avenue
Chestnut Street at Osterman Avenue (3-way)
Christopher Drive at Castlewood Lane
Clavinia Avenue at Castlewood Lane
Clay Street at Hazel Avenue
Cody Court at Carlisle Avenue
Cody Lane at Carlisle Avenue
Colony Lane at Carlisle Avenue
Colwyn Terrace at Warrington Road
Colwyn Terrace at Wincanton Drive
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County Lane at Pine Street
Courier Court at Greenwood Avenue
Crabtree Lane at Greenwood Avenue
Crabtree Lane at North Avenue
Crabtree Lane at Woodland Drive
Cranshire Court at Montgomery Drive
Cranshire Court eastbound and westbound at Castlewood Lane
Crestview Drive at Ferndale Road
Crowe Avenue at North Avenue (northbound)
Cumnor Court at Kenton Road
Cumnor Court at Warrington Road
Dartmouth Lane at Birchwood Avenue
Dartmouth Lane at Pine Street
Dartmouth Lane at Willow Avenue
Dartmouth Lane at Wilmot Road
Davis Avenue at Chestnut Street
Deere Park Lane at Warwick Road
Deerfield High School, at several locations as more fully described in a certain traffic
agreement dated August 16, 2004, by and between Township High School District 113
and the Village of Deerfield.
Deerfield Village Centre. All 4 legs at the intersection of the main east-west and the
north-south drives in the center of the Deerfield Village Centre property at the
southwest corner of Waukegan Road and Deerfield Road, as more fully described in a
certain agreement dated February 20, 2001, by and between the Village and Deerfield
Village Centre, LLC.
Deerfield Village Centre. At locations along the main drives through the Deerfield
Village Centre property at the southwest corner of Waukegan Road and Deerfield
Road, as more fully described in a certain agreement dated February 20, 2001, by and
between the Village and Deerfield Village Centre, LLC.
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Deerpath Court at Central Avenue
Deerpath Drive at Central Avenue
Deerpath Drive at Deerfield Road
Deerspring Drive at Deerfield Road
Deerspring Drive at Margate TeFFaee
Dimmeydale Drive at Ambleside Drive
Dimmeydale Drive at Wincanton Drive
Earls Court at Hackberry Road

Earls Court at Rosewood Avenue
East Canton Court at Wincanton Drive
Eastbound Dartmouth Lane at Indian Hill Road
Eastbound Osterman Avenue at Elm Street
Eastwood Drive at Larkdale Road and Larkdale East Road (4-way)
Elder Lane at Waakegan Road
Ellendale Road at Greenbriar Drive
Ellendale Road at Lake-Cook (County Line Road)
Elm Street at Osterman Avenue
Elmwood Avenue at Chestnut Street
Elmwood Avenue at Stratford Road
Elysian Way at Carlisle Avenue
Essex Court at Warrington Road
Essex Court at Warwick Road (school exit)

Estate Drive at Deer Lake Road
Estate Drive at Pfingsten Road (from an easterly direction)
Estate Drive westbound at Pfingsten Road
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Evergreen Court at Greenbriar Road
Fair Oaks Avenue at Chestnut Street
Fair Oaks Avenue at Park Avenue

Fair Oaks Avenue at Waukegan Road
Fairview Avenue at Hackberry Road
FaiFvie·.v ,.'\venue at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)
Fairview Avenue at Laurel Avenue
Fairview Avenue northbound and southbound at Rosewood Avenue
Ferndale Road at Carlisle Avenue
Ferndale Road at Greenbrier East Drive
Forest Avenue at Deerfield Road
Forest Avenue at Hazel Avenue
FoFest·.vay Drive at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)
Fountain View Drive at Pfingsten Road
Fox Hunt TFail at Millstone Road
Garand Drive at Castlewood Lane (4-way)
Garand Drive at Montgomery Drive
Garand Drive at Wilmot Road
Gordon Terrace at Birchwood Avenue (east and west directions)
Gordon Terrace at Fairview Avenue

Gordon Terrace at Pine Street
Gordon Terrace at Willow Avenue (4-way)
Gordon Terrace at Wilmot Road
Green Park Court at Hackberry Road
Greenbriar Drive at Eastwood Drive (3-way)
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Greenbriar Drive at Greenbriar East Drive
Greenwood Avenue at Chestnut Street (from a westerly direction)
Greenwood Avenue at Park Avenue (from an easterly direction)
GFee0:·.vood 1A&e0:l:l:e at WaHkegaB: Road

Greenwood Avenue at Wilmot Road (3-way)
Greenwood Court at Greenwood Avenue
Grove Place at Osterman Avenue
Hackberry Road at Kenmore Avenue (4-way)
Hackberry Road at Pine Street (4-way)
Hackberry Road at Wilmot Road
Hampton Court at Garand Drive
Hawthorne Place at North Avenue
Hav.rth.oFB:e Plaee at 'Noodla0:d DFiYe

Hawthorne Place at Woodland Drive (southbound)
Hazel Avenue at Chestnut Street (from a westerly direction)
Hazel Avenue at Park Avenue (from an easterly direction)
Hazel Avenue at Wilmot Road (3-way)
HeatheF La0:e at Deedield Road
HeatheF La0:e at 'Nihnot Road

Heather Lane (northbound) at Manor Drive
Hemlock Street at Hazel Avenue
Hermitage Drive at Longfellow Avenue (4-way)
Hertel Lane at Wilmot Road
Warrior Way at entrance to high school
Hillside Avenue at Hazel Avenue
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Hillside Avenue at Somerset Avenue
Holly Lane at Woodward Avenue
Holmes Avenue at Arbor Vitae Road
Holmes Avenue at Deerfield Road
Huehl Road at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)
Hunter Court at Waukegan Road
Hyacinth Lane at Greenbriar Drive
Illinois Trail at Hazel Avenue
Indian Hill Road at Central Avenue
Ivy Lane at Waukegan Road
Jewett Park Drive at a point five hundred feet (500') east of Park Avenue
Jewett Park Drive at a point two hundred fifty feet (250') west of Waukegan Road
Jewett Park Drive at Park Avenue
Jewett Park Drive southbound at Jewett Park Drive westbound and the First
Presbyterian Church driveway exit at Jewett Park Drive
Jonquil Terrace at Deerfield Road
Journal Place at Hazel Avenue
Jom·nal Plaee at Waukegan Road
Juniper Court at Arbor Vitae Road
KenmoPe ,.,\venue at DaPtmouth Lane
KenmoPe f ..venue at Lake Cook Road (County Line Road)
Kenmore Avenue northbound and southbound at Gordon Terrace
Kenmore Avenue northbound at Rosewood Avenue
Kenton Road at Deedield Road
Kenton Road at Margate Terrace (4-way)
Kenton Road at Warwick Road (4-way)
Additions are hold and double-underlined; deletieBs aFe stFeek tlueegh.
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Kenton Road at Westgate Road (4-way)
Kenton Road at Woodvale Avenue
Kildare Court at Carlisle Avenue
Kildare Lane at Carlisle Avenue
Kingston Terrace at Kenton Road
Kingston Terrace at Oxford Road
Kingston Terrace at Warrington Road
Kipling Place at Longfellow Avenue (3-way)
Knollwood Road at Margate Terrace
Knollwood Road at Warwick Road
Knollwood Road at Westgate Road
Lake Cook Road (County Line Road) at Pfingsten Road (g way)
Lake Eleanor Drive at Wilmot Road
Larkdale East Road at Carlisle Avenue
Larkdale Road at Ellendale Road
Laurel Avenue at Birchwood Avenue (4-way)
Laurel Avenue at Kenmore Avenue
Laurel Avenue at Pine Street (4-way)
Laurel Avenue at Willow Avenue
Laurel Avenue at Wilmot Road
Linden Avenue at Chestnut Street
Linden Avenue at Stratford Road

ive at Deerfield Road

Lions Drive at Manor Drive

Locust Place at Po plar Lane
Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletien.s aFe stnrnk thFeagh.
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Lombardy Lane at Central Avenue
Lot 1 westeFly southbound mdt at PeteFsen Lane
Lots 12 and 13 exits at Chestnut Street
Mallard Lane at Central Avenue
Maple Court at Hazel Avenue

Marcie Court at Wilmot Road
Margate Terrace at Meadowbrook Lane (from an easterly direction)
Margate Terrace at Oxford Road (4-way)
Margate Terrace at Warrington Road (3-way)
Meadow Lane at Stratford Road
Millstone Road at Carriage Way Drive

Road
Montgomery Road at Wilmot Road
Mountain Drive at Portage Pass
Mountain Drive at Summit Drive
Mulberry East Road at Carlisle Avenue
Mulberry Road at Ellendale Road
Norman Lane at Colwyn Terrace
Norman Lane at Warwick Road
North Avenue at Crabtree Lane (from a westerly direction)
North Avenue at Portage Pass (3-way)
North Avenue at Telegraph Road
NoFth f.Nenue at Waukegan Road
Northwood Circle at South Northwoods Road
Oakley Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
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Oakley Avenue at Hazel Avenue
Oakwood Place at North Avenue
Oakwood Place at Woodland Drive
Orchard Street at Rosemary Terrace
Orchard Street at Waukegan Road
Osterman Avenue at Jonquil Terrace
Overland Trail at North Avenue
Oxford Road at Deerfield Road
Oxford Road at Warwick Road (4-way)
Park Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
Park Avenue at Hazel Avenue
Park Avenue at Jewett Park Drive
PaFk LaBe at HaekbeFey Road
Parkside Lane at Greentree Avenue

Parkside Lane at Greenwood Avenue
Peach Tree Lane at Pine Street
Pear Tree Road at Castlewood Drive
Pettis l\veBue at OsteFmaB AveBue
Pettis LaBe at CeBtFal AveBue
Pine Street at Deerfield Road
PiBe StFeet at Lake Cook Road (CouBty LiBe Road)
Plumtree Road at Gordon Avenue
Plumtree Road at Pine Street
Polar Lane at Elm Street
Portage Pass at Summit Drive
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Prairie Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
Prairie Avenue at Hazel Avenue
Rago Avenue at Chestnut Street
Revere Court at Carlisle Avenue
Robert York Avenue at Jewett Park Drive
Robert York Avenue at Osterman Avenue (4-way)
Robert York Avenue at the northernmost west entrance to the Deerfield Square
Shopping Center (4-way)
Rooemaey TeFFaee at DeeFfield Road
Rosemary Terrace at Westgate Road
Rosewood Avenue at Wilmot Road
Rosewood Avenue eastbound and westbound at Kenmore Avenue

Samanthas Way at Wilmot Road
School Street at Wilmot Road
Sequoia Lane at Carlisle Avenue
ShagbaFk Lane at Millstone Road
Shenandoah Road at Carlisle Avenue
Sheridan Avenue at Hazel Avenue
Somerset Avenue at Broadmoor Place

Somerset Avenue at Oakle y Avenue
Somerset Avenue at Prairie Avenue
Somerset Avenue at Stratford Road
Somerset Avenue at Wayne Avenue
Soath Northwoods Road at Waukegan Road

enue
Springfield Avenue at Hazel Avenue
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S rue Street at Arbor Vitae Road
Spruce Street at Deerfield Road
Standish Drive at Carlisle Avenue
Stratford Road at Greenwood Avenue
Stratford Road at Greenwood Avenue (northbound)
Stratford Road at Hazel Avenue
Stratford Road at North Avenue (northbound)
Stratford Road at Woodland Drive (from a northerly direction)

Southbound Stratford Road at westbound Woodland Drive Cat the mergcl.
Stratford Road at Somerset Avenue
Sunset Court at Chestnut Street
Susan Lane at Central Avenue
Susan Lane at Dartmouth Lane

Tall Tree Lane at Wilmot Road
Terrace Court at Pine Street
Timberhill Roaa at Chari:eg Cross Roaa
Todd Court at Orchard Street
Village Green Court at Castlewood Lane
Walden Lane at Colwyn Terrace
Walden Lane at Warwick Road
Walnut Street at Chestnut Street
Walnut Street at Forest Avenue
¥/al:eut Street at 'Nooavrnra Avenue
Warrington Road at Deerfield Road
Warrington Road at Warwick Road (4-way)
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Warrington Road at Westgate Road (4-way)
Warrington Road at Woodvale Avenue
Warwick Court at Warwick Road
Warwick Road at Waukegan Road
Warwick Road at Wincanton Drive
Warwick Road (eastbound and westbound) at Walden Lane
'Nave:rly Co1:1:rt at Cent:ral ,.A..ven1:1e (from a so1:1the:rly di:reetion)
Wayne Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
Wayne Avenue at Hazel Avenue
We-Go Trail at Wilmot Road
West Canton Court at Wincanton Drive
Westcliff Lane at Margate Terrace
Westgate Road at Oxford Road

Westgate Road at Waukegan Road
Westgate Road at Wincanton Drive (from an easterly direction)
Williams Avenue at Chestnut Street
Willow Avenue at Central Avenue
Willow Avenue at Hackberry Road
Willow Avenue southbound at Country Lane
Wilmot Lane at Wilmot Road (eastbound)
Wilmot Road at Lake Cook Road (Co1:1nty Line Road)
Wincanton Drive at North Avenue
Wineanton D:rir;e Westgate Road at Waukegan Road
Windcrest Drive at Dimmeydale Drive
Wood Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
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Woodbine Court at North Avenue
WoodbiRe CouFt at NoFth fReRue (RoFthbouRcl)

Woodbine Court at Woodland Drive
Woodland Drive at Stratford Road (for northbound Stratford)
Woodland Drive at Wilmot Road
Woodland Drive eastbound and westbound at Crabtree Lane
Woodridge Court at Woodvale Avenue
Woodruff Avenue at Greenwood Avenue
Woodward Avenue at Deerfield Road
Woodward Avenue at Hazel Avenue
The exit from 1717 Deerfield Road onto Tennaqua Lane
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EXHIBITD
22-165: Exhibit E. No Parking Or Standing Places:

In accordance with the provisions of section 22-64 of this chapter, and when signs are erected
and giving notice thereof, no person shall park or stand any vehicle on the following locations
at any time, unless otherwise specified:
Ambleside Drive - on the west and north sides both sides from the south curb line
of Ambleside Drive at the intersection of Windcrest Drive a distance of~ 425 feet
south to a point ending at 719 Ambleside Drive.

e to the
pedestrian walkway entrance to Walden Park.
its west terminus

rk

Lane-on th

ad and A

l Tree

Lane.
Birchwood Avenue - on both sides from Lake Cook Road to Country Lane.
Carlisle Avenue - on the west side from the south line of Deerfield Road to a point 140
feet south of the south line of Deerfield Road.
Caroline Court - on the east side, and the south side of the cul-de-sac at its terminus.
Cedar Terrace - on the west side from its intersection with Arbor Vitae Road on the
north and Deerfield Road on the south and on the east side of Cedar Terrace from a
point beginning 119 feet south of the centerline of Arbor Vitae Road measured parallel
to the east side of Cedar Terrace and from a point beginning 144 feet north of the
centerline of Deerfield Road measured parallel to the east side of Cedar Terrace.
Central Avenue - on the north side from the west line of Waukegan Road to the east
line of Robert York Avenue.

Central Avenue - on the
Road.

17 Cen ral

enue to Wauke

n

Chestnut Street - on the east side between Williams Avenue and North
Avenue.
Chestnut Street - between Deerfield Road on the south and Walnut Street on the
north.
Chestnut Street - on both sides from its intersection with Deerfield Road on the north
to its intersection with Osterman Avenue on the south.
Chestnut Street - on the west side between Greenwood Avenue and North Avenue.
Additions are hold and double-underlined; aeletieas aFe stFaek thFeagh.
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Crabtree Lane - on the west side of Crabtree Lane south of Woodland Drive to the
entrance of Woodland Park.

Cr
on

tree Lane - on the west side north of Greenwood A

Deerfield Road - both sides between the eastern and western corporate limits of the
Village of Deerfield.
Deerfield Village Centre. Those portions of the Deerfield Village Centre property at
the southwest corner of Waukegan Road and Deerfield Road, as more fully described
in a certain agreement dated February 20, 2001, by and between the Village and
Deerfield Village Centre, LLC.

Deer Lake Road - at the median divider between the driveways of 660 Lake
Cook Road and 700 Lake Cook Road.
Elder Lane - on the north side in front of 724 Elder Lane.
Elder Lane - on the south side from its intersection with Waukegan Road on the west
to its eastern terminus.
Elm Street - on both east and west sides, from its intersection with Poplar Lane to a
point 150 feet north.
eet to the drive of 375 Elm Stre
side between Essex Court and a

oin 100 f,

Greenwood Avenue - on the north and south sides from its intersection with
Waukegan Road west to Wilmot Road.

the east side between Brookside Lane and Alan B.
Hackberry Road - on both sides between Pine Street to the west and a point 100 feet
east of the intersection of Pine Street and Hackberry Road to the east.
Hazel Avenue - on the north and south sides between Waukegan Road and Wayne
Avenue.
Hazel Avenue - on the north side from Wilmot Road to a point 835 feet east of Wilmot
Road.

nd dou ble-underlined; ileleti0a0 are straek threagh.
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Illinois Trail - on the east side in its entirety.
Jewett Park Drive - on the north and south sides between Park Avenue and a point
250 feet west of Waukegan Road.

Journal Place - on the west side from Hazel Avenue to its southern terminus.
Kates Road - on both sides in its entirety.
Kenmore Avenue - on the east and west sides between Hackberry Road and South
Park School.
KeRtoB Road OB: the ·.vest side, fFom the B:OFth liBe of DeeFfiela Road to a poiRt 140
feet RoFth of the RoFth liRe of Deemeld Road, betweeB: the houFs of 6:00 1A... M. aB:d 6:00
P.MKipling - on the east side from its intersection with Deerfield Road on the north, south
to its intersection with Longfellow Avenue on the south.

Kipling Place - on the west side from the driveway of 700 Kip ling Place to
Longfellow Avenue.
Lake Cook Road - on both sides at an
the Villa e of Deerfi Id

oint wi bin the cor orate limi

Lake Cook (CouB:ty LiB:e Road) OB: the B:OFth aRd south sides at aB:y poiB:t witlriB: the
eo:ppoFate limits of the Village.
Lions Drive - on both sides from the intersection with Deerfield Road to a
point 100 feet north.
Lions Drive - on the east side from the intersection with Man
point 150 feet south.
Longfellow - on both sides between Hermitage and Waukegan Road.
LoB:gfellow f ..¥eB:ue oB: the south side betweeR the eeB:teFliRe of KipliB:g Plaee aRd a
poiB:t 50 feet west theFeof.
Manor Drive - at a
Mar ate Terrace Meadowbrook Lane.

oint 1 70 feet ea t of Li
on the north side between Beverl
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Dr've - on the e

rminus sou h

f

Montgomery Drive on the east side bet·NeeR: Cranshire Coart aR:d GaraBd Drive, the
north side of GaFaBd Drive betweeR: Castle;vood Lane aR:d MoBtgomeey DFive, the
noFth side of Peal' Tree Lane west of Castlewood Lane, aBd the west side of Castlewood
LaR:e fFom Garana. DFwe to approximately 200 feet soath of Chatham CiFele bet;veen
the hoaFs of a:00 P.M. ana. 8:00 P.M. on weeka.ays and 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. OB
Satl:1Fdays and Sandays, exeept OB holidays.

Montgomery Road - on both sides west of King Richards Court.
North Avenue - on the north and south sides, from its intersection with Portage Pass,
easterly to its termination at the east fork, north branch of the Chicago River.

North Avenue - on the south side between Woodbine Court and Stratford
Road.
Orchard Street - on both sides from its intersection with Waukegan Road on the west,
east to its intersection with Rosemary Terrace on the east.

Osterman Avenue - on the north side between Elm Street and Chestnut
Street.
Osterman Avenue - on both sides west of its intersection with Waukegan Road and
east of its intersection with the right-of-way of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Railway.

Overland Trail - on both sides along the curve with Summit Drive.

t north of
Jewett Park Drive.
ark Avenue - on the east side from H zel Avenue to a

outh.

P
Avenue- on
Lot #7 - bus stop.
ark Avenue - on thew

t side from H zel Avenue to a

e south.

Lane - on the east side in its entiret .
Pear Tree Road - on either side thereof between Castlewood Lane and Jaycee Park.
Peartree Road - on the north side at the dead end west of Castlewood Lane.
Pine Street - on both sides between the south line of 127 Pine Street and the north
line of 209 Pine Street.

Additions are hold and double-underlined; deletieas aFe stFaek th:Faagh.
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Pine Street - on both sides between the south line of 225 Pine Street and the north
line of 301 Pine Street.
Pine Street - on both sides of Pine Street from the north line of Lake-Cook Road to 162
feet north of Lake-Cook Road.
Pine Street - on the east side from a point beginning at the southerly entrance
driveway to Cad·.vell Sehool 445 Pine Street and extending to the northerly entrance
driveway to Cadwell School 445 Pine Street.
Pine Street - on the west side between Hackberry Road to the south and a point 400
feet north of the intersection of Pine Street and Hackberry Road to the north.
Poplar Lane - on both north and south sides, from its intersection with Elm Street on
the north to its intersection with Elm Street on the south.
Robert York Avenue - on both sides from its intersection with Deerfield Road and
extending southerly to the intersection of Osterman Avenue.

Robert York Avenue - on the east side from 640 Robert York Avenue to
Central Avenue.
on
Central Avenue - fire lane.

nue and
ide from the northern most entranc

f 600

Deerfield Road (on Rosemary Terrace) to Deerfield Road - Loading zone.
Rosemary Terrace - on the west side from Deerfield Road to a point 100 feet
north.
Rosewood Avenue - on the south side from Wilmot Road to a point 200 feet
east.
East Summit Com·t on both sides and both sides of West Summit Court.
Sunset Court - on the south side along its entire length.
Tall Tree Lane - on the north side and on all portions of Tall Tree Lane west of a point
213 feet west of the centerline of Wilmot Road, measured along the centerline of Tall
Tree Lane.
Warwick Road - on the north side between Waukegan Road on the west and Warwick
Court on the east.
Waukegan Road - on both sides between the northern and southern corporate limits
of the Village of Deerfield.

Additions .fil'.!L.brud_and d.~un.dtirlined; e.eletiaHs aFe stn1.ek tluaug,h.
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Wilmot Road - on both sides from its intersection with Lake-Cook Road on the south
and its intersection with North Avenue on the north.
Whittier Avenue - on the north side in its entirety.

Additions are bold and double-u.!!dm-linfill; deletieas B:Fe stFaek thFeagh.
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EXHIBITE
22-166: Exhibit F. Time Limit On Parking:

In accordance with the provisions of section 22-69 of this chapter, and when signs are erected
giving notice thereof, no person shall park any vehicle for a period of time longer than
indicated on any of the following locations:
(a) No f)aFkin.g from. 7:00 .l\.M. on.:

sides in i

:OOnoon.

ween 10:00A

0 feet south
A.Mand 2:30 P.M.
Central Avenue - on the north side between Grove Avenue and Elm Street
between the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 12:00 noon.
On both sides of Central Avenue and both sides of Osterman Avenue between Grove
Avenue on the west and Elm Street on the east between the hours of 10:00 AM. and
12:00 noon.

Chapel Court - on both sides in its entirety between 10:00 A.M. and 12:00
noon.
On both sides of Chapel Court east of Waukegan Road between the hours of 10:00
AM. and 12:00 noon on school days.
Chestnut Street - on either side, from Greenwood Avenue to Deerfield Road between
the hours of 7:30 AM. and 7:30 P.M., at all times.
Deerfield Road - on either side between Waukegan Road and Park Avenue between
the hours of 8:00 AM. and 6:00 P.M., except on Sundays and holidays - parking
limited to 90 minutes.

East Summit Court - on both sides between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:30
P .M. on school days.
Eastwood Drive - on the east s ide between Larkdale Road and Greenbriar
Drive between the hours of5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. on weekdays and 9:00 A.M.
to 5:00 P .M. on w kends.
Elder Lane - on the north side between Waukegan Road and the east side of Holy
Cross Church driveway between the hours of 7:00 AM. and 1:00 P.M. on Sundays
only.

Additions are hold and double-underlined; deletieas are struek threugh.
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On Elm Street - on both sides between Central Avenue on the north and its
intersection with the driveway of the village of Deerfield public works garage on the
south between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon.
On Elm Street - on both sides north of its intersection with Central Avenue and south
of its intersection with the entrance to lot 5 between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00
noon.

On both sides of Fair Oaks Avenue and Springfield Avenue along their entire length
between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon.
On both sides of Fair Oaks Avenue between Chestnut Street and Forest Avenue
between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon except on Saturdays, Sundays and
village holidays.

On the east side of Forest Avenue between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon
between Deerfield Road on the south and Hazel Avenue on the north; and
On the west side of Forest Avenue between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon
between Deerfield Road on the south and a point 75 feet south of the intersection of
Hazel Avenue and Forest Avenue on the north.
Forest Avenue - on the west side between Hazel Avenue on the north and a point 75
feet south of the intersection of Forest Avenue and Hazel Avenue on the south parking is limited to 2 hours between the hours of 8:00 AM. and 4:30 P .M.
On Forest Avenue - on both sides between Fair Oaks Avenue and Hazel Avenue
between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon.

Greenbriar Drive - on the south side between Carlisle Avenue and Eastwood
Drive between the hours of 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. on weekdays and 9:00 A.M.
to 5:00 P.M. on weekends.
fi) On the north side of Hackberry Road between Birchwood Avenue and Kenmore
Avenue and the east side of Birchwood Avenue between Hackberry Road and
Rosewood Avenue and the south side of Rosewood Avenue between Birchwood Avenue
and Kenmore Avenue and on both sides of Kenmore Avenue south of Hackberry Road
to its terminus at South Park School between the hours of 8:00 AM. and 9:00 AM.
and 2:30 P.M. and 3:30 P.M. on school days.

Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletieas are sttaek threagh.
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0

W In the First Presbyterian Church parking lot located at 824 Waukegan Road for
periods in excess of 3 hours, except as to those officials of the First Presbyterian
Church displaying a parking permit decal to be placed on file with the village.
Both sides of Jonquil Terrace between Brookside Lane and Deerfield Road between
the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon.

to the beginning of the driveway of 700 Kipling

Court and Garand

On both sides of Mountain Drive, Mountain Court, Overland Trail and Portage Pass
between the hours of 8:00 AM. and 4:30 P.M. except on Saturdays, Sundays and
Village holidays.

Park Avenue - on the west side of Park Avenue between Deerfield Road and Jewett
Park Drive, between the hours of 8:00 AM. and 6:00 P.M., except on Sundays and
holidays - parking is limited to 30 minutes.
On Park Avenue - on both sides north of its intersection with Hazel Avenue and south
of its intersection with Greenwood Avenue between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00
noon.

Rosemary Terrace - on the west side in front of 826 Rosemary Terrace
between the hours of9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.
Additions are hold and double-underlined; deletions a:Fe stmek thF01,1gh.
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heridan R
noon.
Summit Drive - on either side, throughout its length, between the hours of 8:00 AM.
and 4:30 P.M., except on Saturday, Sunday and holidays.
Sunset Court - on the north side in its entirety between the hours of 10:00 AM. and
12:00 noon.

Todd Court - on both sides in its entirety between 10:00 A.M. a n d 12:00 noon.
O:OOA.M.
and 12:00 noon.
Walnut Street - on the BoFth both side~ between Forest Avenue and Chestnut Street,
between the hours of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon.

Warrington Road - on the west side between Essex Court and Cumnor Court
between the hours of 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. and 2:30 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. on
school days.

West Summit Court - on both sides between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 4:30
P.M. on school days.
Whittier Avenue - on the south side in its entirety between the hours of 10:00
A.M. and 2:00 P .M. on school days.
(b) No paFkiBg from 7:30 f,.M. oB:
(e) No paFkiBg fpom 8:00 f,.M. oB:

'NaukegaB Road OB eitheF side bet,.veeB 0FehaFd StFeet aBd DeeFfield Road, bet,.veeB
the houFs of 8:00 .L\.M. and 6:00 P.M., mreept on Sundays aBd holidays paFkiBg
limited to 90 miButes.
OB both sides of NoFth Avenue betv.,reeB Waukegan Road to the west and PoFtage Pass
OB the east bet·.veeB the houFs of 8:00 2\.M. aBd 4:30 P.M. OB sehool days.
(d) No paFkiBg fFom 10:00 f ... M. oB:

OB both sides of CentFal f ..veBue bet·.veen JoBquil TeFFaee OB the ·.vest ana GFove
,.A.venue on the east aBd both sides of OsteFmaB f ..veBue betweeB JoBquil TeFFaee OB
the west and GFoY;e ! ..venue OB the east betweeB the houFs of 10:00 A.M. aBd 12:00
noon mrnept on SatuFdays, Sundays aBd village holidays.
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Both sides of G:rove Avenue between Oste:rman l\venue and the ent:ranee to A.lan B.
Shef)a:rd Junio:r High Sehool bet·Neen the hou:rs of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon, exeept
on Satu:rdays, Sundays and village holidays.
On both sides of Wave:rly St:reet between Oste:rman .,A..venue to the no:rth and Cent:ral
.,'\.venue to the south and both sides of Cent:ral }r1enue between 'Nave:rly St:reet to the
v.rest and a point 200' east of the inte:rseetion of Cent:ral Avenue and Wave:rly St:reet
to the east bet>.veen the hou:rs of 10:00 AM. and 12:00 noon exeept on Satu:rdays,
Sundays and village holidays.
(g) On the west side of Wa:r:rington Road from Essmc Cou:rt to a point 50' no:rth of the
no:rth line of EssmE Cou:rt bet·.veen the hou:rs of 3:00 P.M. and 3:30 P.M.

Additions are bold and double-underlined; !leletieB:s aFe s£Faek tlueagh.
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EXHIBITF
22-168: Exhibit H. No Right Turn On Red Lights:

In accordance with the provisions of subsections 22-8(c)(l), (c)(2), and (c)(3) of this chapter,
and when signs are erected giving notice thereof, the driver of a vehicle, when facing a traffic
signal indicating red, may make a cautious right turn after bringing his vehicle to a complete
stop and yielding the right of way to all other vehicles and pedestrians lawfully in the
intersection and crosswalks.
Intersections where such right turn against a steady red is prohibited shall be posted, "No
right turn on red" .
The following are locations where a right turn on red is prohibited:
Castlewood Lane (northbound) at Deerfield Road.

Castlewood Lane (southbound) at Deerfield Road
Deerfield Road (eastbound) at Castlewood Lane.

Deerfield Road westboun
Deerfield Road (eastbound) at intersection with Kenton Road and Kipling Place.
Deerfield Road (westbound) at intersection with Kenton Road and Kipling Place.

Deerfield Road we
Deerfield Road

ilmotRoad
atWilmotR

Hazel Avenue

Kipling Place (northbound) at Deerfield Road
Wilmot Road (southbound} at Deerfield Road
t Deerfield Ro d
Robel't Yol'l.. Avemw (nol'thbound) at Deel'fielel Road.

Additions are bold and double-underlined; Eleletieas al'e stl'H.ek thl'eH.gh.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
19-68-2
Agenda Item: __________________
Subject:

Ordinance Adopting Residential Lighting Standards
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Second Reading
Action Requested:
____________________________________________________________________
Community Development
Originated By:
_______________________________________________________________________
Village Board of Trustees
Referred To:
_________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Background and Reason for Request
On July 15, the Village Board accepted staff’s report and recommendation and directed the Village
Attorney to prepare an ordinance adopting residential lighting standards.
On August 5, at the first reading, the Village Board expressed concerns about the highly technical
aspects and possible potential for abuse of ordinance.
The revised ordinance addresses the expressed concerns of the Board as well as providing reasonable,
easily understood regulations for residential exterior lighting and other decorative lights. More
stringent lighting requirements are placed on outdoor recreation and sport court lights.
Code Enforcement Supervisor Case will be available at the meeting to answer questions.

Reports and Documents Attached:
Ordinance

August 19, 2019
Date Referred to Board: ____________________
Action Taken: _________________________________________

VILLAGE OF DEERFIELD
ORDINANCE NO. 2019-_____________
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING REGULATIONS
WHEREAS, the Village of Deerfield is a home rule unit of local government pursuant
to the provisions of Article VII, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution and the City has the
authority to adopt ordinances and to promulgate rules and regulations that pertain to its
government and affairs and that protect the public health, safety, and welfare of its citizens;
and
WHEREAS, Section 11-30-4 of the Illinois Municipal Code, 65 ILCS 5/11-30-4,
provides the Village the authority the manner of constructing of all buildings, structures, and
their accessories; and
WHEREAS, the hours of operation, placement, and intensity of exterior lighting in
rear yards or for the illumination of sports courts and fields may cause nuisances and light
pollution on neighboring properties, particularly in residential zoning districts; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-30-4 and the Village’s home rule powers, the
Village Board has determined that it will serve and be in the best interests of the Village and
its residents to amend “The Municipal Code of the Village of Deerfield, Illinois, 1975,” as
amended (“Village Code”) to adopt residential lighting standards in residential zoning
districts as set forth in this Ordinance;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE VILLAGE BOARD OF
DEERFIELD, LAKE AND COOK COUNTIES, ILLINOIS, as follows:
SECTION ONE:
RECITALS. The foregoing recitals are incorporated into, and
made a part of, this Ordinance as findings of the Village Board.
SECTION TWO:
ADOPTION OF RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING STANDARDS.
Article 1, titled “Offenses Against Public Peace, Safety and Order,” of Chapter 15, titled
“Morals and Conduct,” of the Title, titled “Morals and Conduct,” of the Village Code is hereby
amended to adopt a new Section 15-19 to read as follows:
“15-19: Residential Lighting Regulations:
The following regulations governing exterior lighting shall apply in
all residential zoning districts in the Village:
(a)

Hours of Operation: Exterior lighting located within a rear
yard shall not be left on unattended or be illuminated
continuously between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and dawn.
Automated shut off controls are encouraged in order to
conserve energy and to extinguish non-essential light.

(b)

Outdoor Recreation/Sport Court Lights:

-1-

(1)

(2)

(c)

Lights. Exterior lighting designed and intended to be
primarily used to illuminate various types of sports
courts and fields must meet the following requirements:
(A)

Light fixtures shall be installed and shielded in
accordance with specifications and directions of
the fixture’s manufacturer or dealer.

(B)

Light levels shall not exceed the level reasonably
necessary to allow for sports activities and
spectators to watch such activities.

(C)

Light fixtures shall not exceed or be mounted more
than 18 feet above ground level.

(D)

Light fixtures shall not emit more than 0.1 foot
candles measured from any point on the property
line.

(E)

Light fixtures shall not be illuminated when there
is no play on the sport court or field.

(F)

Prior to the installation of any light fixtures,
property owners must submit a lighting plan to the
Village demonstrating that such light fixtures
meet the requirements of this subsection 15-19(b).

(G)

Light fixtures shall not be illuminated between
11:00 p.m. and dawn.

Exterior Light Fixtures Installed Prior to Adoption of
Exterior Lighting Regulations. Light fixtures designed
and intended to be used primarily to illuminate various
types of sports courts and fields installed prior to [DATE
OF ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE] are exempt from
subsections 15-19(b)(1)(A)-(F) of this Code unless:
(i)

Such light fixtures are removed, in which case
such light fixture shall not be reinstalled or
mounted unless brought into full compliance with
all of the requirements of this Section 15-19 of this
Code; or

(ii)

The repair or replacement to any component or
group of components that, in the aggregate, costs
more than 50 percent of the value of the light
fixture to repair or replace.

Violations: In the event that any owner or occupant of a parcel
violates any provision of this Section 15-19, the Building and
Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletions are struck through.
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Code Enforcement Supervisor shall send notice to the owner or
occupant of the violation. If the violation is not abated within
30 days of receipt of such notice, the owner or occupant shall be
fined an amount of $50.00 for each offense, and each day such
violation continues shall be considered a separate offense.”
SECTION THREE: SEVERABILITY. If any paragraph, section, clause or
provision of this Ordinance is held invalid, the remainder shall continue in full force and
effect without affecting the validity of the remaining portions of the Ordinance.
SECTION FOUR: EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and
effect after its passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as required by law.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
ORDINANCE NO.

______________________________________
Harriet Rosenthal, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________________
Kent S. Street, Village Clerk

Additions are bold and double-underlined; deletions are struck through.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Agenda Item: - ----=-1=---9-----'7-- -9=c.-__
Subject:

Request for Board Action: Authorization to Enter into an Amended Contract with Tyler

Technologies/New World Systems
Action Requested: __
A_u_th_o_n_·z_at_io_n_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
Originated By:

Police Department

Referred To:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

Summary of Background and Reason for Request

The Deerfield Police Department is seeking authorization to enter into an amended contract with
Tyler Technologies/New World Systems of Troy, MI related to the Lincolnshire Dispatch
Consolidation
Reports and Documents Attached:

•
•

Memo from Chief John Sliozis to Kent Street dated August 15, 2019 with background and
recommendation
Agreement between Tyler Technologies, Inc. and Village of Deerfield, IL

Date Referred to Board: _ _ A
_u_.g..,__
u s_t ~19. . .,_2~0_19~ _

Action Taken:

- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -

Deerfield Police Department

Date:

August 15, 2019

To:

Kent Street, Village Manager

From:

John J. Sliozis, Chief of Police

Subject:

Request for Board Action - Amendment to New World Contract

On Monday, August 19, 2019, at the regularly scheduled meeting of the Mayor and Board of Trustees,
the Police Department will seek authorization to enter into an amended contract with Tyler
Technologies-New New World Systems of Troy, Michigan, related to the Lincolnshire consolidation,
records conversion.
BACKGROUND
The Deerfield Police Department is under a current contract with Tyler-New World Systems for
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD), Records Management and Mobile Computing. As part of the
Lincolnshire consolidation, Lincolnshire has become part of the Deerfield computer infrastructure
utilizing the Tyler-New World software. This amended contract is for Tyler-New World to convert
all of Lincolnshire's electronic records from the current server in Vernon Hills into the Deerfield
computer infrastructure. Tyler-New World has evaluated the needs of Lincolnshire and submitted an
amendment contract for the conversion in the sum of $52,500.00. This cost will be reimbursed by
Lincolnshire as part of the consolidation agreement.

RECOMMENDATION
The Police Department recommends the Mayor and Board authorize the Village to enter into the
amended contract with Tyler-New World Systems of Troy, Michigan, for Lincolnshire
consolidation, not to exceed $52,500.00.

~
d ?ohn ~

chiefo

~ -~

0

ozis
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AMENDMENT

This amendment ("Amendment") ·is effective as of the date of signature of the last party to sign as indicated below
("Amendment Effective Date"), by and between Tyler Technologies, Inc., a Delaware corporation with offices at 840
West Long Lake Road, Troy, Ml 48098 (''Tyler") and Village of Deerfield, with offices at 850 Waukegan Rd., Deerfield, IL
60015-3206 ("Client").
WHEREAS, Tyler and the Client are parties to a License Agreement with an effective date of June 30, 2003 (the
"Agreement");
WHEREAS, Tyler and Client now desire to amend the Agreement;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises hereinafter contained, Tyler and the Client agree as follows:
1. The software and/or services set forth in Exhibit 1 and associated services as noted in Exhibit 2 to this
Amendment are hereby added to the Agreement.

2.

The following payment terms, as applicable, shall apply:
a.

Conversions: Fixed-fee conversions are invoiced 50% upon acceptance of the Conversion Analysis

b.

Document, and 50% upon initial delivery of converted data.
Travel expenses shall be invoiced as incurred, if applicable.

3. Tyler warrants that it will perform services in a professional, workmanlike manner, consistent with industry
standards. In the event Tyler provides services that do not conform to this warranty, Tyler will re-perform the
services at no additional cost to the Client.
4. This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
Agreement.
5.

All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, a duly authorized representative of each party has executed this Amendment as of the date of
signature of the last party to sign as indicated below.
Tyler Technologies, Inc.
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

Village of Deerfield, IL
By: -

- - -- - -- - - - - - -

Name: Greg Sebastian

Name: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Title: President Public Safety Division

Title: - -- - - -- - - -- -- --

Date: _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ __

Date: _ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ _ __
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Acknowledged by non-party authorized agency,
Village of Lincolnshire, IL

Title:
Date:
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Exhibit 1
Amendment Investment Summary
The following Amendment Investment Summary details the software, products, and services to be delivered by us to
you under the Agreement. This Amendment Investment Summary is effective as of the Amendment Effective Date
REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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Date:
Quote Expiration:
Quote Name:
Quote Number:

Quote Oesctiptioo:

7112/2019
11118/2019
lincotl'IShire - Data Cooversions
2019-28099-2
Basie Data CcnWlSion

Sales Quot:ltlon For
Deelfield Police Oeparlment
850 Waukegan Rd
Deemeld, IL 60015-3206
Pt,one: +1 (847) 945-8636

OneTlmeFffS

Summ.1ry
Total Tyler Soflware
TOO'II Annual Fees
Total Tyiel' SeNices
Toi.al other Cosis
Total Thim Party Han:lware, SolllNafe and Services
Tr.wet and Living Expenses

$0

S50,500
$0
$0

$62,500

Summary Tot.al

0.tallftl Breakdown of CollWl'Sions

$0

$2,000

Total

Law Enfon:ement Reeorcb Management System
Law Enbrcement Records Management Conversion {One Som:e} Including: Cases; Incidents
for Cases; Arrests; T!Cke1s; and Warrants
-U W t ~ Exlemal Ooc:umetu
Bookings CcffiieraiOII

.

$0

-.

$·1S,OOO
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.. .
$0

$15,000

$0

$3,000
$3,000

so

Stiie Alxidem Report lnbrmation ~
Om Fil• ConwrsiOft
Dafa Comefsion Ana~s and Assessment
Base Conversion (Olte Sowle); Mastel' File$ induiillg Master Name (Jackels). Addresses; and
•N.aimltllle&t lndtides one source i:lf data. Does nol lndude ~ the Name islink.ed to (e.g
:ticlcie1&, am!St&, etc.)
Address Re-Verific:aoon
TOTAL:

1
1

$1,500

$0

$7,50()

$3,000

$t4,000

$0
$0

$3,000
$14,000

$5,000

$0

$5,000
$50,500
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Assumptions
New Wot1d product requires Microsoft Windows Server 2012/2016 and SOL Server 201212016, including required Client Access Licenses (CALs) for applicable
Microsoft products. Servers must meet minimum haniware requirements provided by Tyler. The supported Microsoft operating system and SOL versions are
specific to Tyler's release versions.
New Wot1d product requires Microsoft Excel or Windows Search 4.0 for document searching functionality; Microsoft Word is required on the application server for

report formatting.
Tyler recommends a 10011000MB (GB} Ethernet network for the local area network. Wide area network requirements vary based on system configuration. Tyler

will provide further consultation for this environment.

Does not indude servers, workstations, or any required third-party hardware or software unless specified in this Investment Summary. Client is responsible for any
third-party support.
Licensed Software, and third-party software embedded therein, if any, will be delivered in a machine readable form to Client via an agreed upon network
connection. Any

taxes or fees imposed are the responsibility of the purchaser and will be remitted when imposed.

Tyler's GIS implementation seJVices are lo assist the Client in preparing the required GIS data for use with the Licensed New World Software. Depending upon the
Licensed Software the Client at a minimum will be required to provide an accurate street centerline layer and the appropriate polygon layers needed for Unit
Recommendations and Run Cards in an industry standard Esri file formal (Personal Geodalabase, File Geodalabase, Shape Files). Client is responsible for
having dearly defined boundaries for Police Beats, EMS Disiricis and Fire Quadrants. If necessary Tyler wiff assist Oient in creating the necessary polygon layers
(Police Beats, EMS Districts and Fire Quadrants) for Unit Recommendations and Run Cards. Tyler is not responsible for the accuracy of or any ongoing
maintenance of the GIS data used within the Licensed New World Software.
Client is responsible for any ongoing annual maintenance on third-party products, and is advised to cootact the third-party 11endor to ensure understanding of and
compliance with all maintenance requirements
AU Tyler Clients are required to use Esri's ArcGJS Suite to maintain GIS data. All maintenance, iraining and ongoing support of this product will be contracted with
and conducted by Esri. Maintenance for Esn's ArcGIS suite of products that are used for maintaining Client's GIS data will be contracted by Client separately with
Esri.
When Custom interface is induded, Custom interface will be operational with existing third-party software. Any subsequent changes to third-party applications may
require additional services.
When State/NCIC is induded, Client is responsible for obtaining the necessary State approval and any non-Tyler hardware and software. Includes state-specific
standard forms developed by Tyler. Additional forms can be provided for an additional fee.

Personal Computers must meet the minimum hardware requirements b- New Wortd products. Microsoft Windows 7/8.1 I10 32i64 bit or later is required for an
client machines. Windows Server 2012/2016 and SQL Seiver 2012/201412016 are required for the Application and Database Server(s).
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Exhibit 2
Data File Conversion Assistance
We will provide conversion assistance to you to help convert the existing data files specified below. If additional files
are identified after contract execution, estimates will be provided to you prior to us beginning work on those newly
identified files.
General
1.

A data conversion analysis and assessment to verify the scope of effort for the project will be conducted. A
revised cost estimate for the data conversion may be provided at the conclusion of the assessment. You may
elect to cancel or proceed with the conversion effort based on the revised estimate.

2. This conversion effort includes data coming from one unique database or source, not multiple sources.
3.

No data cleansing, consolidation of records, or editing of data will be part of the data conversion effort. Any
data cleansing, removal of duplicate records, or editing must take place by you prior to providing the data to
us.

Our Responsibilities
1.

We will create and provide you with a conversion design document for signoff prior to beginning development
work on the data conversion. No conversion programming by us will commence until you approve this
document.

2.

We will provide the data conversion programs to convert your data from a single data source to the Tyler
Software for the specified files that contain 500 or more records.

3.

As provided in the approved project plan for conversions, we will schedule on-site trips to your location in
order to conduct the following:
a.
b.
c.

Conversion Analysis,
Assistance for Mapping and Testing, and
Conversion Go-Live Implementation and Support

You will be responsible for travel expenses as set forth in the Invoicing and Payment Policy.
4.

We will provide you up to six (6) test iterations of converted data. One test iteration consists of:
a.
b.

Running a conversion test in your test environment,
Your reviewing a conversion test and responding in writing to us (see Client responsibilities
paragraph 3 below),
c. We correct or otherwise respond to issues discovered and reported by you,
d. We will conduct internal testing to verify corrections, and
e. Both parties planning for the next test iteration and/or the live
implementation.
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S. Tyler will provide warranty coverage for any conversion-procedure-related issue reported by Client to Tyler
within six (6) months after the conversion is run in the live database.
Client Responsibilities
1.

Provide a current copy of the databases to be converted in one of the following formats:
a. Microsoft SQL Server database
b. Microsoft Access database
c. Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
d. An ASCII format delimited text file, including embedded column headers and text delimiters.

2.

You will respond to each test iteration in writing, on a form provided by us, either:
a.
b.

Indicating acceptance that the Data Conversion Process is ready for the final conversion, or
Indicating a list of changes that need to be applied to the Data Conversion Process for the next test
iteration.

Up to six (6) test iterations are provided as part of the Data Conversion Process. After the sixth (6th) test
iteration, you shall pay our then-current flat fee for each additional test iteration. You will promptly review
each test iteration when delivered by us. Prompt review by you will reduce the likelihood that a need for
additional test iteration(s) may arise due to an extended delay between delivery of a test iteration and its
review.
3.

If available, provide a data dictionary (data descriptors) of the databases being converted.

4.

As provided in the project plan for conversions, you will provide a dedicated resource in each application area
to focus on conversion mapping and testing. This includes dedicating a support person(s) whenever our staff
is on site regarding conversions. Roughly a one to one ratio exists for your commitment and our commitment.
You understand that thorough and timely testing of the converted data by your personnel is a key part of a
successful data conversion.

5.

You agree to promptly review and signoff on both the conversion design document, and on the final
conversions after appropriate review.

Only one data source will be converted for each of the files described in the Investment Summary, unless otherwise
noted.
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